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New Office Building
Planned For Calloway
Board Of Education
Plans are underway for a new
office building for the Calloway
County Board of Education,
according to William B. Miller,
superintendent.
Miller said this morning that
the board must find new office
space by this summer, because
the house now occupied, owned
by Murray State, will be torn
down.
The superintendent said that
it is hoped that construction can
begin within a short time, and
the building be completed by
July 1.
Miller said plans have yet to
be approved by the board, but it
is hoped that drawings will
meet the board's approval at
the next meeting. The
specifications will then have to
be approved by state authorities
and advertisement for bids will
then be permitted.
Miller said the building is
expected to cost in the $50,000
range, and will be constructed
in such a manner that it will
allow for future expanded
needs.
The money for the project will
come from the funds received
from the sale of the county
elementary school buildings,
Miller said.
The superintendent explained
that the school system con-
tinues to lose money as long as
rental buildings are used for
board office space, and the
construction of a permanent
office building will ultimately
save the taxpayers money.
"We're not after anything
elaborate," Miller said. He said
the building not be anything
fancy, but will just "serve the
purpose"
The building will be initially
designed as a one-story
structure, Miller said, but the
roof will be designed in such a
way that additional space can
be utilized in second-floor
areas.
Heart Fund Drive Being
Conducted During Month
The Murray-Calloway County
Heart Association is conducting
its annual fund drive in
February, which has been
designated American Heart
Month. Heart and blood vessel
diseases kill more than one
million persons a year, a
spokesman for the local
association said. This adds up to
more deaths than from all other
causes combined. Heart attack
alone kills more than 680,000
persons every year, Mrs. Jerry
Bolls, Publicity Chairman,
noted.
"Not only these national
statistics are appalling, but this
problem alone was responsible
for 50 per cent of the deaths in
Calloway County during 1974. It
affects people at the local level
also," Mrs. Bolls said.
 Homecoming At 
Calloway High
Is On Friday
The Calloway County High
School Homecoming will be
held Friday, February 14, at the
Calloway-Mayfield basketball
game.
Members of the graduating
class of 1971 will be the honored
guests and will also be featured
in the Laker Ball program.
The 1975 homecoming queen
will be crowned in ceremonies
immediately following the
junior varsity game. This
year's queen candidates are
Becky Blackford, Sharon
Buchanan, Sandy Farris, Kathy
Jackson, Pam Robertson, and
Leah Vance.
The homecoming dance
following the varsity game is
scheduled for ten p.m. to one a.
m. with "Jaraboga" providing
the music. Tickets are $1.50 in
advance and $2.00 at the gate.
Only Calloway County students
and their guests, and 1971
Alumni will be admitted to the
dance, according to a
spokesman for the Student
Council, sponsor of the event.
Weather Forecast
Fair and colder tonight with
lows in the mid 205. Sunny and
seasonably cool Thursday.
Highs in the upper 40s. Winds
northerly diminishing to less
than 10 miles per hour tonight.
Fair Friday. Chance of show-
ers Saturday and Sunday. Lows
Friday in the 20Ls east to 308
west, and in the 30s statewide.-
, , Th
day, the 504 Saturday and the
404 Sunday.
No businessman can afford to
overlook economic facts about
heart and blood vessel diseases,
she added. Men in the 45 to 64
age group are industry's most
valuable executives and em-
ployees. Deaths in this age
group cause a significant loss of
key management skills, and
production "know-how."
Besides this, there is the cost of
training replacement per-
sonnel.
The local Heart Association
will be conducting a business
solicitation during this month so
that businesses may contribute
to an ever growing threat to our
local community. "We hope you
will give generously when a
volunteer calls upon you for
assistance. Only in this way can
your dollars work for you and
your heart," Mrs. Bolls said.
Citizens are also reminded
that they may give memorial
gifts throughout the year in
memory of a friend or loved
one. There are no pre-addressed
envelopes available but all
contributions must be mailed to
Mrs. Willard Ails, 1610
Kegnland Drive, Murray, in
order for them to reach the
Kentucky Heart Association.
Contributions are
acknowledged promptly and
are tax-deductible.
COUNTDOWN FOR "CAMPUS LIGHTS" — Two members of the sound crew — Joe Park ofTrenton and David Hartwein of Louisville — watch the action onstage during one of the finalrehearsals for "Campus lights 1975" to play Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings at MurrayState University. They are among 150 students in the company of the traditional musicalcomedy which has played each year since its initiation in 1938 Curtain time is 8:15 p. m. foreach performance in Lovett Auditorium and tickets will be available for sale at the door for$2.50 each. A short ceremony prior to the opening performance Thursday will officiallydedicate the auditorium now named in honor of Mrs. Laurine Wells Lovett, a member of theschool's first board of regents.
Senate Committee Approves
Bill Blocking $3 Oil Tariff
WASHINGTON (AP) — A bill ports by two million barrels a
blocking Presi&ot Ford's spe- day, or 72 per cent, over the
cial $3-per-barrel tax on im- next three years.
portecl oil for 90 days was By unanimous vote, the corn-proved today by the Senate Fl.- mine* also approved a bill tonance Committee. raise the ceiling on the rationalThe 11-2 vote in committee debt from the present $495 bil-sent the House-passed bill to lion to $531 billion through Junethe Senate floor, where debate 30.
is expected to begin next week. The Finance Committee wasThe tariff, the first $1 of foiled by high absenteeismwhich already is in effect, is Tuesday in its first attempt tothe heart of Ford's plan to dis- reach a decision on the tariff.courage energy consumption by A special Democratic taskdriving up prices. The full pro- force on energy hoped enoughgram aims to cut U.S. oil irn- senators would show up today
President Cautions Nation To
Brace For More Unemployment
WASHINGTON , AP I -- Pres-
ident Ford is cautioning Ameri-
cans to brace for a faster-than-
forecast surge in unemploy-
ment but says the jobless rate
will peak at under 10 per cent
and gradually head downward
before year's end.
The President's personal pre-
dictions on the closely watched
indicator of the nation's reces-
Cases Of Flu
Continue To
Rise In State
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Reported cases of flu are con-
tinuing to rise in Kentucky,
with 14,485 new cases reported
to the state human resources
department for the week of
Feb. 8
Western Kentucky, the hard-
est hit region three weeks ago,
again led other areas with an
additional 7,797 cases reported.
South central Kentucky,
which had the most new cases
the preceding week, had 780
new cases last week.
New cases in other areas
were: Eastern, 2,396; Blue-
grass, 1,973; Northern, 1,135,
and North Central 404.
- The cases are only those
-serlotts-8118Ogfr tb. Tse'lAn 
ohysicians and which the doc-
tors in turn report to the state
sion came at a Topeka, Kan.,
news conference Tuesday night
after he announced the release
of $2 billion in frozen highway
funds to spur 125,000 or more
jobs in the hard-hit construction
industry.
Ford scheduled a late-morn-
ing meeting today with his top
economic advisers to discuss
unemployment and the reaction
to his latest two-day trip in
search of support for his eco-
nomic and energy proposals.
Economic questions domi-
nated Ford's second out-of-town
news conference in a week, but
there were these disclosures on
other subjects:
—He believes "the possibility
exists for a step-by-step prog-
ress in the Middle East" and
that if Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger returns from his
current Middle East mission
"with some encouraging news
... he will probably go back
shortly thereafter for what we
would hope would be a settle-
ment on a step-by-step basis."
—Ford repeated his warning
that unless progress is made
"there is a very serious pros-
pect" of another Middle East
war and oil embargo.
-- The President, asked about
the possibility of resigned Pres-
ident Richard M Nixon return-
ing to the national tit diplomat-
See- no pros-
pect for any appointment be-
cause of his health . ."
-Ford defended his private
45-minute meeting this week
with former Treasury Secre-
tary John B. Connally, under
indictment for perjury and
bribery. "I see no conflict
whatsoever," Ford said. Until
Connally's case is resolved, "I
think it is very appropriate for
me to meet with him to discuss
... both domestic and foreign
policy."
Ford skirted a direct re-
sponse when asked whether he
agreed with his economic ad-
visers' forecast that unemploy-
ment will peak at 8.5 per cent
about midsummer. The jobless
rate soared to 8.2 per cent last
month, the highest figure in
more than three decades.
"My own personal feeling is
that there may be some in-
creases, but I think the hump
will have been reached sooner
than some of the experts are
forecasting and that the trend
will start in the other direction
the President said
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to allow work to proceed on an
alternative to President Ford's
energy program.
Ford in a news conference
Tuesday night in Topeka, Kan.,
noted that Congress has failed
to come up with an alternative
to his program and declared:
"I will not tolerate inaction. It
is my judgment that the crisis
is far too serious."
Absenteeism Tuesday
thwarted the Senate Finance
Committee from taking up a
House-passed bill blocking
Ford's $3-per-barrel tax on im-
ported oil. Of the panel's 18
members, seven came to a
scheduled meeting, three less
than a quorum. The postponed
meeting was to have been the
first bill-drafting session follow-
ing two days of hearings.
And the Democratic task
force was unable to consider a
Proposed program calling for
gradually increasing gasoline
taxes to pay for developing new
fuel sources. Three of its se-
ven sentators were there.
Sen. Russell B. Long, D-La.,
chairman of the Finance Com-
mittee, said he was not embar-
rassed by the failure of his
committee to muster a auorum.
"The absentees are out doing
the same thing the President is
doing — out making speeches,"
he said.
Congress traditionally takes a
week-long recess to mark Lin-
coln Day, but this year Senate
(See Energy, Page 141
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MSU To Receive First
Place National Award
For Services Project
Murray State University has
been selected to receive a first
place national award for a pilot
project initiated last fall to
provide specialized services at
no cost to local governments
and area development districts.
Recognized along with
Murray State by the National
Association of Development
Organizations (NADO) was the
Kentucky Office for Local
Government in the state's
Executive Department for
Finance and Administration,
which funded the project with a
$30,000 grant to the Center for
Regional Services at the
university.
Notification of the award was
Carter Named
Editor, 'Good
Housekeeping'
John Mack Carter, once
editor of McCall's magazine
and then editor of The Ladies'
Home Journal, has been named
editor of Good Housekeeping
magazine.
Carter is the son of Mrs. W. Z.
Carter of Murray and the late
Mr. Carter, and is a former
employe of the Murray Ledger
and Times.
He replaces Wade H. Nichols,
who moves into the newly
created slot of director of
editorial development.
Mr. Carter, who will be 47
years old on Feb. 28, is the
owner of American Home
magazine, which he acquired
last year from Downe Com-
munications. He had been
chairman and editor in chief of
Downe, which publishes The
Journal.
The American Home
Publishing Company, of which
he is chairman also publishes
American Home Crafts
magazine.
Asked about the American
Home ownership, Mr. Deems
said, "All I know is that we've
contracted for his exclusive
services."
Mr. Carter had been- editor,
publisher and president of
American Home. He has named
Warren Erhardt, the publisher,
president and chief executive:
Margaret Happel, editor, and
has brought in Jim Liston from
Popular Mechanics as
executive editor.
received by Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, Murray State president,
who called it "a satisfying
recognition of the university's
effort to assist local govern-
ment officials and area
development districts in
resolving some of the problems
that exist in communities and
the region. --
"We know the project we
have undertaken in cooperation
with the Kentucky Office for
Local Government is a first-
rate operation, but it's a special
honor to have the university
recognized as having the no. 1
program in the nation," Curris
said.
The plaque award is one of
two 1975 Community and
Campus Awards made by
NADO, an independent
organization of about 100 sub-
state planning and development
districts across the country.
NADO purposes include the
promotion of community-
Council
To Meet
Thursday
An agenda of routine business
is in store for the regular
meeting of the Murray City
Council at 7 p.m. Thursday.
The council will consider
authorization for Mayor John E.
Scott to sign the second part of a
contract with Barge, Waggoner,
Sumner and Cannon, architects,
for engineering on the new city-
county park and in a related
matter will consider
authorization for the mayor to
sign an agreement accepting
funds for the park from the
federal bureau of outdoor
recreation.
The council will also consider
the work-study agreement
between Murray State
University and the city park.
Other items on the agenda
include:
—the second reading of or-
dinance number 609, changing
the method of pay for certain
city employes;
—the appointment of Thomas
E. Shirley to the Murray
Planning Commission;
—and discussion of clothing
allowances for the police, fire
and street department em-
ployes for 1975.
campus cooperation in
analyzing and solving
problems.
Murray State won the top
award in the category for
projects with budgets of more
than $20,000. Two schools — the
University of Minnesota and
William Rainey Harper College
at Palatine, Ill — shared the
top awards for projects of less
than $20,000.
Entitled "Pilot Project at
Murray State University for
Provision of Supplemental
Assistance to Local Govern-
ments," the entry from Murray
(See &MU, Page 10
TVA Coal Supply
Now At 50 Days
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. i AP
The Tennessee Valley Authority
has boosted its coal reserves to
nearly 50-day supply, aided by
mild temperatures, heavy coal
deliveries and near-capacity
hydroelectric power production.
TVA's coal deliveries last
week totaled 1.1 million tons,
said TVA information director
Lee Sheppeard, and marked the
first time since the November
national coal strike that the
agency had received more than
a million tons a week.
-Our normal supply is about
750,000 tons and last week we
gained slightly over 300,000 tons
of recoverable coal for our re-
serve stockpiles," he said.
The coal reserves now total
5.4 million tons, he said.
Moreover, Sheppeard said
TVA might have gained an ad-
ditional 70,000 tons of coal had
not it been forced to shut down
one unit of the Browns Ferry
nuclear plant for inspection.
Sheppeard said TVA hydroe-
lectric power production was 95
million kilowatt hours on Mon-
day, just short of the system's
97 million kilowatt hour capac-
ity.
Last week, TVA's power sys-
tem averaged 12.5 million kilo-
watts, Sheppeard said. Less
than six million kilowatts was
produced by coal fired power
plants. Hydroelectric gener-
ation accounted for 3.5 million
kilowatts of the total.
Another 1.6 million kilowatts
came from exchange agree-
ments with other power sys-
tems and 1.5 million kilowatts
came from nuclear power
plants, he said.
School Boards Official Calls
For Public Vote On Bargaining
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—
The executive director of the
Kentucky School Boards Associ-
ation has asked that the issue
of collective Lai-gaining for
public employes be put to the
people for a vote.
Maurice D. Bement asked a
special legislative subcom-
mittee studying collective bar-
gaining to recommend to the
1976 General Assembly that the
question be put to the people in
the form of a statewide referen-
dum.
Collective bargaining for pub-
lic employes is expected to be-
come one of the most con-
troversial issues of the next
legislature. The previous at-
tempt at passing a collective
bargaining statute failed late in
the 74 session.
State Sen. Michael Moloney,
13-Lexington, chairman of the
special subcommittee, said Be-
ment's suggestion would be giv-
en equal consideration with all
others.
Moloney said more than 3,000
letters have been mailed to in-
terested persons to obtain input
on whether Kentucky needs a
collective bargaining statute,
and if so. what kind.
Tuesday's public hearing was
the second of a series planned
by the committee. More than 30
representatives of educational
groups presented testimony
during the day-long session.
John Basham, president of
the Kentucky Education Associ-
ation IKEA), told the subcom-
mittee that a law giving teach-
ers the right to professional ne-
gotiation would improve school
board policies, ease teachers'
frustrations, and "establish a
procedure for resolving prob-
lems and misunderstandings in
school districts in Kentucky."
Local Goverment Cost $260 Per Capita
A new study by the Department of
C.ornrnerce reveals just how much is spent,
per capita, to keep the wheels of govern-
ment turning in Calloway County.
It shows, also, how the local spending
pattern compares with that in other
communities across the country.
The figures are contained in a 626-page
report, called Compendium of Govern
meat Finances. Periodic studies of this
t,Ype are made very five years. This is the
first one since 1967.
In it are detailed, for every section of the
United States, the revenues, the ex-
penditures-end-the eivieenE, sf ebt
curred in connection with local govern-
ment operations.
Detailed for each area is just how much
is spent, per resident, for roads, police and
fire protection, health, housing, welfare,
sanitation, education, administration and
the many other functions performed.
In Calloway County, the figures show,
the cost of such local services amounted to
$260 in the year for every man, woman and
child in the area.
The comparable cost, in other parts of
the country was $511 per capita and, in the
State of Kentucky, $256.
Nationally, the outlay for local
operations came to $106.5 billion, a sharp
increase over the 1967 total of $59.5 billion.
fiecause• pubbr payrolls, vttte, "price EiT"
equipment, the demand for services and
the cost of borrowing are all at a high
level, the cost of government has gone up
proportionately. It has become a problem
in almost every locality.
In an effort to meet these rising ex-
penses, most communities have had to
turn to special fees and taxes and to a
variety of miscellaneous charges and tolls.
General revenue collected in Calloway
County came to $283 per capita, the report
shows, as compared with $260 for ex-
penditures. Of the total collected, $171 was
from taxes and other local charges and the
balance from Federal and state sources.
As for the spteriti_debt, oaitstaNglii• 1•66'alry-,71 inisted as $163 per capita.
Elsewhere in the nation, local debt
amounts to $580 per capita and, in the
state, to $353.
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Mrs. Edno Vaughn Chosen
Sorority Valentine Queen
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta, Sigma Phi has chosen
Edna Vaughn as this year's
Valentine queen. Mrs. Vaughn
is the wife of Jack Vaughn,
assistant manager at the
University Book Store, and they
have two sons Scott, nine,
Mrs. Edna
-Valenti" Queen
and Jamie, age four. The family
resides on Murray Route Eight.
Mrs. Vaughn attended
Fairfield High School, Fair-
field, Ill. During her high school
years she was an active
member of the school band. She
attended Oakland City College,
Oakland, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn moved
to Calloway County in February
1965. She attended Murray State
for one year and then became a
secretary at the university.
Mrs. Vaughn is presently
working for the College of
Business and Public Affairs,
MSU. She is a member of First
Baptist Church, Murray.
As Valentine Queen, Mrs.
Vaughn has received a number
of honors. In October she
represented the sorority in the
Murray State Homecoming
parade. Her picture was sent to
the International office, along
with entrants from all the
sorority chapters, to be judged
by a famous celebrity for the
title of Beta Sigma Phi
Valentine Queen. On February
15, Mrs. Vaughn and her
husband will be the special
guests of the sorority at a
Valentine banquet in their
honor.
- 00firl)
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FOR THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 13, ins
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apt-. 20) eri4
There is a lot more to this day
than meets the eye. Don't take
advantages or success for
granted. Striving, facing
situations squarely and
remaining cairn to the face of
obstacles will be necessary.
TAURUS
)Ape-. 2110 May 21) tSiiir
You can achieve much if you
go about things in the right way
— and with confidence. There
may be a hitch at times but,
generally, you can steer things
as you wish.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21i 114*
Even though your planetary
influences are fairly good, it
will take more than average
patience and skill to keep
matters in Line. But you CAN do
It
CANCER
o June 22 to July 23) eo
Don't get ahead of yourself.
There is a tendency now to rush
matters to too-hasty com-
pletion, to plan too tar ahead
without full understanding.
Care!
--LEO
_ (July 24 to Aug. 23)12
Neither routine nor other
matters may turn out as
planned, but overcoming dif-
ficulties is your forte. Plan each
move step by step; weigh woe
and cons.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Good aspects! Your skills and
orderly mind can help you reap
a big harvest soon by ap-
propriate action NOW.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) AEI
To understand persons with
WhOM you are involved, as well
as the needs of all, will be half of
your battle won. Meetings and
agreements should be con-
ducted with this in mind.
•••
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Study results of previous
actions. If everything did not
turn out as piamed, profit by
the experience.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dee. 21) A°110.
Do not overtax yourself
mentally or physically, but do
maintain a tempo progressive
enough to accumulate the many
up‘ilk
EVERY SATURDAY NIGI-IT
Experience the fun and frolic of a real Italian Feast. Jerry's be-
comes an Italian Villa on Saturday night - - where you can enjoy
a full Italian Dinner. Spaghetti with Meat Sauce: $2.50 .....
Veal Parmigiana: $2.85  All dinner prices include appetizer.
entree with one vegetable, and dessert.
Select your dinner from The
Specrai Italian Menu or from
Jerry's familiar favorites —
every Saturday from 5:00
until 10:00 p.m.
South 12th Street -
Murray, Kentucky
ivv;v
gains that are attainable.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Istf
Demonstrate your talents in
the areas where they will do the
moat good, and don't become
unnerved by stubborn op-
position. Originality of ap-
proadi will net you big ad-
vantages.
AQUARIUS
(Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
Strong indications of gain
through past efforts. A good
period, too, for launching new
enterprises. Study all
suggestions carefully, however.
PISCES
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Take everything in proper
order or you may be disturbed
by late-day results. Some issues
from which to withdraw, others
by which to profit. Judge
carefully.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind, great
imagination and boundless
ambition. Your stamina and
ability to bounce back after
setbacks are outstanding, so
obstacles rarely dismay you.
You are adept at using new
gadgets, methods; are in-
ventive, foresighted and always
ready to make changes that
mean improvement. You could
excel in music, art, literature,
statesmanship or as a con-
fidential secretary. Birthdate
of: Duke de Talleyrand-
Perigord, French diplomat,
statesman; Kim Novak, screen
star.
Kinsey Home
Scene Church
Women's Meet
The United Methodist Women
of the Coldwater Church met
Monday, February 3, at seven
p. m. in the home of Mrs.
Howard Kinsey.
Each member read a verse of
scripture as the devotional part
of the program. A playlet,
"Jonah And A Great Fish," was
given by Mrs. Thomas Smith
and Mrs. Cody Adams, followed
by a study of the book of Jonah.
The closing prayer wasted by ,
Mrs. Kinsey.
A brief fellowship period was i
observed and refreshments of
cake, cookies, coffee, and Cokes
were served to thirteen
members present.
The next meeting will be in
the home of Mrs. Butes Wilson
on Monday, March 3, at seven p.
m.
SERVING CHICKEN
You need approximately x.4
pound of chicken per serving. A
three-pound bird yields four
servings a two-pound bird, two
servuigs.
TOWERING
GIFT OFFER!
$8.50 VALUE
FREE with Purc,ha;i-
Marie Norman prose •
COmOtekron care ease. .
Tower of Beauty be M.
Emutsonn Make Up Ten,'
and our new MIlky f rasher,-
FOOT now. the Tower of Be.,
yOurs. Our CO1'n0lornentar
to yOu, well the coupon
as 00 COsmeloc Ourchase• .•
that's the /1001 of be,,,?,
A beeottful value')
OrMy at a,
MERLE 11ORMAII
COSITIETIC STUDIO
107 N. 4th St
Murray
753-6926
'or
MAAPROINAMMIMIM
'Duo. -741)1 .
Would rose by another
name stink?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: The wife who said her husband smelled
because he seldom bathed, reminds me of a story they tellabout Samuel Johnson, the noted English lexicographer ofthe 1700s.
Johnson was a "purist" where words were concerned, butwhen it came to his personal hygiene, he was a notoriousslob.
A woman passenger sitting next to him on a coach trainMid: "Sir, you smell!•• Whereupon Johnson replied:-Madam, you are wrong. YOU smell, I stink."
Perhaps the husband who was accussed of "smelling"
would like to show this to his wife. A.C.H.: SEATTLE
DEAR A.C.H.: Samuel Johnson was wrong. If he gave
off an offensive odor, he "smelled" and stank as well. Or
should's Shakespeare's immortal line in Romeo and Juliethave been: "A rose by any other name would 'stink' assweet"?
DEAR ABBY: lain 22 and work ass secretary in a largeoffice. My boyfriend works there, too. The other evening, we
attended the wake of a fellow employee.
First off, my boyfriend became angry when! held on tohis hand while we both walked up to the casket. Then .a
young kid who works at the office came in and kissed me on
the bps. I suppose I could have moved my head and given
this kid my cheek instead, but it all happened so fast.
Then someone came up to talk to me and I spoke to him
before I introduced my boyfriend, which my boyfriend said
Was very bad manners. After that happened he said: "Let'sgo," so we did. As soon as we got in his car he said he was
ashamed of my behavior, then he punched me in the mouth.
Please tell me how to deal with this hot-headed boyfriend.
After he hit me, he didn't even say he was sorry.
PUNCHED
DEAR PUNCHED: If you continue to go with this
hotheaded boyfriend, you are begging for trouble. If you're
wise, you'll dump this bully—unless you enjoy getting
punched in the mouth.
[)EAR ABBY' .Seven years ago, my father died, leaving
my mother and six children. I was 15, and the oldest. Four
months later, Mom met a man named Jack who was
divorced and had custody of two minor children.
Pretty soon Jack and his kids moved into our house.
Mom said she and Jack were married "at sea." but I never
really believed it. I think she just made that up so
wouldn't think she was terrible for letting Jack share her
bed. Anyway, he's good to Mom, she's crazy about him and
I wish them both luck, but what's always bugged me is the
way Mom has always tried to get us kids to call Jack
"Dad." The younger kids did, but I never could. II call him
J ack. I
I'm married and just learned that I am expecting, so
when I told Mom yesterday, she ran into the next room and
yelled, "Jack, you're going to be a GRANDFATHER!"
I exploded and said, "Mom, YOU are going to be a
grandmother, but Jack isn't my father, and he is NOT going
to be a grandfather! And furthermore, my baby isn't going
to call Jack 'Grandpa' if I have anything to say about it."
Was I wrong? EXPECTING
DEAR EXPECTING: Yes. Your reluctance to call Jack
"Dad" is understandable.- but what's to be gained by
making an issue of what your yet-to-be-boni child will call
him'.' Wait until the baby gets here and starts to talk. Moat
youngsters come up with their 'own special names fag
grandparents—legitimate or otherwise.
Murray Shrine  
Club Dinner
At Triangle
The Murray Shrine Club held
its monthly social meeting at
the Triangle Inn on Saturday,
February 1, at seven p. m.
During the dinner the club
extended a hearty welcome to
the Illustrious Potentate, Noble
William E. Moffett.
The invocation was given by
Norman Klapp, club president.
Members and their wives who
enjoyed the hospitality of the
newly opened facility were Mr.
and Mrs. Don Robinson and his
mother, Mrs. Adeline
Wiggington, Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Morris, Mr. and Mrs. R.
C. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Folsom, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Spann, Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Persall, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
M. Baker, Mr. and Mrs. John
Williams, Mr. and Mrs
Woodrow Dunn, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Norwine, Mr. and Mrs.
Buford Hurt, Mr. and Mrs.
Freed Cotham, Mr. and Mrs_
Bill Moffett, Mr. and Mrs. Bub
Stacey and their guests. Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Fike, and
Norman Klapp.
The next scheduled meeting
will be on Saturday, March 1, at
seven p. m. at the Triangle Inn
Mrs. Eunice Henry Leader For
Martin's Chapel UMW Program
The Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women met
at the church for the regular
January meeting with Mrs.
Eunice Henry being in charge of
the program on "a call to
Prayer and Self-Denial."
Mrs. Henry gave the ac-
complishments that have been
made through the years by the
help of the women's division as
pensions are being set up for
these missionoirs, who are no
Longer called "active workers."
Mrs. Homer Charlton read
some letters of gratitude from
these unactive workers. A
special song was sung by Mrs.
Tom Patterson with Mrs.
Phillip McClure as the piano
accompanist.
The meeting was closed by
Hazel Lodge Will
Hold Meet Friday
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet
Friday, February 14, at 7:30 p.
rn. at the lodge hall.
This will be the regular
business meeting followed by
refreshments. All Masons are
invited, according to Bruce
Wilson, Master of the lodge.
1st Quality
PANTY HOSE
32.
LIMA 3 pairs
each member placing her gifts
in the altar plate as soft music
was played. The "prayer of
thanksgiving" was said by Mrs.
Henry.
Mrs. Mildy Ellis, new
president, presided at the
business meeting.
Refreshments of cake, coffee,
and spiced tea were served by
the hostess, Mrs. Homer
Charlton.
Those present, not previously
mentioned, were Mrs. W. A.
Cunningham, Mrs. Ralph
Robertson, Mrs. Hinman Coles,
Mrs. Louise Bynum, members,
and two visitors, Mrs. Tom
Patterson and mother, Mrs.
Victor Tedesco of Hazard.
cTOEI SOCKS
Our egular $450
S244
Big Selection
Colors, Styles.
All Prices Good thru Saturday
Open Nights 9 Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
Shopping Carter
Murray
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Car
Work
Hall
• Fish Dinner To Be
Served At Church
The Willing Workers Club of
Hazel will sponsor a fish dinner
on Saturday, February 15, at
the Chestnut Grove A. M E
Church.
The meal will be served from
five to 'tune p m. with the
charge being 81.50 per plate.
The public is invited to attend, a
club spokesman said
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The Kerrey
Ledger F, Times Hospital Report
February 3, 1975
Adults 130
Nursery 9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONSi* Baby Boy Borens (mother
Bonnie K.) Rt. 2 Cadiz Baby
To /leo Otheis In Community g. Joretta), 1111 Sycamore,Girl Randolph (mother:•:)
reenS Who C4re Club
By Karen Hussung ternoon secsion to learn how to • 
Murray.
and Ginger Gilliam
The Teens Who Care Club
started the year with a
fellowship supper at Dipper's
Delight. The club members had
a fun evening and enjoyed the
complimentary meal served
there. Enjoying an evening with
people who share a common
interest is always fun.
One of the main reasons for
setting up a Teens Who Care
Club was to help others. Our
club did this by earning money
for the Paducah Telethon. Club
members participated in a
Slave Day on Saturday,
November 9. Through their
efforts they earned $79.00. While
working to raise this money the
Teens also helped the people of
Murray by cleaning yards and
doing other odd jobs.
One of the speakers who
spoke at a regular Wednesday
meeting was Mrs. Billy
Downing. She helped the club
members learn more about
Special Education by defining
related words and discussing
different cases.
A project beginning the
month of November was the
involvement with the baby
sitting service sponsored by the
Comprehensive Care Center.
Sandra Grimes came to set up
interviews with the interested
members. After being
screened, accepted members
participated in a Sunday af-
care for exceptional children
and the elderly while baby
sitting. This should prove a
rewarding experience.
Our special project for the
Christmas season was helping a
family of sm,all boys enjoy
themselves by making their
own stockings and tree
decorations. The boys were
invited to- Karen Hussung's
house where they spent the day
making decorations with Patti
Miller, Lisa Harrell, Donna
Heathcott, and Martha
McKinney. Without the efforts
of these girls Christmas for
these young boys would not
have been as joyful. Other
projects for December included
caroling for Westview Nursing
Home and fixing food boxes for
special friends of the club.
Our most recent project was
providing a film for interested
students, The film involved a
married couple both of whom
were afflicted with cerebral
palsy. The wife narrated the
movie describing the trials and
joys of their marriage. This film
gave students insight into the
lives of handicapped people and
was meaningful to all who saw
it.
To most members, Teens Who
Care has been a new and dif-
ferent kind of club. It is won-
derful to realize that a club can
exist not only for itself but for
the benefit of others.
DISMISSALS
Martha C. Down, Hardin,
Master Joseph D. Futrell, Rt. 5,
Murray, Miss Regina J. Lovett,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Betty K.
Wyatt, Rt. 9, Benton, Mrs.
Deborah A. Dick and Baby Girl,
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Mary Ann
Kennon, Rt. 1, Springville,
Tenn., Henry M. Young, Rt. 1,
4Altirray, William R. Whitis, B-13
Waldrop Trl. Pk., Murray,
William Ed Watson, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Lucille L. Atkins,
Rt. 6-Box 180, Murray, Noel R.
Melton, 507 S. 7th., Murray,
Arthur B. Lander, 4007 Massie
Ave., Louisville.
2-9-75
Nursery 10
Adults 121
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Estes (Patricia
Ni, Rt. 3, Box 106, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Margaret L. Reeder,
51P-2 S. 4th., Murray, Mrs.
Linda D. Starks, Box 86, Hazel,
Mrs. Virginia Morgan, 509 N.
Cherry, Murray, Mrs. Amelia
K. Ford, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Sheila C. Crosslin and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Dukedom, Tenn.,
Mrs. Robbie L. Canup, 604 S.
9th, Murray, Willie T. Everett,
1315 Vine St., Murray, Mrs.
Conova E. Miller, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Mrs. Doris M.
Schroeder ( expired), Alm.
Students Present Program
At Zeta Department Meet
Students were special guests
for the program at the meeting
of the Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held on
Thursday, January 23, at 7:30
p.m at the club house.
Mrs. Donald Jones of the
program committee introduced
the student guests with the
theme for the evening being
"All The World's A Stage."
Jana Jones, senior at Murray
High, gave a humorous skit of a
cutting from "Hello Dolly." She
has received several first place
trophies on this particular skit.
Lezlee Bartholomy, a senior
at Murray High, and Mike
Crisp, a freshman at Murray
State, gave a duet from a cut-
ting of "Taming the Shrew."
They had won first place for this
cutting at the University of
Kentucky last summer.
Mrs. Jones gave very in-
teresting comments with slides
about the Murray High School's
band trip to Miami, Fla., where
the band participated in the
Orange Bowl Parade, the
Junior Orange Bowl Parade,
and at Disney World. Or. and
Mrs. Jones were chaperines on
the trip.
Mrs. Salvatore Matararzo,
chairman, presided at the
business meeting. A discussion
about the department's project-
mental health—and the group
will decide on plans in the near
future.
The contest chairman, Mrs.
Marshall Jones, announced that
Zeiss would again sponsor the
essay contest from the Middle
Schools, Murray High, and
Calloway High on the subject,
"The Flag, A Symbol of
Freedom."
Hostesses for the evening
were Mesdames Allen McCoy,
John Pasco, Vernon Riley, Max
Beale, and A. H. Kopperud.
SUNDAY SUPPER
Skillet Chicken Hominy
Peas Cran Applesauce
Spanish Cream Ginger Sauce
CRAN APPLESAUCE
Makes a ruby-color relish.
4t cup water
4 cup fresh or frozen
cranberries
3 medium McIntosh apples
(unpeeled, uncored and
sliced thin)
4 cup sugar
Set to taste
Into a 14-quart saucepan
turn the water and cranberries.
Place apples over cranberries.
Boil over moderate heat until
cranberries pop — about 5 min-
utes or so. Continue to cook
fairly rapidly, stirring a few
times, until apples are soft;
watch so as not to scorch be-
cause mixture will be very
thick. Put through food mill.
Stir in sugar and salt. Chill.
Makes about I cup. 
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Wednesday, February 12
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. in at Gleason Hall.
Wesleyan and Ruth Wilson
Circles of the First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at 6:30 p. in.
for the church potluck supper.
Fellowship potluck dinner at
the Memorial Baptist Church
will be held at 6:30 p.m. at the
church prior to meetings of
Mission Friends, GAs, and RAs,
and prayer meeting at seven
p.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at seven p.
m.
Thursday, February 13
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Brooks Collie at 9:30 a. m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women will meet at the
home of Mrs. Margaret Nell
Boyd at seven p.
Newcomers Club will meet at
Community Room, Federal
Savings and Loan, at 7:30 p. in.
Blood River Baptist Young
Women will meet at Spring
Creek Church at seven p.
Campus Lights of 1975 will
open at Lovett Auditorium at
eight p. m.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m. for senior citizens.
Thursday, February 13
Can 592 of Woodmen of the
World will meet at the WOW
Hall at seven p.m.
For Infonnolios_._
ItogordIng
Electrolysis
(Porousoont
Itoesovol of Kaki
Coll 7834856j
Thursday, February 13
Town and Country
Homemakers Club will meet
with Peg Moffett at 7:30 p. m.
Grace Baptist Church will
have a church wide fellowship
supper at the Baptist Student
Center, North 15th Street, at six
P. in.
Acteens of First Baptist
Church will meet at the church
parking lot at six p.m. to go for
the pizza and skating party.
Phebian Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
have a potluck supper at church
fellowship hall in the Swann
building at 630 p. in with
groups, captained by Mrs.
James Rogers and Mrs. Joe Pat
Ward in charge.
Laleche League of Murray
will meet at the home of Mrs.
James Bruce, 1621 Hamilton, at
ten a. m. For information call
753-5963.
Baptist Women of Elm Grove
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Earl Lee at ten a. in., have
lunch at Jerry's Restaurant,
and visit patients at rest homes
in the afternoon.
Friday, February 14
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Esco Gunter, 1638 Farmer
Avenue, at 1:30 p. m
Campus Lights will be at
Lovett Auditorium at eight p.
Hannah Circle of First United
Methodist Church will have a
progressive dinner starting at
6:30 p. m. at the home of Mrs.
Yancey Watkins.
Hardin Chapter No. 277 Order
of the Eastern Star will hold an
election to elect worthy matron
at 7:30 p. in.
Murray Chapter, Parents
Without Partners, will meet at
the Ellis Community Center at
eight p. m., followed by a
"Daisy Mae" party.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 F. & A.
M. will meet at the lodge hall at
7:30 p. m.
A all ta Wall Aargau:,
Nearly Neu. [...halves --
Great Bargains
505 Moe St.
753-4087 Business rhea*
Murray, Ky.
753-3722 Nom Phone
Saturday, February 15
Hazel Woman's Club will
have a "Sweetheart Supper" at
the Avalon Restaurant, Paris,
Tenn., at seven p. in.
Campus Lights will be at
Lovett Auditorium at eight p.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will have a
banquet at the Holiday Inn.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
have a noon luncheon at the
home of Mrs. A. C. LaFollette
with Mrs. L. J. Hortin as
cohostess.
The Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First
Christian Church will have a
breakfast at the IhAiday Inn at
nine a. rn.
Willing Workers Club of Hazel
will serve fish dinners at the
Chestnut Grove A. M. E. Church
from five to nine p. in. with the
charge being $1.50 per plate.
Sunday, February 16
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Darnell
will have open house in
—celebration of their golden
Moiling anniversary from two
to 4:30 p. in. at their home in
Coldwater.
Sunnyside Club
Has Meeting
Betty Dowdy, president of the
Sunnyside Homemakers Club,
opened the January meeting by
asking Francis Garrison to read
the devotion and the thought for
the month.
Janice McCuiston called the
roll with each member an-
swering with a neighbor they
had helped with Homemakers
information this year.
New lessons for the next year
were discussed along with some
new ideas for fund raising
projects.
Sandy Barnett gave the craft
lesson on "Bargello" and had
samples of the work. She also
had a pattern for the members
to complete.
Mrs. Dowdy served refresh-
ments to the seven members
present who were Sandy Bar-
nett, Fran Garrison, Evelyn
Phillips, Carol Kelly, Dorothy
Pridemore, Janice McCuLston,
Peggy Jennings, members, and
Vandelene Weatherford and
Julia Sirroson, visitors.) _
ri—aERSOMILTX
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Robert Craig of Hazel has
been dismissed from the Henry
County General Hospital, Parts,
Tenn.
Caeri-Cheritint*unal Oche le
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Guest Editorial
The Meaning
Of Lincoln
What was it about Lincoln that he
should be remembered and revered
so long after his time?
He was our 16th president. But not
all presidents are particularly well-
remembered, let alone revered.
He was a wartime president. But
there have been others, and few
indeed stand forth so boldly three-
dimensional from the pages of
history.
True, he presided over the
greatest war the nation had waged
to that time, a conflict of tragically
epic proportions that set brother
against brother. But it was
precipitated in part by his own
election and left wounds not com-
pletely healed to this day. Another in
such a situation might as easily have
gone down in history not as the
preserver but as the divider of the
union.
No, it is something more,
something about the man himself
that the dramatic circumstances of
his presidency only serve to bring
into sharper relief.
A journalist of his time wrote: "A
stranger meeting him on a country
road, ignorant of his history, would
have said. 'He is no ordinary man.' "
He was indeed no ordinary man.
And it is the complex of ex-
traordinary characteristics — the
iron purpose tempered by corn-
passion, the dedication to justice and
duty, the ability and willingness to
take upon himself and bear up under
a nation's tragedy, the indomitable
spirit that carried man and country
through its trial by fire, and, above
all, the humanity — that have made
of Lincoln one of history's towering
figures.
It is underlining the obvious to say
that the memory and meaning of
Lincoln have a particular relevance
for our time.
Now, as in Lincoln's time, the
greatest challenges we face as a
people come not from foreign op-
ponents but from within ourselves.
They are to organize our society to
the greatest benefit of all thereof
and to overcome those divisions,
today transcending geographical
lines, that confuse the purpose and
goals of the nation.
While the challenge may be before
us in a new form, the task remains
ever the same — to ensure that we
do not lose by default what the blood
and sacrifice of previous
generations have gained.
To borrow from the quotable
Lincoln: "If destruction be our lot,
we must ourselves be its author and
finisher. As a nation of free men, we
must live through all time, or die by
suicide."
—Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
The Living Lincoln
a AS 1 WOL04.1 UVI it a or. • c,
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Letter To The Editor
Officers Disagree With
Column By Harrigan
Dear Editor:
After reading the commentary in the
February 4, 1975, Ledger and Times on
''Abuse of Privileges" by Anthony Harrigan,
It made me wonder whose Armed Forces he
Was writing about.
' Yes, the Ai Men Forces are better paid
today, but then again so is everyone else.
Yes, we do have a commissary system
where we can get certain items slightly
cheaper than the local economy. The biggest
savings is on milk which is contracted
directly from the local producer. .
• On the other items the price is comparable
to anyone who does his shopping selectively.
We also pay a surcharge to help defray
espenses on the cost of running the com-
rniasaries.
..The statement that every 18 year-old can
giR someone to buy him beer at the com-
missary is interesting. Commissaries do not
sell beer.
The Post Exchange PX ) is run on what is
celled non-appropriated funds.. That is at no
cost to the government. Salaries are paid out
ot the profits made at the PX. The PX also
turns in part of its profits to the Post Central
Welfare Fund.
This fund in turn allocates so much money
taeach subordinate unit in its area to help buy
dims that are not available in the central
sttPly system.
Spsee-Ao-.44ni4is^.
exactly what it is. If a mission flight is
scheduled and there is space available and
se Cr' ea.
there are no mission type personnel or anyone
on emergency leave then the slot is open for
space available personnel.
No planes are put to carry strictly space
available travellers.
Obviously Mr. Harrigan has never tried to
travel with his family "Space A".
This trip to Rio and Madrid that he is
talking about can become a disaster when one
member of your family gets -bumped" in
Panama by an emergency leave or mission
required passenger.
It seems Mr. Harrigan is resentful toward
military retirees.
There is a little poem written about 250
years ago.
"God and the Soldier, we adore
In time of danger, not before;
The danger passed and all things righted.
God is forgotten, and the soldier
slighted."
The retiree who has given many years
faithful service, suffered prolonged
separation from his family is now condemned
for having been a faithful public servant.
Mr. Harrigan should go back and do some
basic research about the "benefits" of the
system he tells us we are abusing.
James D. Parks, Jr.
' Major, ROTC Instructor
Murray State University
• Richard_ 5ettano.,,
Captain, noir tn:sti-ucta
Murray State University
The Murray Ledger & Times
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(Opinions expressed in thiscolumn are those of the writerand do not necessanlv reflectthe editorial views of The
Murray Ledger & Times.
Readers who would like to ex-
press their opinion on the issues
discussed in this column are
encouryed to respond with a
Letter To Ike Editor.
How About Bachelor's Lib?
By MD(E BRANDON
Would anyone Like to lend me a ladder so I
can elope?
That's right, I've decided to get married.
Now there's only one problem. I don't know
of anyone who would marry me.
I don't mind cleaning house, and I don't
even mind cooking t though I do hate washing
dishes).
And doing the laundry once or twice a year
I whether it needs it or not) isn't that much of
a hassle. So what's wrong with being a
bachelor?
Plenty.
To begin with, I pay more than my share of
income taxes because I'm single. I guess
Uncle Sam thinks because I have only myself
to support that I can afford to give more to
such projects as contributing to rebuilding
North Vietnam after we've already paid to
tear it up), helping pay the salaries of our
overpaid and underworked Congressmen and
making WIN buttons.
Fact is, I'm not contributing to the
population problem because since I'm a
bachelor, I have no children. For that reason
alone, it seems as if I should get a break on
income taxes.
Because I am single, my salary isn't as
much as it would be if I were married. Stay
single and get ahead in the world, I've alwaysheard. I'm single and I'm so far behind I feellike George McGovern on election night, 1972.I even get punished by the companies who
make canned goods.
Since I'm single, there's no need to cook awhole can of green beans, right.
Ah, you say, but buy the single-serving
cans. Sure.
The can is about half the size of the otheryet is quite a bit more titan half the price.
What about cars? I drive a 1959 Chevroletthat's on its last legs (or wheels). There'sroom in there for at least six people plus a
couple month's supply of single-serving cansof green beans yet there's only one of me.Look at all that wasted space.
Why doesn't General Motors come out witha new line and develop a car for the single
person? Maybe that's the answer. All the auto
workers who've lost their jobs can go to workmaking the new mono-cars.
And in the meantime, I'll get married, have
six children and drive a station wagon, pay
less taxes, contribute to the population
problem, stop buying single-serving cans of
green beans and be better off financially.
America, it's up to you now to take up the
cry of bachelor liberation.
Rep. Whitfield Reports
On State Government
By W. Edward Whitfield
8th District Ky. Representative
The Kentucky Department of Education
recently published a document entitled the
Kentucky Educational Assessment Program
for 1974. One of the purposes of the document
was to compare Kentucky students in the
fourth, eighth and eleventh grades with
students throughout the country. The students
were tested in such areas as reading
vocabulary, reading comprehension,
spelling, language expression, arithmetic
concepts and kinguage ineetwnics among
others and the remits were somewhat star-
The Kentudty fourth grade students ex-
ceeded the national average in five of the
--testing areas and Twere equal to the national
average in three areas.
The Kentucky eighth grade students were
below the national average in all areas and
the eleventh grade students were even further
below the national average and were almost
completely off of the chart.
Dr. Lyman Ginger, when asked what ex-
planation he could give for these results,
simply stated that they could not be ex-
plained. It appears to me that we need a
complete evaluation of our educational
system. Perhaps all students do not need to go
a combined total of twelve years before they
take a full schedule of college courses or leave
school to pursue other endeavors such as
technical schools. Perhaps some
arrangements can be made with our com-
munity colleges that would allow competent
students to graduate early and begin a
complete college schedule.
The area of school financing needs im-
mediate reform. Under our present system
property taxes are earmarked for education.
The entire process of financing education and
property taxes has been in a turmoil since
1965 when the Kentucky Court of Appeals in
the case of Hussman vs. Lockett ruled that
property assessments had to be 100 per cent of
fair market value. Two months after that
decision the Kentucky Legislature in a special
session passed Home Bill 1 to avert the panic
by a roll-hack of school, county and city
property tax revenues to the 1955 level. This
meant that the 1966 rates would have to be
adjusted down to compensate for the increase
in assessment levels. Since there was a great
variation in assessment levels ranging from
15 down to 50 per cent, this meant that there
would be a greater variation in 1966 rates.
The end result of this has been a greatdisparity in the quality of education received
by the students in the 184 school districts in
Kentucky. The local school boards are being
hit from all sides because of rising prices and
are constantly pressed for more money and
the Property Evaluation Administrators are
caught in an unenviable political situation of
being forced to raise property tax rates.
What is the solution Like any problem
there isn't any one all encompassing solution
to the problem. Hbwever, we should separate
education from the property tax. This could
be done if we would pay for education com-
pletely through the Kentucky General Fund.
The Kentveiry Legidattfre Wendt! be
responsible for appropriating the eicessary
money to provide equal education for all of
Kentucky's children. At the same time the
Kentucky Legislature would be responsible
for the necessary revenues to pay for the
education program.
If this ambitious program is started it
would be imperative that our present tax
system be examined for reform purposes. As
chairman of the Tax Policy Subcommittee of
the Appropriations and Revenue Committee I
have asked that special hearings be initiatedon February 20, 1975, for this purpose. Some
suggestions that have already been made
include raising to 85,000.00 the exemption of
personal income from the state income and
raising the tax on cigarettes from the present
dime cents per pack to nine cents per pack.
Tennessee presently charges thirteen cents
per pack; Illinois twelve cents per pack; Ohio
fifteen cents per pack. By tripling its
cigarette tax Kentucky would raise an ad-
ditional thirty million dollars a year and by
raising the exemption on personal income tax
the pea* on fixed incomes would be getting
a tax break. These are a few suggestions that
have been made. It should be an interesting
meeting and if you have any comments write
to me at Post Office Box 731 Hopkinsville,
Kentucky, 42240.
Today In
History
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 12, the 43rd
day of 1975. There are 322 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1809, Abraham Lincoln was born in what
was then Hardin County, Kentucky.
On this date—
In 1554, Lady Jane Grey, who had been
Queen of England for ten days, was beheaded
after being charged with treason.
In 1733, English colonists led by James
Oglethorpe landed at Savannah, Ga.
In 1809, the scientist who developed the
theory of evolution, Charles Darwin, was born
In Shrewsbury, England.
In 1912, China became a republic as the
Manchu Dynasty was overthrown by Dr. Sun
Yat-sen.
In 1914, ground was broken for the Lincoln
Memorial in Washington.
In 1971, eight U.S. helicopters were shot
down during operations over the Indochina
kingdom of Laos_
Ten years ago: Queen Elizabeth II of
Britain was on a state visit to the Sudan.
Five years ago: Israeli planes attacked
near -Cairo, and the Egyptian government
said 70 workers were killed.
One year ago: The Soviet writer, Alexander
Solzhenitsyn, was arrested at his Moscow
apartment.
Today's birthdays: Retired General Omar
Bradley is 82. Actor Lorne Green is 80. Alice
Roosevelt Longworth is 91.
.1boustistfor Soder Itivever ocenrsto Vent,"
politicians that Lincoln is worth imitating as
well as quoting — Anonymous.
Bible Thought
The fear of the Lord is clean, enduring tomer:
the judgments of the Lord are true and righteous
altogether. Psalm 19:9.
Those who have reverence for God will find he
never leads us into paths that are difficult to walk
CORRECTION
The columns for the Ten and Twenty Years Ago
Today columns were placed under the wrong
headlines in the Murray Ledger & Times on
Tuesday, February 11.
10 Years Ago Today
Al McKay of the Murray Cablevision Company is
pictured as he stands in front of the huge tower
which is being erected across from the Martin's
Chapel Methodist Church. The tower will receive
signals from a number of television stations in the
area and will be "piped" to subscribers in Murray
via channel cables which are, being strung over the
city.
Fourteen persons have filed for election in the
primary, according to Calloway County Court Clerk
Douglass Shoemaker.
Glen Sims, associate county agent in charge of 4-H
work in Calloway County, was the speaker at the
meeting of the Murray Kiwanis Club.
Miss Ann Kay Sanders, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A. C. Sanders of Murray, is now an active member of
the Epsilon Omega Chapter of Kappa Delta sorority
at the University of Kentucky.
20 YearsAgo Today
Leonard Vaughn, superintendent of the Murray
Hosiery Mill, was presented with the highest award
that a local Scout Council can give, the Silver Beaver
award, at a meeting at Paducah. Norman Hale,
Scoutmaster of Murray Troop 77, was also honored
with one of the eleven President's awards for out-
standing service to scouting.
A low of ten degrees above zero was recorded here
last night.
Guy Billington, Murray, president of the Kentucky
Association of Insurance Agents, has released ap-
pointments to officers in the association.
Miss Lillian Watters will attend the Music
Teachers National Association Convention St. Louis,
Mo., February 13-16.
Let's Stay Well
Leukemia Treatment
By F.JL. Blasngarne, M.D
Laboratory experiments on
rats may open a new approach
in treating leukemia
According to Nobel laureate
Charles B. Huggins, MD., of the
University of Chicago, leukemia
in rats vanished "as by magic"
with only the removal al their
pituitary gland, a relatively aim-
pit_ operation.
A number of years aga Dr.
Huggins received the Nobel
prize in medicine and physiology
for his observations and experi-
ments which showed the in-
fluence of the endocrine glands
on the growth of certain cancers,
particularly of the prostate
gland.
Leukemia is regarded as a
form of malignant disease which
affects the formation of white
blood cells. Their number in-
creases abnormally to high
levels, the body somehow losing
the ability to control their forma-
tion.
The disease occurs in acute
and chronic forms and may be
lymphogenous (involving the
lymphocytes of the blood) or
myelogenous (involving the
white cells which arise in the
bone marrow).
The current management has
improved and consists of giving
treatment which kills off some of
the cells by being toxic to them
but in doses which are not fatal
to the patient Cortisone denva-
fives are often helpful, as well as
deep therapy:.
Treatment results usually in a
remission, but in most cases the
leukemia recurs. Successive
remissions are of shorter dura-
tion. and most cases are fatal in
a few months or a few years.
Dr. Huggim plans no human
tests but he looks to others to ca-
rry out clinical investigations
According to him, "What makes
this a pivotal discovery is that
previously the pituitary gland
had not been implicated in the
cause or cure of leukemia. As a
result of this study, leukemia
research must change course 90
degrees."
Q. Mr. It. Y. inquires whether a
person with normal coronary ar-
teries can have a coronary oc-
clusion.
A. While the moat frequent ex-
isting disease in a person who
has a coronary onolusion is ar-
teriosclerosis, such heart attacks
occur in the absence of any ap-
parent coronary disease These
are thought to he caused by
prolonged spasm of the coronary
arteries. Platelets may clump in
some cases Another concept is
that arterial disease is present
but in the smaller vessels. Other
authorities believe that the cause
remains unknown. Attacks in
persons with "normal" arteries
are more common in young
males. In general, these cases
have a better-than-average out-
look for recovery.
Q. Ms C. 0. has heard that
school teachers are more likely
to have Hodgkin's disease than
are other persons arid wants
esimment.
A. Opinions differ on this mat-
ter. Some studies have shown a
slight increase in the incidence
of Hodgkin's among teachers.
Other authonties are of the opi-
nion that contact between
teachers and students is not a
major factor in the spread of
Hodgkin's disease.
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Prices Good Thursday thru Wednesday
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities Feb. 13 thru Feb. 19We Redeem U.S. Government Food Stomps
(
Margarine
Flavor Kist
Blue Bonnet Yellow Quarters
Margarine
Sugar Wafers 8 oz. pkg. 59c
Peanut Butter
18 oz. 79c
iii 
1
o606116O6OW.-iek06,..., PRODO sat/4,9e
5 lb. Bag 39c
ACE
U.S. No. 1 Red
Potatoes
Ruby Red
Radishes
Texas Ruby Red
Grapefruit
New Texas Green
Cabbage
51b. Bog 79C
itIiTi Ill, Ti
, 1
Armour Pure Pork
Sausage
21b.
Cloth Bog
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef
Chuck Roast
1 lb.
Pkg.
Field Sliced
Bologna
Armour
Wieners
Pork
Cutlets79c 99c lb
Fresh Water
Cat Fish
7 Farm
Cheese
Spread
Armour Very Best
Pan Size Sliced
100% Pure Lean
Ground
Beef
69c lb.
89 ?
FOR VALENTINE'S DAY c• c7
$100
cans
61/2 oz._ co, ' 94-aves 9 Lives
CAT F000 Can 5•jOte
Hunts
Tomato
Ketsup
32 oz.
Family Size
69c
Tuna
Light Chunk
61/2 oz. Can
Nabisco
Ritz Crackers
1 lb. Box
  5 5 5 5 
Musselman's
Apple Sauce_
----- 16 u.
- C-
ii MU ii i 1,1,11 WM iTiTiTi iTiTi!t it!
Ever Fresh Glazed
Donuts
Frosty Acres-Spears
Broccoli
I
Frosty Seas
Fish Sticks
Frosty Acres
Parker's Coupon 0
Colonial Pure Cone $199
Sugar 51b. Bog
With Or Coupon
Good Only At Porkers
Limit 1 per coupon with s 0°' or more
order Offer Expires 2-19-75
89C
12 in pkg.
8-oz. 2 pkgs. 69c
49c
Auk Chum
Salmon
Tall Can
Hair Spray
New with Veron
,......---............------,••••
• Coffee ••• with Thr I CovPo" $1 89 010 oz. Jar 0
Good Only at Parker's 0
0Offer Expires 2-19 75
t11101M/W1110111\
Parker's Coupon
Instant Maxwell House
* * " IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY . • .. YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE" * *
Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week
Home owned
and
Home operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parka '
Owners.
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Bulls And Knicks Wm
Games By Knockouts
By The Associated Press
The Chicago Bulls and Cleve-
land Cavaliers won their Na-
ponal Basketball Association
xames by knockouts Tuesday
night. The Bulls counted 10
over the New York Knicks in
the second period while the
Cavaliers scored their kayo
over the New Orleans Jazz in
the first quarter.
Ten points in one period
doesn't go far in the inflated
scoring world of professional
basketball, so it came as no
surprise when the BuILs
trampled the reeling Knicks
101-84 and the Cavaliers
speared the lowly Jazz 100-86.
Elsewhere, the Houston Rock-
ets *topped the Golden State
Warriors 112-108 in overtime
and the Buffalo Braves shaded
the Los Angeles Lakers by the
same score without overtime.
Chicago's Bob Love, unload-
ing from long range, shattered
New York's defenses with a 39-
point performance. Love hit for
15 points, including nine in suc-
cession, in the fourth quarter
when the Bulls threatened to
blow a 25-point lead.
The victory boosted the Bulls
two games ahead of Detroit in
the Midwest Division while the
Knicks were suffering their
third straight rout and sixth
loss in a row on the road.
Chicago's rugged defense
held New York to 10 points in
the second quarter and kept
New York's All-Star backcourt
of Walt Frazier and Earl Mon-
roe to a combined total of 27
points, 16 by Frazier.
Cavaliers 100, Jazz 86
Bobby Smith's 29 points led
the Cleveland offense while the
Cavaliers held the Jazz to 10
points in the first quarter for
one of their best defensive per-
formances ever.
Rockets 112, Warriors 108
Houston's Rudy Tomjanovich
and Calvin Murphy scored six
points apiece in the overtime
period. Murphy scored two
straight field goals to put Hous-
ton on top 104-100 and then
Tomjanovich made three field
goals in a row, including the
clincher with 42 seconds to
play. That put the Rockets
ahead 110-108 and Murphy
added a \pair of free throws
with 10 seconds left.
Tomjanovich was the high
scorer for Houston with 29
saints and Murphy had 28. Bar-
ry topped the Warriors with 30.
Braves 112, Lakers 108
Bob McAdoo poured in 47
points and Jack Mario supplied
10 key points in the closing
minutes as Buffalo came from
behind and moved within three
games of idle Boston in the At-
lantic Division,
Gail Goodrich scored 26
points and Lucius Allen 20 to
pace the Lakers.
Racer Women To Open
Track Season Saturday
The Murray State women's
track team will open its season
Saturday with a triangular
meet in Lexington.
Teams entered include
Murray, the University of
Kentucky and the University of
Tennessee.
The Racers, coached by
Margaret Simmons, are the
defending Kentucky State
College Outdoor Champions, a
meet which they won last spring
in Stewart Stadium.
However, the meet in
Lexington will be indoor, which
Racer Women Lose To
Salukis And Bad Luck
When it rains it pours.
Just ask the Murray State women's basketball team.
They played Tuesday night at Southern Illinois University,
and they were glad to finally get the chance to play. But they
lost 48-44.
The game was to be played at 4 p.m. However, it didn't
start until 7 p.m. and it's what happened in between that
probably cost the Racers a win.
The problem began just outside Cairo when one of the cars
developed trouble. After waiting for an hour and a half to get
the battery charged up, the team found it wasn't the battery.
And so they called Carbondale to -try and get the game
called off but couldn't. So in the meantime, they sat and
waited for another car to come from Murray to Cairo to carry
them on to SIU.
After a delay of four and a half hours, the Racer women
were finally on their way.
And when they get to Carbondale, they had more problems.
Four members of the starting five wound up fouling out and
the Racers watched a 43-39 lead in the final minutes dwindle
and fade and wound up losing their eighth contest in 15
outings.
-We went cold late in the game," Coach Dewdrop Ro_wie12._
said.
-I guess we sat around too much and had too much peanuts
and too many cakes while we were waiting on the car."
Debbie Hayes, one of the four to foul out, led the scoring for
Murray with 34 points while Lois Holmes added six as did
Jana Jones. Other scorers included Cindy Leirnbach with
four, Diane Wolf olk and Gene Thomason with two apiece.
Rumors are the team may hitchike to their next game
which will be Friday at the University of Evansville.
Marshall County Junior
High Tourney Scheduled
The Marshall County Junior High Basketball Tournament,
featuring eight teams from around the area, will be held
Friday and Saturday at North Marshall,
At 4:30 p. m. Friday, Reidland will tangle with South
Marshall while at 6 p. m., the Murray Middle School Tigers
meet Lyon County.
In lower bracket games set for Friday, Brazelton Junior
High will play Benton. The final first round game Friday will
pit Jetton against North Marshall at 9p. m.
Semifinal play will begin at 2 p. m. Saturday with the upper
bracket winners from Friday playing while the lower bracket
winners meet at 330 p. m.
Ai 7 p. m. Saturday night, the consolation contest will be
held while at 830 p. m., the championship will get under way
Murray Middle will carry an 8-2 record into the matchup
with Lyon County.
Lyon County is undefeated on the season, piling up a 14-0
regular season mark Three of their players also play on the
Lyon County Junior High junior varsity team.
Host North Marshall is considered as the favorite in the
tourney..
The Gift That Shows
you care...
"After
Five"
Cologne
121 Ily-Pala
Vie Sion' case
should be a disadvantage to
Murray because of the lack of
indoor facilities here.
The first event to be held
Saturday will be the 50-yard
dash where Joan Weber, a
freshman from Missouri, will be
the Racers' entree.
The second event, the 50-yard
hurdles, will feature Carol
Schafer and Glenda Rudolph.
In the high jump, again it will
be Carol Schafer and Glenda
Rudolph.
Veteran Sue Sewing will be
entered ill the shot put. The 220-
yard dash will have Weber and
Patti Fitshugh, another
returning performer off last
year's team.
In the two-mile, freshman
cross country standout Lissa
Moore will be the lone Murray
entree.
In the mile-run, it will be
Moore along with Carol
Schafer. The two were the top
cross country runners last fall
for the Racers.
In the 440-yard dash,
Murray's entrees will be Kathy
Schafer and either Brenda
Bennett or Jewel Hayes. The
Schafer Twins will be running
the 880.
All the legs of the 440-relay
haven't been decided but Fit-.
shush will open and Weber will
run anchor. The third leg of the
880-medley hasn't been decided
yet but Fitzhugh and Weber will
run one and two and Kathy
Schafer will anchor.
Moore, Hayes, Bennett and
Kathy Schafer will run the mile
relay.
The outdoor season for the
Racers will begin March 28 with
—an appearance at the Memphis
State Invitational.
The highlight of the season
will come April 12 when the
Racers host the Murray State
Invitational in Stewart
Stadium. A total of 17 teams are
entered.
They include Tennessee,
Purdue, Eastern. Kentucky,
Western Kentucky,' University
of Kentucky, Berea, Southwest
Missouri, Southern Illinois,
Mississippi State College for
Women, Illinois State, Iowa
State, Florida, Memphis State,
Florida State and Graceland
Iowa) College.
Last year, Illinois State won
the meet with Florida taking
second.
Iowa State, a new team in the
meet, was fifth last year in the
National Championships and
this past fall, won the National
Cross Country Championship.
The outdoor schedule is as
follows:
March 28—At Memphis State
Invitational
April 5—At Southwest
Missouri Invt.
April 12—Murray State Invt.
April 19—At Morehead (State
Meet )
April 26—Becky Boone
Relays ( Richmond
Area Cage Scores
(MI HHA LEMER 1;' TLMES)
PORTS
Jackson State Remains
Top Small College Team
By The Associated Press
Jackson State retained for
the second week its hold on the
No. 1 spot in The Associated
Press college division basket-
ball poll released today.
Coach Paul Covington's Ti-
gers were awarded 14 first-
place votes and 274 points on
the strength of three straight
victories last week. Jackson
State defeated Southern Univer-
sity 100-92, Mississippi Valley
State 95-66 and Prarie View 117-
97.
Kentucky State moved from
third to second place in the
rankings, the Thorobreds col-
lecting two first-place votes and
180 points from a nationwide
panel of sports writers and
broadcasters after beating Bel-
Lartnine 96-87 in overtime and
trouncing Shaw 117-69 and Cen-
tral State of Ohio 79-71.
Bentley vaulted froth fifth to
third place, earning 145 points
following a 106-89 blitzing of
Tufts and a 88-81 decision over
Worchester Poly.
Randolph-Macon climbed
from sixth to fourth place
among the select group, with
one first-place vote and 137
points. The Yellow Jackets
slammed 'Catholic University
108-75, Maryland-Baltimore
County 75-54 and Salisbury
State 78-59.
Next was Gardner-Webb,
which fell from the No. 2 spot
after bowing to Belmont Abbey
57-54. Gardner-Webb received
one first-place vote and 121
points.
.,New Orleans slipped from
fourth to sixth place with one
first-place vote and 101 points
despite two consecutive
triumphs, the Privateers whip-
ping New Orleans Xavier 88-74
and Dillard 96-85.
By The Associated Press
The Top Fifteen in the week-
ly Associated Press college di-
vision basketball poll with first-
place votes in parentheses, sea-
son records through games of
Saturday, Feb. 8 and total
points. Points tabulated on
basis of 14-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
1.Jackson St. (14) 19-2 274
2.Kentucky St. (2) 17-2 180
3.Bentley 19-1 145
4.Rndlph-Macon (1)18-1 137
5:Gardner-Webb (1)18-3 121
6.New Orleans (1) 15-3 101
7.Gannon 1) 16-2 53
8.St. Mary's (1) 16-4 52
9.0Id Dominion 14-6 48
10.Southern U. 16-4 45
11,UT-Chattanooga 15-5 43
12.Marymnt (I) 21-2 36
13.Edinboro St. 14-2 24
14.St. Joseph's 18-2 21
15 Morgan St, (1) 13-5 18
Chney Says He's Still Giving
It All For Celts In Last Year
By BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Don
Chaney, usually one of the qui-
etest of the Boston Celtics, is
creating quite a stir this season
but not for anything he did
one basketball court.
The soft-spoken Chaney has
burst into prominence because
he has become the first player
of a National Basketball Associ-
ation championship team to
sign a contract with an Amen -
County Cage
Tourney To
Begin Monday
The Calloway County Junior
High Basketball Tournament
will be held Monday and Friday
of next week.
On Monday at 6:30 p. m., East
will face Southwest in an eighth
grade girls game with the
winner meeting North at 6:30 p.
m. Friday for the cham-
pionship.
North reached the finals by
drawing a bye.
At 8:15 p. m. Monday, North
will play Southwest in an eighth
grade boys game. The winner
will play East at 8:15 p. m.
Friday for the championship.
East drew a first-round bye to
enter the finals.
All games will be played at
Calloway County High School
and admission will be one dollar
for adults and 75 cents for
students.
can Basketball Association
club. Chaney, in his seventh
pro season — all with the Celt-
ics — is playing out his option
with the defending NBA cham-
pions before jumping to the
ABA's Spirits of St. Louis for
the 1975-76 campaign.
Because he is a lame-duck
this season, his performances
have been more closely scruti-
nized than in the past.
"No one has accused me of
doing anything wrong," says
the 6-foot-5 guard, rated one of
the NBA's top defensive play-
ers, "but a lot of people are
thinking it.
"I don't play like that, how-
ever. I am committed to play-
ing for Boston this season, and
that's what I am doing to the
best of my ability. I play the
hardest I know how all the
time."
Chaney says he has received
an overwhelming amount of
"bad mail" on his decision to
jump leagues.
"There have been some real
nasty letters containing a
lot of name-calling," he says.
"But there haven't been any
threats ( similar to the death
threats received by Lou Brock
and Bake McBride of the St.
Louis Cardinals last season) "
Since 1967, the ABA's first
year, several NBA standouts,
including Rick Barry, Billy
Cunningham, Wilt Chamber-
lain, Zelmo Beaty and Joe
Caldwell, have jumped from
the NBA. But none ever left a
championship club.
Why is Chaney doing it? Sim-
ply, for more money.
"The Spirits just gave me a
lot more money, more than 1
could ever get from the Celt-
ics," maintains Chaney, whose
multi-year contract with St.
houisteportedly calls for 6100,-
000 per year compared to the
estimated 660,000 he is making
with the Celtics this season.
"The name of the game is mon-
ey."
Signs Contract
MONTREAL ( API — Frank
Pomarico, a guard for the 1973-
74 Notre Dame national cham-
pionship team, has signed with
the Montreal Alouettes, the Ca-
nadian Football League club
announced Tuesday.
Potnarico, of Howard Beach,
N.Y., was drafted by the Kan-
sas City Chiefs of the National
Football League but cut at the
end of training camp.
BASEBALL . .
ST. LOUIS — Base-stealing
record holder Lou Brock signed
his contract with the St. Louis
Cardinals, receiving what Gen-
eral Manager Bing Devine la-
beled a "substantial raise."
N...
•1:1s.s.1;;;:KS:*sit.
Mayfield 91 Carlisle County 76
Fulton City 88 Farmington 71
St. Mary 98 Fulton County 75
Heath 75 Reidland 66
Hickman County 64 lowes 45
Marshall County 65 Murray
High 62
Syrnsonia 79 Sedalia 60
Trigg County 99 Lyon County 71
Lone Oak and Cairo Camelot
I postponed
Dropped By Racers
iNDIANApous(Ap) — Cen-
ter Jacques Locals, on loan
from the Cincinnati Stingers,
has been dropped by the In-
dianapolis Racers ef the World—
Hockey Association.
Iricas played in 11 games
sterthr ftartTS Wirt 15tittralr-.
quired from the Michigan
Stags, where he was in 12
games
OTASCO
"!I" of lttr%Pei
Per 0,411 SO Year/
BUY
BOTH FOR
CARIORDSALE All SPEED QUEEN
Washers and
Dryers Reduced
for this Big Event!
CARLOAD PRICES MEAN...
EXTRA SAVINGS FOR YOU!
OTASCO
SPEED QUEEN
Automatic
TOTAL REG. PRICE OF WASHER
AND DINNERWARE SET $273.92
18
even
less
with
trade,
• WASH WATER LEVEL SELECTION
• PORCELAIN ENAMEL TUB
• MULTI-CYCLE TIMER
NORMAL, PRE-WASH,
DURABLE PRESS
SPEED QUEEN
Automatic
DRYER
"With PERMACOTE Zinc Coated Steel Drum"
TOTAL REG. PRICE OF ELECTRIC DRYER
AND DINNERWARE SET $213.92
169- evenwithtradeless
• Drying time calibrated from 10-110 min
• Rugged chip and rust resistant drum
• Automatic Shut-Off when door is opened.
__- a Giant-Capacity-poll—sot lint-setoreir-is
FREE
Si-pc. Melamine
Dinnerware Set
With Any Speed Queen
Laundry Purchase.
Set ,ncludes, 8 epoch—Corner plutes, Saucers, Cups, Fruit
Bowls. I each—Plotter, Vegetabre Bowl,.sa*s
  w
BUY 011
MASCO CREDIT
All Speed Queen
Washers & Dryers
Reduced for tit!:
Big Event!
FULL TWO-YEAR
PARTS &LABOR
WARRANTY
lOrlifr NIXES G000 Ac oven 600 svettes T4ItOttOt400T- THE SOWS- 6-50ktft4Wfif:-.---
mori.-Thurs.
9-8 Fri. & Sot. Bel
-Air Shopping Center 753-8391
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Surging Marshatis Turn
Back Murray High 65-62
i
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Doggone windows.
They'll do it everytime.
It was early in the fourth
period of the Murray High-
Marshall County game Tuesday
night when suddenly, a large
window in the South Marshall
gymnasium shattered.
And about as quickly as it did,
so did Murray High.
The breeze just seemed to
come in and blow the ball in the
basket for Marshall County and
blow it out for Murray High.
And the result was a 65-62 loss
for the Tigers, sending them
below the .500 mark for the
season for the first time in
nearly a month.
After three quarters, Murray
High led 55-45 and it looked as if
the Tigers were well on their
way to claiming their second
victory of the season over the
FLOATER — Bob Wilder (25) of the Tigers goes up in the air
and releases this floater, which did fall through for two of his 19
points. Marshall County players include Larry McGregor (41)
and George Phelps (551.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon )
High School Scores
Alexandria Bromart.116, Dayton 61
Anderson County 74, Woodford County 64
Augusta 54, Mt. Olivet Deming 45
Barbourville 56, Whitley County 54
Bath County II, Scott County 63
Beechwood 66, Walton-Verona 58
Bell County 76, Pineville 65
Bellevue 64, Silver Grove 63
Boone County 78, Ft. Thomas Highlands
63
Bourbon County 47. Ftarrtson County 39
Boyle County 83. Jessairune County 74
Bullitt Central 68, Nelson Count) 55
Carroll County 82 Gallant] County 65
Clark County 76, Rowan County 54
Clay County 89, Lynn Camp 52
Conner 77, Ludlow 71
Covington Catholic 102, Simon Kenton 64
ernmigton Hotmes 72, Dille Holgtits 70
tOT)
Covington Holy Cross 66, Bracken County
63
Denville 63. Harrodsburg 56
East Hardin 69, Bardstown 54
Faimonson County 62, Allen County-Scotts-
ville 78
Elizabethtown 53, Les. Lafayette 51
Elkhorn City 73, McDowell 70
Eminence 59. Henry County 56
Eubank 74, Burgin 61
Fleming County 71, Maysville St Patrick
59
Garrard County 89, Berea 59
Georgetown 88, Frankfort 76
Glasgow 69, Cavema 64
Green County 78, West Hardin 75 TOT i
reenup County 8.3. Allen Central 68
Hart County 75. Grayson County 70
Hazard 72, Whitesburg 64
Hopiunsvnte 72, Owensboro 57
Jeff Bishop David 79, Atherton 7.
Jeff Dvirrett 68, Jeff Doss 62
Jeff Eastern 73. Lou Ahrens 71
Jeff Fern Creek 54 Jeff Seneca 54
Jeff. Pleasure Ridge Park 63. Jeff Fair-
due 62
Jeff. 'Donnas Jefferson ss, Jeff Wagge-
ner 67
Jeff Western 56, Jeff Valley 52
Jeff Westport 57, Jeff Stuart 56
Johns Creek 84, Millard 65
Johnson Central 65, Pikeville 56
Kentucky Country Day 79. Fort linos 64
laurel County 81, Somerset 67
Leslie County M. ()wshy County 66
Leo Catholic 76, Pendleton County 66
Len. Henry Clay 76. Len Bryan Station
75
Les Tates Creek 93, Franklin County 72
Lincoln County 71, Rockcastle County fa
10T I
Lone Jack 73, Corbin 5)
Lou. DeSales 67. Jeff Butler 47
Lou. Male 83, Lou Iroquois 19
Lynch 63. Cawood 54
Marion County 67. Mercer County 48
Monticello 46, Casey County 30
Morgan County 55, Lewis County 54
Mullins 73, Betsy Layne 64
Newport Catholic 69. Newport 61
Nicholas County 45, Millersburg Military
17
Paintsville 78, Sheldon Clark 71
Prestonsburg 75, Belfry 71
Pulaski County 72. Russell County 48
Richmond Madlaon 83, Lou Shawnee 80
Russell 55, Boyd County 54
Shelbyville 73. Parts 53
Shelby County 71. Grant County 64
Taylor County 92. Tomplunnsville 76
Taylonville 91. Hardinsburg 55 Rornuald
72
Virg
Warryl
BASKETBALL
SALT LAKE CITY — The
American Basketball Associ-
ation's Utah Stars fired Morris
"Bucky" Buckwalter as head
coach and named Tom Nis-
salke, former coach at San An-
tonio of the ABA and Seattle of
the NBA, as his successor.
3.0.ng-,cbow-cipcmcg..Q.cs:
THIS VALENTINE
1
' YOU DON'T NERD A LOT
OF MONEY TO SHOW
I LOT OF LOVE,Your Choice9
Blazing Diamonds
White or Yellow Gold
Oese MON to ION I Spew L.
Marshalls. On January 7, the
Tigers blew out the Marshalls
73-58 in a game played at
Murray High.
And then early in the fourth
quarter, the window broke. And
so did the Marshalls and
Murray High.
The Marshals broke loose on
offense and Murray High broke
down on ballhandling. By the
time the Tigers got their next
basket on a layup by senior Phil
Miller at the 2:50 mark of the
fourth period, Marshall County
led 59-57.
The MSrshalls had put
together a string of 14 unan-
swered points, during which
time the Tigers committed a
bundle of turnovers and missed
countless easy shots under the
basket.
But even still, the Tigers had
a handful of chances to win the
contest:
—With 1:32 left and the Tigers
behind 61-60, Murray lost the
ball on a walking violation by
Miller.
—With 25 seconds left, the
Tigers were behind 62-60 and
again lost the ball, this time on a
walking call against Raymond
Sims.
—With 12 seconds left, junior
forward David Frank fouled out
and Marshall County' seemingly
iced the win with a pair of free
throws for a 64-60 lead.
—With five seconds left, Mark
Williams hit a "gimme" shot
that pulled the Tigers to within
two. On the inbounds play, the
Tigers called a timeout and
since they had none left
remaining, were slapped with a
technical and that iced the
game away for the Marshals.
Throughout the first half the
game was extremely close.
Five times in the half the score
was tied.
In the early going, Marshall
surged to as much as an eight-
point lead before the Tigers
finally caught up and led 37-32
at halftime.
The offense in the first half too-
the Tigers belonged to Simi
Hitting from all over the floor
and drawing "oohs and ahhs"
from the large crowd on hand,
Sims put on quite a show as he
fired in 16 first-half points.
But in the second half, Sims
was able to get just two points.
And in the meantime, with the
outside shooting shut off, the
Tigers went cold inside. And
that's how Marshall County
managed to come back, plus, of
course, with the aid of the
Murray High mistakes.
Larry McGregor paced the
scoring for the Marshall!' with
17 while Mike Rosa ackled 13
and George Phelps 10.
For the Tigers, Wilder tossed
in 19, Sims 18 and Miller 16.
The loss drops the Tigers to 7-
8 on the year while Marshall
County is now 8-10.
Murray will visit Hickman
County Friday while the
Marshalls are at Caldwell
County Saturday.
Girl's Game
In the girl's game, it was a
different story as the fine
Murray High team was simply
too tough for the Marshal's.
The Tigers jumped to a big
lead in the first quarter and
were never headed en route to
their ninth victory in a dozen
outings.
At halftime, Murray had a
whopping 28-12 lead.
The Tigers came out of the
College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST .
Providence 87, Rhode Island 72
C.W. Post 61, Long Island 59
New Hampshire 90, Dartmouth
84
Conn. 90, Rutgers 89
Mass. 94, Boston U. 78
Maine 76, Colby 75
Vermont 107, Middlebury 62
Brandeis 95, Harvard 88
Niagara 88, MA-East 81
SOUTH . . .
Ga. Tech 89, Charleston 82
Va. Commonwealth 91, Dela.
St. 60
Davidson 94, Va. Military 93, 2
OT
La. Col. 73, Grambling 72
N. Caro, Cent. 96, Va. St. 89, 3
OT
Carson-Newman 74, Tenn.
Temple 60
MIDWEST . .
Marquette 63, W. Carolina 53
Creighton 62, Neb-Omaha 53
Jacksonville 83, N. Illinois 70,
Ohio U. 82, Ball St, 74
SOUTHWEST .
Arkansas 70, Texas Christia
Texas Tech 74, S. Methodis'
Texas A&M 96, Baylor 66
Texas 60, Rice 59
FAR WEST
Grand Canyon 76, E. New Mex-
ico 64
PLAYING IT COOL — While a Marshall County player is
demonstrating a karate kick and Kenny Morris 1501 of Marshall
and Phil Miller i501 of Murray High are watching. Lindsey
Hudspeth (321 just takes his time and waits for traffic to clear In
the lane.
nn 14070U DON'T Chid) Tilted jirrs-Mick
the ball to keep McCaleb 1101 from stealing it. Watching are
O'Danlel 1141 of Marshall County and Lynn Hewitt 121Sl of the
Tigers
dressing room in the third
period and hit for four con-
secutive points to pull out to a
210-point lead, 32-12, their largest
margin of the night.
Early in the fourth quarter,
Marshall County began
mounting a bit of a rally and
managed to get within 10 points
at 46-30.
Sophomore forward Tammy
Boone then hit a field goal,
added two free throws; while
Marlene Farrell hit a jumper
and Melissa Miller a layup. By
the time the scoring spree was
over, the Tigers led 48-30 and
had the game wrapped up in the
win column.
Boone, again playing another
outstanding game, worked the
baseline and the offensive
boards for 18 points while
Miller, also playing fine ball,
scored 12.
Starting guards Lynn Hewitt
and Cindy Jetton added eight
and six respectively.
The Tiger girls play their last
regular game of the season at
home Thursday against the top-
rated team in the First Region,
Fulton County. In an earlier
season battle, the Tigers won a
33-31 contest over the Pilots.
G
Hudspeth
F rank
Wilder
Miller
Sams
A Perry
M Williams
Totals
Rosa
Reed
Lovett
McGregor
Phelps
Morru
t ;sop
Totals
Marra)
Mar Co
Murray
fg ft
It
2
3
0
2
0
0
27 IS
Menem&
pt LP
3 I
5 4
5 19
3 16
2 18
1 2
0 2
19 62
tg 
P3 P2 IS
3 1 5
I 0 4 A
7 3 2 17
5 0 3 10
3 2 0 8
2 2 0 6
M 13 12 65
13 24 18 7-62
18 14 13 20-85
Gni Gems
Murray '52 - Hewitt 8, Jetton 6, M
Miller 12:. Boone 18, Littleton 2, D Miller,
Thompson. Farrell 2. Bumphis 4, Curd,
Payne, Winters, Hendon and Casio
Marshall (371 — McC,aleb 9, Conder 3,
Walker 4, Bryant 7. Steury 4, O'D•ruel
and Mathis I.
Murray 18 10 8 16.-52
Marshall 9 3 14 11-37
DRIVING IN —Lynn Hewitt (251 of the Tigers takes the ball and drives toward the bucket while
McC,aleb 4101 defenses and O'Daniel 1141 chases. Watching for the Tigers is Mary Ann Littleton 1311.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon
Marquette Holds Back
Rally By Catamounts
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Marquette Warriors were
in foul trouble, but you couldn't
tell the difference. As usual,
they found a way to beat you.
Actually, Al McGuire found the
way.
"When Bo Ellis got his third
foul, we had problems, so we
went to a zone, " said the Mar-
quette coach. "Western Caro-
lina is a good club, but they
lack perimeter shooting. When
we went to the zone, they
couldn't handle it."
The result was a 63-53 victory
for the nation's ninth-ranked
team Tuesday night.
-We don't have a pure shoot-
er on the team," admitted
Western Carolina Coach Fred
Conley, bowing to McGuire's
strategy. "That's our problem.
We have to go inside to our big
man (Kirby Thurston). That's
our offense."
Because of the foul trouble,
Ellis was not as dynamic as
usual. But Jerry Homan made
up for that with la rebounds for
the Warriors.
Creighton, the nation's No. 20
team, beat the University of
Nebraska-Omaha 62-53 in the
only other game involving a
ranked club Tuesday night.
Homan had been averaging
merely 5.6 rebounds a game be-
fore Tuesday night's herculean
performance. The 6-foot-7 for-
ward added nine points and
Earl Tatum and Ellis each had
17 for the Warriors. Thurston
led Western Carolina with 19.
The Warriors, 16-3, outscored
Western Carolina 14-4 early in
the second half for a 47-29 lead
en route to their 13th victory in
their last 14 games.
Charles Butler scored 17
points and added 10 assists as
Creighton beat Nebraska-
Omaha. The teams renewed an
old rivalry before 7,120 beserk
fans at Omaha. The last time
they met was in 1961.
"Some of our fans think that
anything less than a 20-point
win against Nebraska-Omaha is
not a win," said Creighton
Coach Tom Apke. -But I'm not
hard-headed. I'll take it.-
In other games, it was Geor-
gia Tech 89, College of Charles-
ton 82; Jacksonville 83, North-
ern Illinois 70; Texas Tech 74;
SMU 61; Massachusetts 94;
Boston University 78; Provi-
dence 87, Rhode Island 72; Coal
necticut 90, Rutgers 89; Ar-
kansas 71, TCU 60; Texas 60,
Rice 59 and Texas A&M 96,
Baylor 66.
TENNIS
SALISBURY, Md. — Ivan
Molina of Colombia scored the
first major upset in the U.S.
National Indoor Open Tennis
Championships with a 6-4, 6-0
win over Russian Alex Metre-
veh.
CHICAGO — Top-seeded
Chris Evert defeatcl Sue Slap of
Chicago 6-3, 7-5 and No. 2 seed
Evonne GooLsgong swept past
Patti Hogan 6-2, 6-4 in a Wom-
en's Professional Tennis Tour
event.
Double Steel Belted Radials
2nd Tire-'h. ...,... _
when you buy 1 at
Price _
regular price 
_
40,000 MILE TIRES BUILT FOR 1975 NEW CARS These Goodyear steel belted radials 11) save money, (2) use
less fuel, (3) provide longer mileage, mid lal help conserve
SAVE 25% OFF REGULAR PRICE Americo's resources. Now is the time to buy these Itin new ----- ---1
ON SINGLES OR SETS car radials_ Sale prices remain in effect through Scurday
WHITEWALL
SIZES
FITS MODELS OF:
REGULAR
PRICE
EACH
2ND TIRE
HALF
PRICE
PLUS F.E.T.
PER TIRE
ir OLD TIRES
BR78-13 Vega, Colt, Dart, Pinto, Falcon, Mustang& others $65.20 $32.60 $2.16
DR78-14 Gremlin, Hornet, Javelin, Valiant, Duster,Barracuda, Maverick & others $67.85 $33.92 $2.45
ER78-14 Matador, Ambassador, Nova, Chevelle,Camaro, Dart, Mustang, Cougar & others $69.00 $34.50 $2.55
FR78-1 4 Torino, Ambassador. Camaro, Cutlass, Chevelle,Challenger, Roadrunner, Charger & others ... $74 55,_ $3727 $2 67
HR78-14 Matador Wagon, Sportwagon, Vista Cruiser,LeMans Wagon. Charger Wagon & others . $83 75 $4 1.87 $3.09
GR78-15 Chevrolet, Polara, Galaxie, Monterey, Fury,Catalina 8 others $79.80 $39.90 $2.96
HR78-15 LeSabre, Riviera, Newport, Galaxie,Monterey, Qlds, Pontiac & others $85.75 $42.87 $3.17
LR78-15 Cadillac, Buick Estate Wagon, Imperial,Monaco Wagon & others -
$92.85 $46.42 $3.46
,. .
Goodyear
w-ants Anlerica
on Radials
,
i
011.1 Good's,.;. is haling a
natiomide sale on
money-saling double\ 
9
• steel belted radial•
.4,• 
tires for American cam.
I
d...  .,,,
Sale Prices In
Effect Until
Sat. Night
Atilr".G 0 op 74„ yEA R 6 Ways k Charge
• Ovr Own Custanwr [mitt Plan
• armnyse trenss owe, cam• blaster Charge • Omerl Club
• Carte glance@ • Ilablaneericare
ENGINE
$3495
TUNE-UP
Add $al foil
cyl., $2 for air
WBE AND OIL Up to 5 Oh Of
m r ndslot b a
• Complete chassis lubrication A oil change • Heil pr multi grade Iii
ensure longer wearing parts 8 smooth. quiet
performance • Please phone for appointment
cond.
.
-...
FRONT-END ALIGNMENT '1085 Most ll 5
some imp°, t
• Complete analssis A alignment corrrt lion to Increase Cars - Parr'.
tire mileage and improve steering safets • Precision cotta only
equipment used by trained professionals • Includes
r—iNG
• With electronic equipment our 43=1 .
fine-tune
if needed
Denim. Toyota. VW
professionals your
engine. tnslalling new points I
plugs & condenser • Helps'
maintain a smooth running
engine for minimum gas mileage
• Includes Dastun. Toyota. VW 
i
7- t
le
BRAKE OVERHAUL - '5495 U S. drumtype cars-all• Our professionals inst•Il new linings. seals, springs. four wheels
fluid A precision-gnnd drums • Analysts of total braking
system by trained experts to ensure safe. dependable service
you con trust ii Any new wheel cylinders. if required. only $10 each
South 12th & Glendale - -0595_ — ...
Reg. Store Hours: Mon. $ Fri. 7:30 to 8:00 Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat. 7:30Phton5e:307 53
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512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
Prices Good thru Feb. 18
We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities
Pure
Ground
Beef
lb
1;1"\AleiliC
Fields
Braunschweiger*59"
Sliced All Meat
BOLOGNA lb 69"
PRODUCE
White
POTATOES-- • 10 L. 69
APPLES
CELERY
CABBAGE
  4 lb. 694
Stalk 194
 lb. 124
31b. 294
Yellow
ONIONS
Golden Bake
Bread
20 Oz
75t
r INV MO ---
Johnson's Coupon R30
'Coffee
Maxwell House
Instant
  1 0 -oz
With this coupon. One coupon per family
Expires 2-18-75
si99 I
"upon
Emge Smoked
mommwm
Imperial Bowl
MARGARINE
Kies Daytime
DIAPERS
MUSSelM011'S 161/2-01.
1 b.
sharp, ShOPPIn CAN SHAVE MOD COSTS OE
--We Accept 1
Peed Stamps
Store Hours
Mon.-Thurs.-7 a. m.-8 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.-7 a. m.-9 p.m.
Sunday — Open Noon
SUGAR D: $229
79*
 30's $ 1 89
APPLE SAUCE ..3/99‘
Friskie Meat Flavor
DOG FOOD 151/2-oz. 194
COFFEE MATE 99'
Del Monte Seedless
RAISINS  15-oz. 594
Jul
Taste-o-Sea Shrimp
DINNER 7-oz 754
Taste-o-Sea 9-oz. Sea Food
PLATrER 75'
Frosty Seas Peach
DINNER 
am—
Gold Medal
PlainFlour 
Texas 46-n.
ORANGE JUICE
Cottonelle Toilet
TISSUE  4 Roll
Bounty
TOWELS
Kraft Grape
JELLY
PUREX
JOY., 
  18-oz.
 Gallon
32-oz.
494 
White
. 2/35"
Leader
63" DOG FOOD ••• •
Frosty Acres
Orange
12 oz 391
Frosty Acres Tiny Whole
POTATOES 20 oz
Mountain Top Peach & Apple
494
PIES 2 lb. 5-oz. 99'
WIlliJohnson's Coupon 1111111111111"."11
R101 
9-oz. 594
NI Milli =BMW MEM Muff],
Johnsons Coupon
Post Toasties
R12
5 lb 89 :Corn Flakes ... 18-oz. 594
with Utis coupon One coupon per fumy. Coupon
I I with this coupon. Ono coupon per fanay. Cows
Expires 2-18-75
111.1111101"
Expires 2-18-75
Bush Chili Hot
BEANS
y  14*.w. .154
  15-oz. 1 94
Bush Large 15-oz.
BUTTER BEANS _23'
16 Oz. 8 Bot.Ctn.
Pepsi or
Plus Deposit 7,,,up
or Bottes
-am ME111111111111110 1E11
Johnson's Coupon
Maxwell House
RIO
Coffee  lb bog 994 I
With this Coupon. One coupon per family Coupon
Expires 2-28.74
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Holtzman And Lindblad
To Begin Arbitration
By The Associated Press
Pitchers Ken Holtzman and
Paul Lindblad of the world
champion Oakland A's are ex-
pected to fire their high, hard
salary pitches today as the first
of more than 30 major league
baseball players submit their
contract disputes to binding ar-
bitration.
Marvin Miller, executive di-
rector of the Major League
Baseball Players Association,
said Tuesday "about 34" play-
ers had requested arbitration
by the Monday midnight dead-
line
The first two cases were
scheduled to be heard today in
San Francisco. Within the next
few days there also will be
hearings before the American
Arbitration Association in Los
Angeles, Chicago and New
York.
Miller would not disclose the
names of any players seeking
arbitration but it was known
the List included batting cham-
pions Ralph Garr of the Atlanta
Braves and Rod Carew of the
Minnesota Twins plus more
than a dozen A's.
"I don't have the names of
the players but I think they're
all A's" said Charles Cooper,
deputy director of the AAA's
San Francisco office, when
asked which cases would be
heard there.
Besides Holtzman, other A's
regulars believed going to arbi-
tration include right fielder
Reggie Jackson, left fielder Joe
Rudi, third baseman Sal Bando,
shortstop Bert Campaneris,
first baseman Gene Tenace,
center fielder Bill North and
catcher Ray Fosse, along with
pitchers Vida Blue and Rollie
Fingers. That leaves second
base as the only nonarbitration
position, unless you count utili-
ty infielder Ted Kubiak.
Other top-name players head-
ed for arbitration include pitch-
ers Bert Blyleven of Minnesota,
Ferguson Jenkins of the Texas
Rangers and Mike Cuellar of
the Baltimore Orioles; third
baseman Ron Cey of the Los
Angeles Dodgers and outfielder
Garry Maddox of the San Fran-
cisco Giants.
Meanwhile, in Arlington, Tx.,
it was disclosed that Jenkins, a
25-game winner, is scheduled
for a hearing in Chicago on
Feb. 21, a day after Texas first
baseman Jim Spencer. Another
Ranger pitcher, 19-game win-
ner Jim Bibby, decided at the
last minute to forego arbi-
tration, according to his law-
yer, Dick Hull of Dallas. Hull
said an agreement had been
reached between Bibby and the
Rangers.
Under the agreement be-
tween the players' association
and the baseball owners, arbi-
tration is mandatory only if re-
quested by the players. If the
clubs request arbitration, the
players can reject it. In addi-
tion, agreement can be reached
Save up to 
50°101.
Pic'n Pal 
snakes war 
ontigh 
prices!
IttNIEtt1010 
SA1E.
SAVE S4.20I 
Our 
S43.97
?Jae:1414/es
o Big Boys 11/2-6 . . 17.66
*Boys' 81/2-12, 12v2-3 .. $535
Open Nights Ail 9 • Use Your MASTER CHARGE Gard
Prices Good Thru Saturday
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray
Mon-Thom 10-7
Fri. 104-vSat 94
Sun, 14
Get to know us; youilliee us.  
?renclay
SHOES
before a case comes to arbi-
tration.
At least 14 players have been
asked by their respective clubs
to go to arbitration. That list
includes eight Orioles; pitcher
Don Sutton of the Dodgers;
third baseman Darrell Evans,
outfielder Dusty Baker and
pitcher Gary Gentry of the At-
lanta Braves and pitcher Jim
Slaton and catcher Darrell Por-
ter of the Milwaukee Brewers.
The eight Orioles are pitchers
Ross Griinsley, Bob Reynolds,
Doyle Alexander and newly ac-
quired Mike Torres; catcher
Andy Etchebarren; infielder
Bobby Grich and outfielders
Don Baylor and Al Bumbry.
Bowling
Standings
Bowing League
Team
Odd Balls
Rockets
Rooklm
Denson's
Hits 4 Kisses
Ten Puss
Fistver-Prsce
Bowlers
Alley Cats
H3gli Team Game (SC)
Odd Balls
Odd Balls
Rcekles
High Team Game
Hits St Mimes
lo-ssosa
Odd Balls
High Team Senes SC)
Odd Balls
Rookles
Hits 4 Misses
High, lean-Series HC1
Hits & Misses
In-Lam
Odd Ball.
EBgb Intl Game SCI{ 
Charbe Harvove
Ron Pace
Jotn HID
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Wade Has Reached -
Major Of Goal At MSU
Murray, Ky., Feb. 10—If
Tommy Wade never plays
another basketball game at
Murray State he has realized a
dream come true
"It's always been my dream
to start for a major college
basketball team," explained
Wade, a 6-3 freshman front
Hopkinsville, Ky. "It's just a
Tommy Wade
big thrill."
Wade began his initial season
at Murray on the Junior Varsity
squad, but each week he showed
a tremendous amount of
progress, and it wasn't long
until he was suiting up only for
the varsity games. And then,
finally after 16 games he broke
into the starting lineup against
Austin Peay. A dream come
true.
Tommy, so far hasn't come on
as a scorer, but then again he
hasn't been expected to. He's
been used as a point guard and
his primary function has been to
get the ball up court and under
to the big men. The Hopkinsville
High graduate is averaging just
under two points per game. k
Wade, who sprinkles his
conversation with "yes sir" and
"no sir" like young college
students used to do, is very
Optimistic about Murray's
chances next year, and even
this year. Yes, this year even
though the Racers are suffering
through one of their worst
records in many years.
"College ball is much dif-
ferent than high school,". he
offers. "I was a big scorer in
high school and didn't play
much defense. But here you
face good competition every
game and you've got to play
defense."
Tommy Wade averaged 19
points a game during his senior
year at Hopkinsville after
transferring over from cross-
town rival Christian County
High, where he played during
his sophomore and junior year.
We played Christian County
three times during my senior
year and never did beat them,"
Wade grinned. "The Christian
County crowd got on me pretty
good during that first game.
They called me a traitor and let
me have it with the boos."
Recruiters didn't exactly beat
the door down at the Wade
household in Hopkinsville. But
Coach Fred Overton did knock
enough times to convince
Tommy he should play his
basketball just down the road at
Murray.
Ole Miss, Kentucky Weslyan
and Tulsa were the other
schools who showed quite a bit
of interest in Tommy Wade.
Rozelle Rule Still Under Fire
By JOHN LUNDQUIST
Associated Press Writer
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The
Green Bay Packers once told a
St. Louis Cardinals player who
had played out his option that
they couldn't deal with him
"because yoerre stifi under eon--
tract," the player testified
Tuesday.
Tight end James McFarland
took the stand in a U.S. District
Court test of the National Foot-
ball League's Roselle Rule,
named after NFL Commission-
er Pete Roselle.
McFarland said he played the
1971 season without a contract
in hopes that he could land a
first-string post with another
NFL club in 1972.
He made six inquiries, in-
cluding one to Dan Devine, who
then coached the Packers.
"Our records from the league
office show you are still under
contract to the St. Louis Cardi-
nals and have never been
waived from their roster," De-
vine replied. "Consequently
there is nothing I can discuss
with you at this time in respect
to your future."
The National Football League
Players Association (NFLPA)
charges that the league unfair-
Sign Six
SAN DIEGO ( AP) — The San
Diego Padres have signed six
infielders to 1975 contracts.
They are Willie McCovey,
Dave Roberts, Glenn Beckert,
Mike Ivie, Bill Almon and Tito
Fuentes.
The signings reunite
McCovey and Fuentes, who
played first and second base,
respectively, for the San Fran-
cisco Giants. McCovey joined
San Diego last season and hit
22 home runs for the Padres.
Fuentes came to the Padres in
a winter trade that sent Derrel
Thomas to San Francico.
ty restricts players who are
trying to work out contract
deals with other clubs.
The association, in footing
court costs for 16 present and
former NFL players who
brought the suit, contends the
*gm- holds --arbltraf, 'power
over players and violates feder-
al antitrust laws.
Earlier Tuesday, wide receiv-
er Bob Hayes of the Dallas
Cowboys defended his record
against defense attorneys'
charges that his performance
had deteriorated in recent
years.
Hayes, signed by the Cow-
boys out of Florida A&M in
1965, played in Pro Bowl games
the next three seasons. But
after gaining 900 or more yards
in pass receptions in four sea-
sons, he had 746 in 1969.
Hayes noted he was injured
for four games and that his
over-all average held up.
Hayes acknowledged under
questioning by defense attor-
neys that he has averaged $87,-
000 a year over the past four
seasons with Dallas. 4
Tbe PAY Levered base
various bonus guarantees, de-
ferred payments and post-sea-
son games.
SPECIAL SHOWING
GENUINE Feb. 15-16
NC:WO:JO Indian Jewelry
Hand Crafted in fine Turquoise and Silver
No question about d authentic Indian-castled jewelry is today's
hottest fashion rage. And the growing scarcity of fine Mauna. I.
making It a smart long-tens Investment. •• This collection is
"the real thing- every piece of III Natural turquoise stoney carefully
contoured and poltsNid — then painstakingly mounted by alined
Nevem craftsmen In hend-wrought Stetting Silver settings Each
Indian &Milan interprets •ncent symbols in allv•I in his own way —
INN expressing the ultimate in unique native design. This is jewelry to
buy . . tow..,, And now ta ttwa tiMa to boy it to,. rewarding investment
in beau. and value,
Buy It because It's "In ... The real thing!
buy It as a smart investment ..
... or buy it simply because oh
Its Incredible beauty!
At
Beautiful Prices
1117 Arcadia
JeWelart— Muff"' KY
fhb -rule
19 Values.
FANCY
WHITE JACQUARD
DOUBLE KNITS
100% polyester double knits in a
variety of weights & stitches-
ideal for separates. 60" wide.
88
YD.
•
100%
POLYESTER
KNITS
Geometries, dots, checks, &
petite florols. 60'' wide
Machine wash & dry.
100% POLYESTER CREPE
DOUBLE
KNITS
First choice for fashion's soft look!
Now in pastel shades for spring,
60" wide, macbin• wash & dry.
FLOCKED
DOTTED
SWISS
45" wide.
roci
polyester-
cotton.
Reg. 1
1.19 
57
YD
77
YD
TOWN & COUNTRY
BLOUSE
PRINTS
Bandanas, calicos, & patchwork
prints for a new look in bl 
45" wide in 100% cotton.
2 4 9
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11
11
t
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Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Phone 753-9133
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SPORT KII1G GT
FOR SMALL IMPORTS
24 -month Guarantee*
20"
4-PLY
RYLOR
CORD
TIRE SIZE 
REG 1%04
mu SALE PRICE E
. 26.95 INCIIINE111111
WHITEWALLS
6 00 • 12 1111111;MIMIXIIIIMIEFM1
113311111ELEIN10911111
TEMINE1 2111111DILEMINEEIMIIIIIIDI
AN prices gas VET. and tine off your cOr
36 month Guarantee*
Only 1799 A78 ,t3 BLACIKWAcIlh
and hre off car.
plus 1.80 F.E.T.
• 2 Hefty High tensile belts reduc• tread squirm
ond increase mil•og•.
• Polyester cord body for Velvet smooth ride.
• Scientifically angled tread Kerft provide positive
action traction.
• Double Chlorobutyl liner protects against flats.
TIRE SIZE
RIG EXCH
PRICE
SALE PRICE f E T
A78-13 24.95 17.99 1.80
F78-14 31.95 23.99 2.50
G78-14 33.95 25.99 2.67
G78 -1 5 34.95 26.99 274
All prices pl.. F.E.T and tire off your to.. Whitewalls $2.00 mons rroch
FREi MOURTIRG & ROTATIOR
Wheel Balancing V°
14.1
g EL.
ikv. Tit gm
• --*• \ • 4. vs,
OTASCO
NUM 0000 AT OVIR 600 STOOLS 1141101/044OUT TIO SOUTH A SOUSSIWIST
9-6 Mon.-Thurs. 88.1-Mr Shopping Center 753-8391 at
9-8 Fri. & Sat. 4-2/13
4
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Timely Application Of Herbicides
Important For Controlling Garlic
The key to controlling wild
garlic in wheat and other small
grains is timeliness in applying
herbicides. So says William W.
Witt, Extension weed control
specialist with the University of
Kentucky CoUee of
Agriculture.
Witt points out that many
small grain producers received
a price dockage of well over a
dollar per bushel last year
because wild garlic bulblets
were present in their grain. The
,111111 1e15- .4.;e_1141:Ye4tigSl_ *Pig
with the grain, and their
presence gives a garlic odor to
the grain.
Witt sags the best time to
apply the herbicide is when the
small grain plants are in the
tillering stage. It can be applied
as soon as the tillers
i sometimes called side shoots)
begin to form, and should be
applied before the first stem
Mint develops near the soil
surface. Also, better results are
usually obtained if applications
are made when the air tem-
perature is expected to be above
40 degrees F for a period of
••:•
itut
MiNkli€ NM_
Is In
C
entrol
enter
Emmert Chiropractic
90, syco-ore Center 75 3-9909
Beginning February 1 our office will be closed all
day Tuesdays New Hours
Mon Wed Thurs 8 Fr,
8 00 o m to 12 00 Noon
and 2 90 p m to 6.00 p.m
Saturday 9 00a m to 72.00 noon
8th Anniversary
West Kentucky's First and
Only Authentic
Italian Restaurant
During our Anmvercarv Celebration we .vid be
serving our own home made Italian Pastertes
CASA MIA
r „i Mar iger
Hickor. Ky.Ii S 45
Save 10°0 up To
50%
three of four days.
Herbicides recommended in
Kentucky for wild garlic control
are Banvel, Banvel K, and 2, 4-
D. Banvel is a pre-mixed for-
mulation of 2, 4-D and Banvel,
and should be applied at a rate
'or SI MIMI:611'7,es •-p-gi acre; '
one gallon per ten acres. Banvel
should be applied at a rate of
one-eighth to one-fourth pound
per acre.
The ester formulation of 2, 4-
13 should be applied at a rate of
three-eighths to three-fourths
pound per acre, and the amine
formulation of 2, 4-D at a rate of
one to one and one-half pounds
per. acre. Rates vary according
to the manufacturer's for-
mulation, says Witt, and he
stresses the importance of
following the directions on the
labels of the specific products
purchased. He says the higher
rates are likely to be more ef-
fective on the wild garlic, but
the risk of injury to the crop
may be greater with the higher
rates.
Banvel and 2, 4-D can also be
applied as a tank mixture. In
this case, the rates should be
three-eighths to three-fourths
pound per acre of 2, 4-D plus
one-eighth to one-fourth pound
per acre of Banvel.
Witts notes that a preharvest
treatment of 2, 4-13. can be ap-
plied when wheat iS in the dough
stage. For the amine for-
mulation, the rates to use are
one to one and one-half pounds
per acre. With the ester for-
mulation the rates are one-half
to one pound per acre. Witt
emphasizes that these higher
rates of 2, 4-D are for prehar-
vest applications only.
These treatments will not kill
all of the wild garlic plants,
according to Witt. However,
those that are not killed will be
malformed in such a way that
the bulblets will not be har-
vested unless the grain is
severely lodged.
LANGUAGE ABILITY
Deaf children of deaf par-
ents seem to acquire language
better than deaf children of
hearing parents, according to
New York University's Deaf-
ness Research and Training
Center.
Historymobile Gears Up For Spring In Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Ken-
tucky's Historymobile, a
tractor-trailer complete with a
log cabin, is now parked in a
Frankfort highway garage, but
it will once again transport the
Commonwealth's past to her
citizens this spring after por-
tions of the exhibit are
..avz4Ificct, .
"Since the Historyrnobile's
inception two years ago, we
have actually been able to carry
a portion of Kentucky's rich
heritage directly to people's
doorsteps," Historical Society
Director Gen. William R.
Buster noted. The society
oversees the mobile museum's
operation.
Historymobile visits in March
will center around the
Bluegrass region, with stops in
Fayette County on March 3-14,
an Owen County visit on March
17-19 and appearances
throughout Danville and Boyle
county on March 24-27.
In April the Historymobile
will journey to Western Ken-
tucky, with appearances in
Daviess County on April 1-9 and
in Todd County on April 14-15.
The rest of April will be spent
in South Central Kentucky, with
appearances in Hart County on
April 1647, in Barren County on
April 21-25 and in Russell
County on April 28-30.
In Eastern Kentucky the
Historymobile tentatively has
been scheduled for Wayne
County on May 1-9, although
other Eastern Kentucky areas
may expect appearances as
spring placements continue.
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Northern Kentuckians will
have a chance to see the
Historymobile later in May,
when it visits the Covington
dioceses on May 19-23 and
Pendleton County on May 26-30.
Curator Tom Gatewood said
major changes will center
around displays. He explained
that although these in-
terpretations of the first decade
of Kentucky's settlement ( 1774-
84 ) have previously been only
photographs or documents, he
and assistant Dan Zwyer are
redesigning them to include
three large units on "The
Migrant," "The Land" and
"The Settlement." The latter
encompasses Kentucky during
the Revolutionary War.
Gatewood added that small
models of people and ap-
propriate artifacts would be
included, while large color
prints also would be employed
in the exhibit.
"We've became such visual
people that our displays must
accordingly be more effective,"
Gatewood said.
He noted that representatives
from the state Education
Department also are helping his
staff put together optional
resource materials to be used
by elementary and secondary.
school teachers prior to the
Historymobile 's appearance in
their vicinity. Gatewood said
that the instructions would be
aimed at all levels of education
Daniel Boone will, of course,
be included in the resource
materials, for the history of
Kentucky's settlement would be
incomplete without him.
However, Gatewood said he
would rather show the -real
man" than the legendary,
Hollywood-type woodman. The
curator said the education unit
also would discuss Boone's life
as a surveyor and land
speculator, beginning with his
childhood instead of merely
centering on the Indian fighter.
"We're not trying to debunk
Boone - just recognizing the
man behind the myth,'
Gatewood explained.
A one-half life-size model it it
primitive cabin will still await
visitor's inspections at a far
side of the van. Overhead a slide
show complete with a recorded
commentary on community life
in early Kentucky will com-
plement the display
Although most Historymobile
visits are made to schools and
local community celebrations,
Gatewood said he would like to
expand his schedule this
Tree research aims
at bypassing seeds
BEAVERTON Ore
Weyerhauser Co is funding, x
81 25 million researc h project
by the Oregon Graduate Cen-
ter for Study and Research
here aimed at reproducing su
peruxr Douglas fir trees from
single cells
Object of the experiment is
to bypass the process of grow
trig trees from seeds which
would make it passible to
velop arid mass-v.0(1w
sirible strathrM trees-RH ,
a resistance to disease a r
wet/
. Tit lad lormee tweed image chub with item=
Wieh vinyl win 
summer, focusing on parks as
well as festivals and fatre He
added that requests for the
"museum" should be made one-
half year beforehand although
there are still a few vacancies
available for the upcoming
season.
And, so everyone will have an
opportunity to visit the
Historymobile, Gatewood has
even driven the truck to the
state prison at LaGrange. He
added that the Historymobile
offers a tremendous potential
for trips to inner city schools,
isolated rural areas, hospitals,
rest homes, schools for the
handicapped arid other sarular
stops.
Gatewood readily agrees that
the Historymobile is still not yet
as well-known as he would wish.
For instance, he explained,
many people still walk up to him
expecting to out books,check
confusing the truck with Book-
mobiles.
This free tour of the
Historyinobile should look even
more enticing to family budgets
pinched by inflation Thousands
of Kentuckians will have the
opportunity to take advantage
of this bargain after Gatewood's
staff readies the museum for its
1975 schedule.
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Murray, Ky.
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS
Final
Clean-Up
We have gone through oar inventory and remarked many, many items for
Absolute Clearance! Some Items slightly damaged, SOM. discontinued.
This Is Only A Partial Listing!
Many Other Items Drastically Reduced
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Hospital Report
February 6, 1975
Adults 125
Nursery 12
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Crusslin (mother
Rachel A.), Rt. 1, Dukedom,
Tenn., Baby Girl Rowlett
mother Sharon Rt. 1,
fititlitiflah,- Tan:7 Bay Boy
Harrison ( mother Sheila A.),
Rt. 1, Sedalia.
DISMISSALS
Robert Young, 418 Cherry,
Murray, Henry M. Blakely, Rt.
1, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Ruth E.
Pasco, 306 N. 14th., Murray,
Mrs. Mary E. Garwood, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Debra A. Phillips
and Baby Boy, Rt. I, Hazel,
Mrs. Cleste M. Houston and
Baby Girl, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Sharon K. Chase and Baby Girl,
713 College Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Nancy L. Barker, Rt. 2, Benton,
Master James N. Woodruff,
1601 Belmonte, Murray, Mrs.
Jenna K. Rushing, 106 Moore,
Clinton, Mrs. Barbara J.
Darnell, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Malissa B. Broach, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Nova M.
Routon, Rt. 7, Murray, Robert
D. Courtney, 415 Anderson,
Mayfield, Ky., Paul K. Rogers,
811 N. 16th., Murray, Joseph R.
Walker, Rt. 5, Box 575, Murray,
Lenice E. Fish, 804 N. 16th.,
Murray, Mrs. Mary J. Swann,
1710 Ryan, Murray.
2-8-75
Adults 107
Nursery 11
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Shelton (Mrs.
Pattie C) 117 Shady Oaks,
Murray, Baby Girl Ernstberger
i.Mrs. Deborah G) Route 1,
Kirksey, Baby Boy McClure
(Mrs. Marsha FL) PO Box 445,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Joan G. Eldridge, Route
6, Murray, Mrs. Shirley Jane
Jones, Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
Stella Pritchett, Dexter, Oren
D. Burkeen, Route 3, Murray,
Mrs. Pauline I assiter, Route 2,
Hazel, James Howard Jones,
Canton, Harold Therrien, Route
I Box 125, Almo, Halford B.
Beane, 1300 Sycamore, Murray,
Miss Erma Lee Bradley, Route
4, Murray, Mrs. Clara B.
Stubblefield, Route 1 Box 92,
Alma, Mrs. Mildred Black,
Route 7, Box 64, Murray, Mrs.
Joretta- Randolph and Baby
Girl, 1111 Sycafnore Street,
Murray, Mrs. Clara Beth
Seaton and Baby Boy, Route 1,
Mayfield, Mrs. Marie Annette
Shelton and Baby Boy, Route 2,
Benton, Mrs. Shelia Ann
Newcomb and Baby Girl, Route
8, Benton, Mrs. Arlene Wallace
and Baby Boy, Route 2, Hazel,
Paul Holland, Route 3, Murray.
Mrs. Louisa E. McCuiston, New
Concord, Hafford D. Smith,
•ute 5 Box 2I5A, Murray,
Robert M. Boyle, 101 North 17th,
Murray, Mrs. Minnie M. Pitt-
man, New Concord, Comus
Alexander, Hardin, Silas I.
_ Futrell, Route 8, Box 1055,
Murray, Mrs. Iva Oliver
Garrett, 303 Woodlawn,
Murray, Walter S. Mohundro,
Route 2, Puryear, TN., Mrs.
Mary Opal Wilferd (expired),
Farmington.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Many
Kentucky schools soon may be
forced to raise the prices of
their lunches to keep up with the
inflationary costs of food
staples, according to C. E.
Bevins, director of school food
lervivs_for_the state...RAWL--
ment of Education.
"I just don't see any other
alternative than a price in-
crease for many of the
districts," he said. Bevins noted
that most school lunches now
fall in the 40 cent-60 cent price
range.
He added that "several"
recommendations for higher
fees had recently beerrmade by
FRANKFORT, Ky. — As the
energy crunch demands more
complete information about the
Commonwealth's oil and gas
resources, the Kentucky
Geological Survey is prepared
to provide it. The agency's oil
and gas section is about to
complete a five-year com-
prehensive mapping project
which charts the Com-
monwealth's oil and gas
reserves.
The survey, a project of the
state's Development Cabinet,
researches the state's physical
environment and its natural
resources. The oil and gas
section relates these two fuels to
the state's total energy and
economic picture.
Over five years ago, the
survey realized the need for an
up-to-date record of the state's
oil and gas pools and a map of
drilling activity. Four regional
mapping projects were begun
and three — the Jackson
Purchase, the Western and the
Central portions of the state —
have been completed. The
Eastern Kentucky portion will
be published in June, 1975.
Placed side-by-side, the four
maps will comprise a wall-
covering outline of known oil
and gas pools throughout the
state, as well as producing oil
and gas wells. Because the
occurrence of gas and oil is
related to geologic formation.
geologic and geographic in-
formation pertinent to fuel
activity also is depicted.
The map serves both as a
history of oil and gas activities
in the Commonwealth and as a
guide for determining future
drilling sites.
Map-make only one of the
activities of the survey's oil and
gas section. The division keeps
extensive files in its Lexington
office on the campus of the
University of Kentucky.
Current drilling and production
data on Kentucky's 14,000
producing oil wells and 17,000
producing gas wells are
maintained.
The Kentucky Geological
Survey serves as the state's
official geologic research
agency, and the two-man oil and
gas team is responsible for
assembling complete in-
formation about those fuel
reserves. While the agency
cannot provide specific drilling
advice to fuel prospectors,
survey members can discuss
generally the geology of the
area in question, its relation to
the likelihood of oil and gas
1 deposits and the comparativerisks involved in drilling.
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his department following
periodic visits to school
cafeterias by Education
Department consultants. He
explained that such recom-
mendations were not man-
datory and that final decisions
mide-ErlieTOCal school
district.
Bevins also said his office
never suggests more than a
nickel increase, as parents
seem more receptive to that
amount than to a 10 cents or 15
cents jump.
When asked if the quality of
cafeteria lunches was being
sacrificed in order . to hold
skyrocketing food prices in line,
Bevins replied, "This is another
alternative, but not one that is
recommended. In some
districts this may be true, but
we try to help maintain at least
the status quo."
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Local school districts are
aided in this inflationary battle
by government subsidies. Only
recently the federal reim-
bursement rate increased by
354 per cent, a rise that may
temporarily offsot.sch2oL unch
prices in some distructs. These
subsidies help feed some 40 per
cent of Kentucky's 575,000
public school students who
receive their meals at no cost or
through a partial payment,
Bevins said.
Several Western Kentucky
educators indicated that with
careful budgeting they may be
able to avoid a price increase
for awhile. Dora Throgmorton,
director of food services for
Paducah's schools, noted that
her system was "running neck-
to-neck." She added that many
necessary items, which were
purchased in the fall, have since
gone up two to three dollars a
case.
Frances Spain, Hopkins
County, holds a position. similar
to Ms. Throgmorton's. "We are
cutting all corners, watching
labor-. tests betng---as
economical as we possibly
can," she said. Ms. Spain also
explained that cafeterias in
Hopkins County operated on a
centralized system whereby one
main office was responsible for
purchases instead of 19 scat-
tered schools.
"This system also gets the
salesmen out of the kitchen.
Vendors will cut their costs to
get ow- account, knowing that
they will be supplying 19
schools," she added.
Dr. James C. Hilliard,
Owensboro's school superin-
tendent, said that he, too, had a
centralized bidding system for
most items. He added that as
stwient participation in the
lunchroom program had been
running about 90 per cent, he
didn't foresee an upcoming
price increase.
Helen Hogancamp, Calloway
County's food services super-
visor, said lunch prices have not
been raised since last fall. "A
- price tntreaSe-ar ChristmaS-
is bad psychology. If yop have
to change, it should be done in
the fall," she explained. Ms.
Hogancamp added that
Calloway County had attempted
better management through
more managers' meetings and
"much more checking and
comparing."
Meal prices of those schools
contacted ranged from 40 cents-
50 cents.
Bevins noted that although
inflation has hampered
operational costs, educators
were trying to improve the
school lunch program. For
instance, he pointed out the
OV 99 0 0 I At
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increasingly popular cafeteria
smorgasbord in secondary
schools, an innovation that
reduces the amount of food
wasted, while attracting more
students to the lunchroom.
Students participating in the
smorgasbord program help
themselves to perhaps one meat
kervi11  .frOIn a choice of three.-
-Varieties, then select two
vegetables from maybe six
offered.
Bevins explained that some
students may be overwhelmed
at first by the choice but soon
learn to take only what they
need. "This opportunity for
selection is attractive to junior
and senior high school students,
as they realize the school
considers them adults through
their capactiy to make
decisions. I think this even-
tually will be the way of life for
junior and senior high school
students," Bevins added.
He also noted that about one-
third of Kentucky's school
cafeterias are now im-
plementing breakfast
programs, usually at a bargain
rate of 15 cents-20 cents per
participant. Bevins explained
that these programs are a
necessity in such metropolitan'
areas as Newport, where the
high cost of living demands a
.two.isayekoeit fansi•ir- -Smer- -
parents might have different
work schedules, the children
themselves are often respon-
sible for making it to school on
time and thus usually neglect to
prepare morning meals.
So, the schools have often
taken on this added respon-
sibility, realizing that pupils
will not function well in- -
tellectually without breakfast.
"There are probably as many
participants in the breakfast
program in Newport as in the
lunch program," Bevins said.
The school food services
supervisor added that break-
fasts would probably also
become standard.
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Snyder Denies He Is Seeking Post
LEXINGiON, Ky. AP --
Rep. Tim Lee Carter, R-Ky.,
said here Tuesday night that
fellow solon Rep. M. Gene Sny-
der, R-Ky., is actively seeking
a vacant federal judgeship in
Eastern Kentucky, but Snyder
told a Louisville radio station it
isn't so.
-In -er -cepyrightest Ayer-ap-
pearing in its Wednesday morn-
ing editions, the Louisville Cou-
rier-Journal reported Snyder
had asked Carter to offer his
name for the nomination to be
made by President Ford.
A spokesman for WHAS Ra-
dio in Louisville said Snyder
told one of the station's report-
ers Tuesday night that he has
no real interest in the job and
has not talked to Carter about
it.
The spokesman said Snyder
told WHAS he is not seriously
consIdertfarthelederal judge-
ship.
The newspaper quoted Carter
as saying that when he re-
turned to Washington next
week he would submit the
names of at least five people to
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the White House who have
asked to be considered for the
post.
The judgeship became avail-
able with the Feb. 2 death of
U.S. District Court Judge Mac
SwinEorsi.
Carter was also quoted by the
Courier-Journal as confirming
that Charles Coy, the state Re-
publican Party chairman from
Richmond, also had asked for
the post and that Coy's name
would be on the list.
According to the newspaper
story, Carter did not name the
other three persons who want
the job.
Carter, according to the Cou-
rier-Journal, will make no rec-
ommendation until the Ameri-
can Bar Association makes its
preference known.
The newspaper said Carter
did not indicate that he had
told Snyder he would support
him and that Carter admitted
Snyder's desire for the position
puts him (Carter) in a "diffi-
cult position" since they are
fellow congressmen.
Carter told the newspaper he
would make his own choice for
the post known and he hoped
the White House would consider
his recommendation.
Highway upkeep
rises with traffic
WASHINGTON, D.C. -
Dean L Morgan, highway en-
gineer at Highway Users Fed-
eration, says demands on
state highway maintenance
and traffic operations have
increased considerably in the
Last few years.
Since 1960, highway traffic
has increased 80 per cent and
the state network of roads has
been increased by 83,000
miles, nearly half of which
are four-lane, divided high-
ways. - CNS
Michael G. Crisp
Michael Crisp Is
Named, Position
Michael G. Crisp, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Dwight D. Crisp.
Fairlane Drive, Murray, has
been named vice-president and
college publisher of Science
Research Associates, according
to SRA President Richard A.
Giesen.
SRA, educational subsidiary
of IBM, has its main
headquarters in Chicago,
and its college division is
headquartered in Palo Alto,
California.
Crisp has been publisher of
the College Division since
joining SRA in 1970. Prior to
that time he was with the
College Division, McGraw Hill
Book Company, and was an
officer in the United States
C....last Guard.
Crisp received an A. B.
degree from Colgate Univer-
sity. He and his wife, Leslie,
have three children, Michael,
Jennifer, and Brooke, and live
in Portola Valley near Palo
Alto, California.
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Tories Expected To Swing Right
Under Leadership Of Thatcher
LONDON (AP) - Margaret
Thatcher, the first woman to
head a major British political
party • is promising a "new look
and new sense of direction" for
her battered Conservative
forces.
Observers predict she will
turn the Tories to the right.
The 49-year-old tax specialist
and former research chemist
was elected Tuesday by the
Conservative members of the
House of Commons to succeed
former Prime Minister Edward
Heath. She defeated four men,
winning 149 votes to 79 for Wil-
liam Whitelaw, her closest
competitor.
Heath, who led the party to
Square Dance
Weekend To Be
Held At Dam
Some old-fashioned square
dancing is the featured activity
Feb. 14-15, at Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park,
Gilbertsville.
Everyone's invited to join in
- whether it's to learn some
basic steps, practice up on turns
and promenades a- just enjoy
the music and have a good time.
The dancing begins at 8 p.
Friday in the park lodge. All
day Saturday is set aside for
practice and instruction, and at
8 that evening more music and
dancing begins.
All activity is free of charge to
overnight guests at the park.
Others pay a registration fee of
$3 per person of $5 per couple.
Participation is Limited to 120
persons. To pre-register ( with
payment at the door), call
Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park, (502) 362-4271.
Lodge accommodations can
be reserved by calling the park
or the Central Reservations
office in Frankfort. From points
in Kentucky, the toll-free
number to Central Reservations
is 1-800-372-2961. In surrounding
states, toll-free calls are made
by dialing 1-800-626-2911.
Residents
Of Area
Enlist, AF
defeat in three of the last four
general elections, withdrew
after Mrs. Thatcher bested him
on the first ballot last week.
If Mrs. Thatcher can turn the
tide and lead the Conservatives
to victory in a general electicin,
she would become the first
woman prime minister in Brit-
ish history.
She called in members of the
shadow cabinet left her by
Heath, asked them to continue
to oversee their special fields of
interest, and said she would
"make haste slowly" to find "a
blend of continuity and
change."
Whitelaw, the party chair-
man, announced his full sup-
port for the woman who van-
quished him.
Observers predicted Mrs.
Thatcher would try to revive
the party's historic role as the
defender of private enterprise
and a free market economy.
A WANT AD
DOES IT BEST
14. Want To Buy
use the
WANTADS
USED TABLE saw, preferably
9 or 10 inch. Call 753-9331.
USED BARBECUE king
machine for chickens, ribs,
etc. Contact Charles Hamra
after 6 p m. 753-7964.
SMALL FARM tractor, plow,
disc, cultivator, and rotary
mower. Call 753-5249.
COINS-GOLD, silver, copper.
Top prices. Buy or sell. Will
sell silver dollars 5 for $25. 753-
9232.
15. Articles For Sale
20, Sports Equipment
GOO& i!Oi'dh-illOitrttbn speed,
27" bicycle, three months old.
Call 753-3600.
22. Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan.
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee and the
Antique Mall, 4th & Sycamore
Murray, Ky.
PIANO TUNING, repair and
rebuilding, prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Dyer 753-8911.
24 Miscellaneous
430 POLOROID, accessories
PRECUT PICTURE frames, and case. Hitachi eight track
ready to assemble, assorted stereo tape player. Best
sizes. Murray Lumber Co. reasonable offer. 767-2757.
Seventeen area residents
enlisted in the U. S. Air Force
during January, according to
local recruiter Sgt. Bob
Kleeman.
Presently at LackLand Air
Force Base in Texas for six
'weeks of basic training are 
Bradley Edwards, Jan Ritchie
and Rickie Jones, all of Pad-
cuah; Debra Counts, Hickman,
and Ms. Cathy Hopwood,
Symsonia.
Three Paducah area
registered nurses are un-
dergoing the U. S. Air Force
orientation program at Shep-
pard Air Force Base in Texas
They are Debbie Leaven,
Paducah; Janie Wright,
Marion, and Billie Ramage,
Salem.
Ray Hunt, Paducah,
reenlisted in the Air Force and
is to be stationed at Keesler Air
Force Base in Mississippi for
electronics training.
Enlisting into . the delayed
entry program are Jimmy
Simmons, Kevil, electronics;
Mike Paschall, Hazel, ad-
ministration; Gaylon Bill
Baker, Calvert City, general
field; Charlie Statnes Jr.,
Ledbetter, general field; Dean
Miller and Dan Paxton,
Paducah, both in mechanics;
Peter Wilson, Paducah, elec-
tronics; and Mark Perkins,
Madisonville, mechanics.
Persons desiring information
about the Air Force may con-
tact Sgt. Kleernan at the Cen-
tury Building or by calling 442-
2426.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to that
expensive carpet, clean with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire
Shopping Center.
16 Home Furnishings
Happy Birthday
Mandy
6 Years
Iuoe Wernau t,ranthinsith
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads, classified
display and regular
display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds _
must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.
FOR ALL your Watkins
Products. Call Mr. or Mrs.
Holman Jones. 753-3128.
41" G. E. stove, white, three
years old. Dresser, and rug,
(155 15) Call 753-9661.
-TWO END tables, just like new.
Call 753-6015.
RC ALLEN cash register, full
key board. $100. Call 489-2365
after 5 p.m.
MAKE YOUR garden grow.
Compost consisting of
decomposed bark, lime for
gardens and lawns, sawmill
lumber. wmill Products Co.,
at old Murray Sawmill. One
mile east on 94. 753-4147.
MILLIONS OF rugs have been
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
America's finest. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
home of "Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
G. E. COMPACTOR, new, 
never been used. Call 474-2378. GRAIN FED baby beef. 70 cents
lb. dressed weight. Raymond
Palmer. Phone 489-2281.MOHOGANY DUNCAN Phyfe
drop leaf table and four chairs
Extra good condition. 753-4534.
1/. Vacuum Cleaners
Firemen start a
fire of their own
The village fire brigade of
Tonypandy, Glamorgan,
rushed off to quench a chim-
ney fire and in their enthusi-
asm, forgot to tirn off the
burner under a frying pan in
the station kitchen
Within minutes smoke was
billowing out of the station
and a passing bus driver
broke into the building and
threw the pan out the window,
causing the fire chief to say,
ate whole incident is most
embarrassing. Our men did
exactly the sort of thing we
warn. the public against "
Early Bird Sale
10% 0#'
All Merchondiso
1s.m.tol ow
Starks Hardware
Kountry Kitchen
1211,8 Poplor
HELP IS in reach. Dial NEED
753-6333, NEEDLINE.
I WILL no longer be responsible
for any debts other than my
own, as of February 12, 1975.
Jack Beard,
WATKINS PRODUCT'S. Cal]
753-9992 after 5 p.m.
Annual
Sale
Oil.-111 Custom Framing
during Februarv
100/0 thscount
the gallerv
813 Coldwater
753-8301
5. lost And Found
LOST: BLACK and tan German
Shepherd, one white front foot,
named Soldier, wearing collar
bearing name "Falls". $15
reward. Call 753-2712.
10. Business Opportunity
LAID OFF? Need money' Send
25 cents and self-addressed
stamped envelope to Donald
Paschall, Route 2, Box 195
Puryear, Tennessee 38251
12. Insurance
The emxmw you can,
the smxmr
you
HAMM 753441/1
THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can still
have your old Kirby rebuilt fbr
826. Trade-ins on new Kirbys
are worth up to 09. Come in
and see us soon. Kirby -Sides le
Services, 500 Maple Street,
753-0359.
GOO CASE COMBINE, farm
wagon, and grain truck. Call
436-5818.
SERIES IV D-17 Allis Chalmers
Tractor. Two a 4-38 tractor
tires Phone 492-8214.
FORD TRUCK, 16 ft. grain bed,
11 ft. Ferguson disc, 3-16
plows, four row Ford
cultivator, two wagons, and
gravity beds. 382-2761.
TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lum-
ber. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700.
20, Sports Equipment
30-38 MARLIN with scope, Call
435-4594
1174 QUACHITA BASS boat,
1971 60 H. P. Johnson, fully
equipped. Must see Also 1973
13' 1" Invader ski boat with 60
H. P. Johnson, rated for 80 H.
P. and five people. Must sell
both. 753-6809.
18' FIBERGLASS boat-25 H. P
Evinrude motor, and trailer
$500. Call 436-5857.
23. Exterminating
re • v.
'
Free
Termite
Inspection
- Avoid Costly
Nom Ropoirs
Kelley's Termite
Pest Control
100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs
Phone 753-3914
1102/Rel.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
$12.50 per rick, delivered. Call
436-2315.
FIREWOOD FOR sale. We
deliver, $12.00 per rick. 753-
6555. or 489-2586.
27. Mobile Home Sales
FOX MEADOWS and Coacn
Estates Mobile Horne Parks.
Spaces and homes for families
only. Small Parks, Superior
accomodations, exclusive
residential area. South 16th
Street. Phane 753-3855.
12 x 47 TWO m, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating,
13000 or best offer. See at Ago:
31 Gtegan Mobile HorPe8
(Highway 94).
LATE MODEL 12 a 60, two
bedroom, two bath mobile
home with central heating and
air. Located near Kentucky
Lake on 100 a 198 lot, on con-
crete slab. Water, electricity,
and sewerage connected.
Skirted, has redwood porch,
furnished and ready to move
in. If your credit is good,
owner will finance at simple 8
per cent interest with $500
down and $95 per month. Total
price of only $10200 for all of
the above. Telephone 436-2473
or 436-5320.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
NICE TWO bedroom mobile
home located in small well-
kept court. $65 per month. Call
753-8216 after 5 p.m.
12 x 60 TRAILER at Dill's
Trailer Court. Couples only.
Call 753-1551.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
GARDEN TILLER SALE-
Now til March 1st. 3% H. P.
tillers-8184.95. 5 H. P. tillers-
$199.95. Both 3,1 and 5 H. P.
have reverse, one year
warrenty. 3 and 4 H. P. Briggs
& Stratton tiller engine, 25 per
cent off. See Frank at East
Side Small Engine, Highway
94 East. 753-9437.
31 Want To Rent
WANTED:HOME for rent In
the country. 7534583. Needed
Immediately
32 Apartments For Rent
DUPLEX, LOCATED on
Duiguid Drive, two bedroom
unfurnished,- stove.- dish- 
washer, patio, vadat . and
dryer hook-up. 753-1212 or 75/
7154
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32. Apartments For Rent
NEW UNFURNISHED two
bedroo'm apartment, all
carpet, dishwasher, disposal,
range, washer-dryer, hook-up.
Patio. $150 monthly. 753-7550.
TWO BEDROOM duplex
apartment, air-conditioned,
garbage disposal, stove fur
rushed, washer-dryer hook-up.
1307 Poplar 753-2208 or 753-
2275.
PARTIALLY FURNISHED
apartment, large. Call 753-
7915.
THREE ROOM, unfurnished
apartment (duplex), down-
town location, one block to
bank, grocery, churches;
middle aged lady preferred,
no children or pets. 753-1299
MURRAY MANOR - all new,
all electric, unfurnished one
and two bedroom apartments
On Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
34 Houses For Rent
FURNISHED TWO bedroom
house, 1/2 mile south of Hazel
on Highway 641. Couples only
$75 monthly. Call 492-8174.
34 Houses For Rent
TO RIGHT COUPLE. No pets,
two bedroom modern home,
newly redecorated, electric
heat, city water, four miles
east on 04. Call 753-9409.
OLDER, NEWLY redecorated
house, carpeted, electric heat,
ten miles from Murray. 492-
8594 after 6 p. m.
36. For Rent Or Lease
38. Pets - SILPolles
FOUR MALE Siamese kittens,
seven weeks old. Call 753-9336
after 5 p. m.
BEAUTIFUL BLOND AKC
registered Cocker Spaniel
puppies. Championship blood
lines. Perfect Valentine gift.
$75. Call Paris, 901-642-6361.
LOST: WHITE Miniature
Poodle, 21/2 years old. Reward
offered. Call Nancy Walker at
Hazel 492-8804.
GERMAN SHEPHERD, eight
months. WW make good pet.
753-9661 after 6:30.
ONLY A few Parakeet Birds
left. Selling for $1.50 and $2.00
each. 1105 Vine Street. 753-
5018.
43. Real Etatt_
THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to.you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
your time, Give us a call or
drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street,'753-7724.
44 Lots For Sale
DUPLEX LOTS for sale. Also
single family lots. Contact
Howard Brandon, 753-4383.
We are too big for our
cages
AKC Collies
Championship
Bloodlines
Reg. 115.00 only $50°°
Itgormy.Ty•am
Pet
World
Notice
Approximately 12,000 sq. ft, of
rental space of/Apple at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,
Murray, Ky., Phone 753-3342.
37. Livestock Supplies
WEANED PIGS. Call 435-4488.
38. Pets Supplies
SIAMESE CATS, six 'Months
old. Nice pets. 503 Olive Street.
753-1246.
BOXER PUPS, eight weeks old,
male Doberman Pinscher,
male, 21/2 years old, with
papers. 489-2270.
PARADISE KENNELS.
Boarding and grooming. Pick
up and delivery service now
,vailable. Call 753-4106.
121 Bypass
43. Real Estate
WANT TO BUY-Farm in
Calloway County. Cattle or
row crop. 753-2211. Tripp
Williams Real Estate.
FIVE ACRE tracts in restricted
development only minutes
from Kentucky Lake. Located
• on blacktop road just north of
Hamlin, Ky. Electric and
phonr are at the property.--
Financing available. Low
down payment, John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505 Main
Street, Murray, Ky. ( 502) 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
ROBERTS REALTY located on
South 12th 'at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
personnel to *serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. Call 753-
1651 or come by our office. We
lige to talk REAL ESTATE.
FOR RENT-private lot on
Roberts Estate, 100x 200 ft. $30
per month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-4655 until 2 p.
m. After 2 p. m., call 753-9143.
TWO LOTS in Garden 'of
Devotion Section, Murray
Memorial Gardens. Call 354-
6905.
FOR RENT-Private lot on
Roberts Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30
per month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after 2
p.m. or 753-4655.
45. Farms For Sale
NINETEEN ACRE farm, 6-10
mile off North 16th Street on
Poor Farm Road, blacktop-
ped. 753-2290.
6. Homes For Sale
HOUSE FOR SALE by owner.
Two bedroom brick on
Waldrop Drive across from
university. All electric, shag
carpet. House built by owner,
very convenient, plus very
easy bb heat and cool. On nice
lot 194 by 75, $22,500. Call after
five week days any time
weekends. 753-3324.
ONLY 619,6N-tremendous
value located at 1202
Sycamore. A well-kept 11/2
story, three bedroom home.
Nice corner lot, close to
shopping. The home is in
excellent condition and must
be seen to appreciate all the
space it offers. Don't hesitate,
call 753-3597, Moffitt Realty,
304 Main, to view now.
NEW CONCORD: Nice five
room well insulated home with
-basement for workshop of-
fering immediate occupancy
and a low price, also three nice
lots with tremendous view and
priced to sell. Contact Moffitt
- Realty, 304 Main, 753-3597 to
view.
Auction
Tues. - Feb. 18-7:00 p. m.
McCLANAHAN
HARDWARE
STORE
Hazel, Ky,
Due to the fact we were unable to complete this sale in two
days last month, we will be auctioning off the remainder of
the inventory ranging from - Nuts and Bolts to New Power
Hand Tools.
There will also be some used furniture (living room suit
and chairs) to some antiques and "old" furniture (dressers -
kitchen cabinet - glassware and so on )
So please be with us for a good night of auction. Sale
location is in Downtown Hazel, Ky. 6 miles south of Murray
on Paris Highway ) Thank you.
Phil Jeffrey
Auction Co.
Broad St. at 3rd
Paducah, Ky.
442-6300
BY OWNER-new three
bedroom house, double
garage, two baths, living-
dining combination, large den
with fireplace. 753-3903.
SAVE. OWNER must sell. Will
deal on new three bedroom,
two baths, den, in Sherwood
Forest. Call Paducah collect,
443-2189 after 5 p. m.
For Sale by Owner
.48 acres on Lake Barkley,
Donnelson Bay area. $995
an acre. .86 acres a few
feet from entrance to 12
million BARKLEY
LODGE. .89 acres 3 miles
from Barkley covered in
large timber. 1/2 acre lots
with city water, utilities,
and some paved streets in
lake area.
nuociog
7534477 v. 7S3-91150
THREE BEDROOM brick, two
baths, sun deck, central heat
and air, gas, double garage,
newly redecorated. Located at
1709 Audabon, Keenland
Subdivision. Call for ap-
pointment. 753-1262 or 753-7154.
Another View_ mw. m4,74, .
46. Homes For Sale
For Sale
By Owner
3 bedroom brick veneer house
near Coldwater, living room,
dining-kitchen, built-ins, bath,
completely carpeted, air con-
ditioned, electric heat, laun-
dry, carport.
Call 753-0550 or 419-2115 af-
ter 6:05 p.m. ask for Jerry.
$5,000 DOWN-and ap-
proximately $200 per month
will make this lovely home in
Highland Oaks Subdivision
yours. The sooner you call, the
sooner you'll enjoy the
fireplace on cold winter
nights. Other features include
central heat and air, entrance
hall, three bedrooms, and two
baths. For your personal in-
spection, please call Wayne
Wilson Real Estate at 753-3263,
or after hours-Loretta Jobs
753-6079, Ronnie Pea 436-4567,
Ron Talent 753-16,07, Wayne
Wilson 753-5086.
TWO BEDROOM house with
seven acres land. Living room.
carport and utility, fully'
carpeted, electric heat. Well
water. Near Kentucky Lake
913,000. Call 354-8585.
47 Motorcycles
1972 YAMAHA 175, ready for
dirt, trail, or track. 753-5686
49. Used Cars & Trucks
JEEP, FOUR wheel drive.
pickup. Call 753-7856.
1967 FORD STATION Wagon,
V-8 automatic, new tires. Nice.
Phone 436-5366.
1968 COMET, Sport Coupe,
needs body work, cheap, Call
436-2289.
1972 VOLKSWAGEN baby
Roles Royce, excellent con-
dition. Call 753-4855 until 2 p
m. After 2 p. m., call 753-9143
1969 PLYMOUTH FURY III.
full power and air. $900 Call 
753-2364.
4
(
Wir-9
9. Used Cars & Trucks
1968 DODGE CHARGER,
power and air. Also extras.
$875. Call 753-6564.
1972 CHEYANNA Pickup ,
power steering, brakes and air
conditioning, 39000 miles,
$2500.00. Call 436-2584.
WILL TRADE for Camero or
Chevelle, a 1958 Chevy pickup
with 327, four speed, headers, 8
x 10" wheels, bucket seats,
tape player. 753-5612, ask for
Bob.
1974 VEGA WAGON GT, one
owner, make nice family car.
753-2211.
1973 CAPRI CLASSIC, white,
two door, cranberry top and
interior, AM-FM, power
steering and brakes, air. 753-
5945.
1966 CAPRICE, air, power
steering and brakes, $300. Also
1964 Olds 98, $125. 753-7490.
1972 PINTO WAGON, real good
condition. Automatic, new
tires, low mileage. Bob Dyer,
753-8911.
1965 FORD GALAXIE, good
engine, $365. Call 753-0706.
1968 VOLKSWAGEN, new tires,
good condition. Call 753-6759.
BOXED PRODUCE bed, 13 foot
long, -pull -doweri-deer, good
condition, Call 435-4429 after 5
1954 INTERNATIONAL Scout,
four wheel drive, price $850.
Can be seen at 910 North 18th
St.
50 Campers
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, coach-
man, Trail Star, Fold down.
anique, Good used trailers,'
mile east of 68 and 691 in-
tersection. Draffinville, Ky.
Phone 527-7807.
51. Services Offered
1967 OPAL RALLY, good
condition. Call 753-0428 after 6
p. m.
1974 PINTO, three do,,
Runabout, four speed. 25 mile,
per gallon. Call 753-5984
1973 CHEVROLET Cheyenne
1/2 ton, light blue, pov.er
steering, power brakes,
automatic V-8, heavy duty
$2750 or best offer. Call 436-
2415
_ job Annear
PUREBRED HEREFORD
SALE
Kentucky Lake Hereford Association
Sat., Feb. 15tb - 12:00 Noon
Murray, Ky. - Murray State Livestock
Pavilion
Selling 50 lots of Gooti Horsed and Polled Nash* Mains 16 Service 4ge Is
and II females
Top throfity-Perionmenee Tested-Proven Mood Lines
In Ile Ins le In 11.r. Plorsierl ler in Obwr
Contact Sales Manager, JIMMY ED HART- for
more information-.
Cattle Ready lor Inspecton on Friday
ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service. Write C. M. Sanders.
Box 213 Murray or call 1-382-
2468, Farmington.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN-
Prompt, efficient service. No
job too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
CONTACT SCHOLAR Brothers
for all your bulldozing,
backhoe work, or trucking
needs. Phone Aurora, 354-8138
or 354-8161 after 7 p.m.
BUSHHOGGING. PLOWING,
landscaping, gravel hauling.
Myrtle Brenneman, Call 436-
2540.
51. Services Offered.-
TAYLOR'S STRIPPING and
Refinishing- restores an-
tiques and old furniture, also
trunks. Located 3"z miles
north on 641. 753-4955.
WILL DO babysitting in my
home. Call 753-6426 after 7:30
p. m.
ANTIQUING FURNITURE.
Free estimates. Call 753-7915.
DOES YOUR home need
repair? Will do addition,
roofing, and general repair
work. 436-2516.
WINDOW CLEANING and
carpet cleaning service. 12
years experience. Free
estimates. Call 753-3351.
WILL REPAIR guns, or old
clocks. All work guaranteed.
Call 492-8869.
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
'Spring. Fix mowers, rota-
tillers and small engines. 436-
5525.
OLD SHOPPE, 1301 Main
Street. We buy, sell, and
restore antiques and-or old
furniture. February' special -
tables ( stripped only), square
or round table, varnish finish,
$15.00. Paint finish, $20.00. End
tables, varnished, $9.00 Paint
finish, $14.00. Call 753-8240.
JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
and Electric Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m, or after 5 p.m
SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
753-7370 after 8 p. in.
CARPENTRY WORK.
Remodeling, room additions,
any .type of home im-
provements. Free estimates.
436-5840.
WALLIS DR
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
• LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
On Wednesday, Febreary 19111
Perkin's
& Steak
Pancake
House
WM Celebrate Two Great Years In Murray With An Un-
believable Array of "Thank-You-Murray-Specials"
Registration begins today for $100 cash and two
country hams to be given away on Wednesday
the 19th. Register as many times as you like.
-Watch For Our Ad-
Fur ches Jewelry
113 S. 4th Street
Murray
For dependable watch
and jewelry repair.
Factory Approved
Accutron Service
JERRY'S REFINISHING and
Custom Built Furniture, six
miles south of Murray on
Highway 641. Jerry McCoy,
Owner 502) 492-8837.
HOME IMPROVEMENTS -
Garages, basements, ex-
tensions, roofing, painting. No
job too small. 767-6694 or 767-
6680.
ROY HARMON'S Larpenter
shop (old ice plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs.
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish car-
pentry, contracting. Phone
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
EXPERIENCED PAINTER
will do interior or exterior
work by the hour or job. 435-
4480.
EXPERIENCED ELEC-
TRICIAN needs work. All
types wiring, also main-
tenance and repair. All work
guaranteed. Call night or day
`29-2111,
NEED FIREWOOD or trees
cut" Call 753-6556.
53. Feed And Seed
HAY FOR sale Call 436-5829
Auction Sale
Every Friday Night
641 Auction House
Paris, Tenn.
This week have Goose Neck rocker, Boston
Rocker, Queen Ann Round walnut table, round
oak table and 4 chairs, love seat. walnut corner
what-hot-41ielt; seCtiOn book case; old spinning
wheel, oak side board, child's roll-top desk, 2 old
wall clocks, ola pocket watches, glass, dishes
'Aridilits more-7
Shorty McBride, No. 247; Auctioneer
Ailitosnacm&c.
KEEP YOUR MONEY in your pocket! You can do painting
and decorating and save. 3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths, sun porch,
basement, 11/2 stories. Ideal for the young.. .1637 Miller.
YES!!! IT'S BIGGER than you think! Large family room
with fireplace, 3 bedrooms, 2 with walk in closets, 2 baths.
It's got all the extras including large eat-in kitchen, double
garage, patio, built-in range and dishwasher, gas grill and
more. .142,500.
ROOMY-READY-Reasonable, 5 bedrooms, fireplace, nice
lot, close to university...lots of possibilities...1601 Farmer.
HOW MUCH HOME will your money buy next year? Not as
much as It will now. Buy now and move later.. This tastefully
decorated 3 bedroom, 2 baths, next to new high school can be
purchased now.. Check for details.
RAIN OR SHINE...you and your family will be cozy and con-
fortable...Den, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, separate dining room,
large living room, sliding door to patio. All electric kit-
chen...brick, ranch style home located in Gatesborough.
DOESN'T WANT TO BUT MUST.. boos said he had to tran-
sfer so home owner must sell his home. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
den with fireplace, fenced yard, brick, central heat and
air. $35,500.
BEAUTIFUL NATURE TREES shade the corner lot
surrounding this 3 bedroom brick, formal living room with
fireplace, large garage, paved drives, nice location. 1634
Miller.
YOU ASKED.. we found. .perfect home - 2 years old, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, sunken living room, beamed family room
with large fireplace, kitchen has all built-ins, double garage,
central vacuum system, large corner lot with one to spare.
1706 Holiday Drive.
ROOM TO GET LOST IN. This 2,1 story "A Frame", 3
bedrooms, large den on lower level, huge double door garage,
nice shaded hillside lot in Sherwood Forrest.
ESFPRESSION PRICED. Fantastic value 2 bedrooms, living
room, large lot 5 miles out on 641 South... Reduced
QUIT READING "FOR RENT ADS" enjoy the security of
your own home in this 2 bedroom, living room, large kitchen,
den, carport, brick, large lot. $19,750.
W YOU HATE TIGHT PLACES.. See this 5 room house on Ir-
vin Cobb Rd.. Fenced yard, garage, 1 acre lot close to lake.
POTTERTOWN...Approximately 1 acre, frame and brick,
some carpet, new water heater, 3 bedrooms, $12,500.
Pi MILES EAST OF liARDIN on Olive Road, 1½ acres, 3
bedrooms, 142 baths, range, dishwasher, disposal, wall to
wall carpeting, den with fireplace. 23,500
60 ACRES ON 121 South also includes 4 bedroom brick, 2
baths, fireplace, nice yard and away from all noise.
23 ACRES on Hwy. 94 East, 1 mile from lake
Walerfrent let en Kentucky Lake Center Ridge Sandivisiem •
- pod rood - 3110' fool on Hie Maier - nice cove!
kairlifill viols
IMMO Properties
3 - NEW DUPLEXES located on Diuguid Drive. Stadium
View Subdivision. Call for details
1 - DUPLEX ON Monroe - 2 bedrooms on one side -
bedrooms on the other. Occupancy is no problem here.
3 APARTMENT COMPLEX at 306 South 16th, convient, cons
pact and reasonable.
COMIKICIAL LOTS
2 LOTS- corner Johnson & Whitnell.
21/2 ACRES -121 South, next to Gene's & Jo's Florist.
8 ACRES .Highway 641 North about 2 miles*
LOTS
Kingswood, Gatesborough, Sherwood, 16th's, Parklane, and
more
2 ACRES - Lynn Grove, with well, septic system, garage,
electricity. Ready for mobile home.
Donald R.
Tucker Realtors
502 Maple 793-4342
Night Phones:
F:dna Kmeit - 753-t910
C Bailey Hendricks - 753-7636
Don Tucker - 753.1105
4tra mancoalec >emeggrecysieuesarmaarser „immomemmumas
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Is Today Mrs. McKenzie's
For Mrs. Maxedon Funeral Services
The funeral for Mrs. Neva
Later Maxedon of 208
Woodlawn, Murray, was held
this morning at ten o'clock at
pn1atAba...1. Vatirahill•
Funeral Home with Dr. James
A. Fisher officiating and organ
music by Mrs. Richard Farrell.
Burial will be in the Memphis
Memorial Park, Memphis,
Tenn., with graveVde rites
today at 230 p. m.
Mrs. Maxedon, age 82, died
Tuesday at 6:25 a. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was the wife of Rev. E. Warren
Maxedon who died December
35, 1954.
Survivors are three sisters,
Mrs. Herbert Perry of Murray,
Mrs. Jessie Shell and Mrs.
Willie Baucum of Memphis,
Tenn., and several nieces and
nephews including Mrs. Pur-
dom Lassiter, George Ed
Overbey, H. M. Perry, and
Robert Perry of Murray.
Everett Ferguson
Dies Suddenly At
Work On Tuesday
Charles Everett Ferguson of
Hazel died suddenly Tuesday at
3:30 p.m. while at work at the
Puryear Brick Company,
Puryear, Tenn. He was 64 years
of age.
The Hazel man was a
member of the Hazel Baptist
Church. Born December 2, 1910,
in Henry County, Tenn., he was
the son of the late John Hedley
Ferguson and Jennie Chilcutt
Ferguson.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruth Mohundro Ferguson,
Hazel; two step daughters, Mrs.
Geraldine Smotherman of
Hazel and Mrs. W. A. (Gracie)
Erwin of Kirkse,c, seven
sisters, Mrs. Bill (Modie)
Thompson, 305 Irvan, Murray,
Mrs. Bob ( Alma) Williams and
Mrs. Hugh ( Rosie) Osborn of
Hazel Route Two; Mrs. Roy
( Carlie ) Steele of Highland
Park, Mich., Mrs. Cecil (Ila
Mae) Whitlatch of Pembroke,
Mrs. Brent ( Lottie ) Hart of
Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs. Bill
(Ruben.") Bradshaw of Miami,
FM.; four grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
Founders Hill Latter Day Saints
Church with Rev. James
Garland and Rev. Hobart Miller
officiating.
Pallbearers will be Bob
Humphreys, Terry Burton, Ike
Kendley, Robert Gallon, Grant
Laird, Audrey Van Dyke, Larry
Brannon, and Max Gore.
Burial will be in the Founders
Hill Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where
friends may call.
To Be On fhursday
Funeral services for Mrs.
D.PRIJ.Nesiel--MCKensis_ isill be-,
held Thursday at 1:30 p. m. at
the chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Harold
Lassiter and Rev. Otis Jones
officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White playing the organ.
Serving as pallbearers will be
Cleburne Adahm, Rudy Mc-
Dougal, Arthur Vinson, Leland
McDougal, Thomas McDougal,
and Boyce McDougal. Burial
will be in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. McKenzie, age 84, died
Tuesday at 6:45 a. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was a member of the Locust
Grove Baptist Church and was
preceded in death by her
husband on August 3, 1971.
Survivors are two sisters,
Mrs. Leon (Mabel) Robinson of
Lodi, California, and Mrs. John
Robbie) Hutson of Murray;
one son, Floyd McKenzie of
Murray Route One; ten grand-
children; nine great grand-
children.
Dewey Cooper Dies
This Morning With
Funeral On Friday
Dewey Cooper of Hazel Route
One died this morning at the
Good Samaritan Hospital in
Lexington. He was 76 years of
age and his death followed a
short illness.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Vye Grogan Cooper; one
daughter, Mrs. Carlos Brenda)
Erwin of Lexington; two
granddaughters, Mrs. Robert
(Paula) Kinton of Phillipsburg,
N. J., and Mrs. James (Brenda
Jane) Fuller of Frankfort; six
great grandchildren.
Also surviving are twin
sisters, Mrs. Ruby Farris of
Hazel Route One and Mrs. Pear
Alexander of Chattanooga,
Tenn., and numerous nieces and
nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at one p. m. at the Kerr
Funeral Home, Lexington, with
burial to follow in a Lexington
cemetery.
Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Schroader
Final rites for Mrs. Bobby
( Doris Marie) Schroacier of
Airno were held this morning at
10:30 at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Glen Cope officiating.
Pallbearers were Danny
Harrison, Leon Duncan,
Ronnie, J. C., Tommy, and
Dickie Schroeder_ Burial was in
the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Schroeder, age 39, died
Sunday at 2:20 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, Bobby, two daughters,
Jeanne and Amy, and three
sons, Earl, Michael, and
Robert, all of Almo; mother,
Mrs. Viola Wilhelm,
Baltimore, Md.; grandmother,
Mrs. Hattie Chenoweth, Fen-
wick Island, Delaware; six
sisters and two brothers.
Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 14. We're human, and once
in a great while we make a mistake.
But if our error means you must pay
additional tax, you pay only the tax.
We pay any interest or penalty.
We stand behind our work.
IHARIIBLOCIC
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.
epos - 114 Plows 11134714
11.11111711ELMinniti—_
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Crider,
416 South Ninth Street, Murray,
graduated from the University
of Kentucky College of Phar-
macy in December of 1974.
The Murray_ gArl Isecame .a
Kathy Crider
registered pharmacist after
successfully passing the
Kentucky State Pharmacy
Board examination given
January 13 and 14 in Lexington.
MSU. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
State in the competition in-
volves two unique features.
-Services offered through
the project are handled through
the Center for Regional Ser-
vices, which is a one-point
contact established last fall to
match campus resources with
specific community needs.
-Funding for the six-month
project (November, 1974,
through April, 1975) marks the
first time that a regional
university has received a state
grant to provide services to
local governments.
Dr. Jules Harcourt, director
of the Center for Regional
Services, said the role of the
university in the project is to
supplement the work of the
Purchase, Pennyrile and Green
River Area Development
Districts.
The districts were
established to provide a board
base of planning, management
and technical assistance," he
explained, "and now the
university can fit into that plan
by offering specialized man-
power and expertise beyond the
immediate capability of the
districts."
No more than $1,000 may be
spent on any one service sup-
ported by the grant, according
to Harcourt. An Advisory
Committee of five local officials
has been appointed to review
expenditures and services on a
project by project basis.
Services requested, in
process of being rendered, or
completed since the project was
initiated in November include
consultations, surveys, studies,
and workshops of the following
types:
Improvements of public
relations of city employees,
Henderson; tax assessment
analysis. Fulton; analysis of
revenues and expenditures for
counties and municipalities in
the Purchase area, Purchase
Area Development District;
purchasing study, Murray.
Grant proposal writing
assistance, Providence; cost
analysis, Green River Area
Development District;
recreation programming
consultation, Paducah; priority
setting, Hickman County;
carcass removal study,
Christian, Trigg and Todd
counties; personnel ad-
ministration consultation,
Sturgis.
Time and motion study of
garbage handling, Murray;
budgeting consultation, Hart-
ford, health planning con-
sultation, Purchase Area
Development District; senior
citizen project planning
assistance, Fulton and Hick-
man counties; codification of
city ordinances, Livermore,
Hawesville, Greenville and
Murray; and development of
slide presentation, Green River
Area Development District,
Amateur Radio Club
To Hold Meet Tonight
The Murray State University
Amateur Radio Club will meet
tonight ( Wednesday) at 7;30 at
the Ham Shack
Miss Kathy Crider Is Registered
Pharmacist After Passing Test
Miss Kathy Crider, daughter Miss Crider graduated from
Murray High School in the class
of 1970. She completed two
years of pre-pharmacy at
Murray State University where
she was a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority. In 1972,
Was 'Orli/et-entered optaterfurer
school at UK. While attending
the University of Kentucky, she
was a member of the Student
Pharmaceutical Association
and Lambda Kappa Sigma
professional sorority.
During the summers Miss
Crider did her Internship under
Kenny Tucker and Sam Tackett
at Begley Drug in Murray.
During the school year she also
worked for Begley Drug in
Lexington.
Miss Crider plans to work in
the Western Kentucky area.
Yeiser Files,
Commissioner
Of Agriculture
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Beverly G. Yeiser, a Clark
County farmer and business-
man, filed Tuesday as a candi-
date for commissioner of agri-
culture in the Democratic pri-
mary.
The 58-year-old Winchester
resident is the operator of Yei-
ser Inc., an egg producing and
processing operation. He also
operates a farm in Clark Coun-
ty.
A native of Daviess County,
Yeiser graduated from Western
Kentucky Teachers College
(now Western Kentucky Uni-
versity), and taught agriculture
in Daviess County.
He later worked for the F.W.
Rickard Seed Co. in Winchester
before purchasing his own feed,
farm supply and hatchery busi-
ness in 1948.
Chairman of the poultry com-
mittee of the Governor's Coun-
cil on Agriculture and a mem-
ber of the Poultry Advisory
Committee of the Kentucky
Farm Bureau, Yeiser is also a
director of the National Poultry
Institute.
He is a past president of the
Southeastern Poultry and Egg
Association and for the last two
years has served as president
of the Clark County Chamber of
Commerce.
He is a member of the Win-
chester Municipal Utilities
'Commission.
Yeiser said Kentucky agricul-
ture has made tremendous
progress in recent decades and
that he wants to "play an ac-
tive role in helping Kentucky
realize its potential in agricul-
tural production."
Chandler To Back Hollenbach
Iry DemocraticGovernor's Rate
FRANKFORT, Ky (AP) -
Former Gov. A. B. Chandler
says he is backing Jefferson
County Judge Todd Hollenbach
in the Democratic contest for
governor.
fl opportunity -doesn't -
come very often to elect a
young fellow of his quali-
fications, training and ex-
perience," he said.
Fhe 76-year--old politican
Oilt. STOCK MARKET*
Prices of stock of local in-
terest at noon, EDT, today,
furnished to the Ledger & Times
by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W. R. Grace
Texaco
General Electric
GAF Corp.
Campbell Soup
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Holiday Inn
Disney
Franklin Mint
81/4 +1
26%
45% -%
23% -44
25 +44
40% +%
10% +1/4
31% +%
36 +1
31% +1W
28% +Vs
14% +1
7% +%
341/2 +11/2
15 +Si
Prices of stocks of local in-
terest at noon today furnished to
the Ledger & Times by I. M.
Simon Co. are as follows'
Airco
Amer. Motors
Ashland Oil
A. T. &T.
Boise Cs grade
Fairchild Camera
Ford
Gen. Motors
Gen. Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith
14% +1/2
41/2 %
191/2 +4ii
501/2 +1/2
14% +%
23% +%
35% +1
36% +1/2
13% +%
15% +1/4
20% +1/4
20% +W
151/2
51/4 unc
11% um
12% unc
A woman to watch
in White House?
Joe Beagui founder and
president of the 15-year-old
International Society of Girl
Watchers which boasts more
than 23,000 "sworn in" mem-
bers, predicts there will be a
woman in the White House by
the turn of the century, if not
before.
"And I don't mean as the
wife or relative of a president
or vice president. She will
hold down one of those two top
jobs," he said.
Anew On Chairlift Case
Proceedings To Begin
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API—
Prestonsburg businessman Ed-
ward Music is going to have to
start all over again in his fight
to have the state pay him for
canceling his contract for the
Cumberland Falls chairlift.
Franklin Circuit Judge Henry
Meigs directed legal proceed-
ings to begin anew Tuesday as
he set aside an agreed order
under which the state was to
pay Music $127,000.
In doing so, Meigs stressed
he was not saying whether or
not he felt the contract was val-
id. That presumably will be set-
tled at the trial, which has not
been scheduled yet.
Meigs based his ruling Tues-
day on a similar case involving
a patent which was decided the
same way by the U.S. 6th Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals in 1958.
Neither Kilmer Combs, the
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service February 12, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 694 Est. 500
Barrows & Gilts mostly steady
instances 25 cents lower Sows
steady to 50 cents lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. $39.00-39.50
US 1-3 190-240 lbs. $38.543-39.00
US 1-4 240-260 lbs $37.75-38.50 -
US 3-4 260-280 lbs $37.25-37 7s
"Restructuring FCC Sows
Regulations" will be the subjeCt US 14 270-350 lbs • 011)0'34 ror'
of the program. Anyone in- US 1-3 350-450 llie. $32.00-33 5,
terested in amateur radio is US 1-3 450-650 lbs. $36.00-17 (0,
.mailaia ts,_azzaaa,. ..2,- aiiii,-, ALS-23.. WIWI" lbs. S32.90.45...-
spokesman said Boars $25.00-29 (0
Pikeville attorney representing
Music, nor Joseph Leary,
Frankfort attorney for Gov. Ju-
lian Carroll, mentioned that
case in arguments before Meigs
Tuesday or earlier.
Tuesday's ruling involves an
agreed order entered into by
Music and former Gov. Wendell
Ford under which the state was
to pay Music $127,000 for ex-
penses incurred before Ford
canceled the chairlift contract.
Carroll stopped payment of the
settlement shortly after taking
over from Ford as governor on
Dec. 23.
Since the state has refused to
carry out its part of the agreed
order, and no evidence on the
merits of the case was in the
record, Meigs said, it would be
best to start all over again.
Combs said afterward he can-
not appeal Meigs' ruling so all
he could do now was "hope for
a prompt trial."
Both he and Leary appeared
surprised by the ruling. It
came during a hearing on mo-
tions by Combs to order the
state to pay the settlement and
by Leary to dismiss the judg-
ment.
Leary maintained again thr
judgment, or agreed order,
should be dismissed because it
was based on an illegal con-
tract which thus was null and
void from the outset He said
the contract was illegal be-
cause it violated the State Wild
Rivers law and so the state
could pay nothing under it.
-,Pord .SqUOL31--.
Combs maintained the Cat- — South
roll administration W R.9 bound Side
by law to honor the agreement
renrhed br the- 
tration, if it liked it or not
veteran said the career of Hol-
lenbach, who will be 35 in a few
weeks, is in some ways parallel
to his own about 40 years ago.
"We were running against
the fellows who were in," than-
said in arr. iritervrevr.
"They ridiculed us and never
gave us a chance."
Chandler first became gover-
nor in 1935 after challenging
the political establishment as a
young lieutenant governor.
- "I think (Hollenbach) is go-
ing to win," Chandler said.
"He's got tremendous grass
roots support."
He said Gov. Julian Carroll,
who announced Monday for a
full four-year term, is merely
an extension of the adminis-
tration of former Gov. Bert
Combs, a longtime political foe
of Chandler.
Eddyville Escapee
Captured By FBI
CINCINNATI, Ohio )AP) - A
fugitive who escaped from the
Kentucky State Prison at Eddy-
vile, Ky., Aug. 8, 1973, was to
be turned over to Kentucky au-
thorities following an appear-
ance today before a U.S. Mag-
istrate.
Elbert Gene Millis, 40, was
apprehended in a downtown
apartment Tuesday by the FBI
on a charge of flight to avoid
confinement.
The FBI said Millis escaped
after serving five months of a
five-year term for risession of
stolen property.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 355.6,
down 0.2. Below dam 326.4, up
0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.7,
clown 0.1. Below dam 333.6, up
0.1.
Sunset 5:32. Sunrise 6:49.
Moon sets 7:20 p. m., rises
Wednesday 7:39 a. m.
"Combs and (Frankfort fin-
ancier) Bill May will run the
thing if this man ( Carroll) is
elected," Chandler said. "The
people repudiated Combs when
he tried to beat Ford (in the
-rftrgaberristortat prim-arr.-
The former governor said he
has known Hollenbach for dec-
ades and has been impressed
with his political development.
He said he would be willing
to help • in the campaign any
way he can, "but I don't intend
to try to run it for him."
"Every so often the voters in
Kentucky decide they need a
change and this time it might
be right away," Chandler said.
-They are sick and tired of
debts and taxes. . .I've re-
ceived more telephone calls on
this than on anything for a long
time."
He said Carroll "has made
more mistakes during his first
30 days in office than any fel-
low in my lifetime."
He said Carroll indicated im-
mediately how the wind was
going to blow in the new re-
gime "by taking Combs and
(former Gov. Lawrence)
Whetherby with him to South
Carolina. He's going to depend
on them for advice and that's
the last thing the people of
Kentucky want."
Since 1959 when Combs be-
came governor, all the state's
chief executives have "given us
nothing but debt and taxes,"
Chandler said.
He said Ford and Carroll
have been spending surplus
money at their whim instead of
trying to balance the debt and
economizing on spending.
believe Hollenbach can put
a stop to this and I believe he
would,' Chandler said.
He characterized Carroll as a
taxer and spender, saying the
governor had routinely notified
him of his intention to run and
knew Chandler already was
committed to Hollenbach.
Energy. . .
Continued from Page 11
leaders decided to forego the
break because of what they
said were pressing national
problems of the economy and
energy conservation. The House
went ahead with its planned re-
cess. •
Ford's •peasts - whieft•
would raise fuel costs while the
nation is attempting to fight re-
cession, the proposals drafted
by the staff of the Democratic
force would phase in the higher
gasoline tax only as unemploy-
ment drops.
House Democrats also are
drafting an energy program
which would have to be recon-
ciled with any Senate plan be-
fore emerging as a full-scale al-
ternative to Ford's proposals.
Before taking up any alterna-
tive energy conservation pro-
grams, Congress must first
block Ford's proposals, Demo-
crats say. The first step in the
administration plan, a $1-per
barrel tariff on imported oil, al-
ready is in effect. Other $1 in-
creases are scheduled to go
into effect March land April I.
Democrats who were absent
from the task force's scheduled
meeting were Herman E. Tal-
madge of Georgia, Edmund S.
Muskie of Maine, Dale Bump-
ers of Arkansas and Ernest F.
Hollings of South Carolina.
Absentees at the Finance
Committee were Talmadge;
Lloyd Bentsen, D-Tex.; William
Hathaway, D-Maine; Bill
Brock, R-Tenn.; Vance Hartke,
D-Ind.; Abraham A. Ribicoff,
D-Conn.; Harry F. Byrd Jr.,
Ind-Va.; Mike Gravel, D-
Alaska; Paul J. Fannin, R-
Ariz.; Clifford P. Hansen, R-
Wyo.; and William V. Roth Jr.
R-Del.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, 13-
Mass., said Senate opponents of
Ford's energy program need
only a few votes to be in a posi-
tion to override a Presidential
veto of legislation that would
halt Ford's increased tariffs on
imported oil.
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Agriculture Outlook Viewed Good And Bad By Official
FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Kentucky Commissioner of
Agriculture Wendell Butler
believes that this year's burley
prices have been good enough to
encourage a good production of
beieley--tobeceer in • the -corning-
year .
"I stated before this past
market season that the only
thing that would encourage
production for 1975 was a good
price and generally speaking
this year's burley crop has
gotten it," Butler said.
He sighted production as the
number one problem facing
Kentucky burley growers and
feels that an increase in price
support is more significant to
production than an increase in
poundage quota.
The U. S. Department of
Agriculture's (USDA) recent
increase in burley quota, 670
million pounds this year
compared to 608 million pounds
A free seminar entitled
"Communications for the Real
Estate Industry" will be con-
ducted by Dr. George Manning
of Northern Kentucky State
College at Murray State
University Friday afternoon,
Feb. 14.
Scheduled from 1:15 to 4:30 p.
m. in the meeting rooms of Roy
Stewart Stadium, the seminar is
Jointly sponsored by the Ken-
tucky State Real Estate
Commission, the Murray-
Calloway County Board of
Realtors and the Department of
Accounting and Finance of the
College of Business and Public
Affairs at Murray State.
Open to all licensees or in-
terested parties, the session is
designed to help brokers and
sales people serve their clients
better and to inform the public
about the type of training that
the modern real estate
professional needs to provide
better service.
Manning's presentation,
entitled "The Importance of
Good Interpersonal Com-
munications," will deal with the
good will with clients and co-
workers built by good com-
munications, techniques of good
two-way communications, the
question of patience with
others, and how differences in
personality affect open com-
munications and teamwork
within the real estate office.
The Department of Ac-
counting and Finance at
Murray State is offering three
real estate courses during the
spring semester as part of the
developing academic program
recommended by the Kentucky
State Real Estate Commission.
Centralenter
in 1974, will increase Ken-
tucky's poundage quota by 40
million pounds.
Also, the price support for the
1975 crop, based on an average
of production expenses for the
-past three yearrhas been set-at
97 cents a pound by the USDA,
up 12 per cent from the 1974
figure.
Butler described this method
of arriving at a price support
"antiquated, out of date and
inadequate" and heealled for a
new formula that more ac-
curately would reflect
production cost increases to
farmers.
In grain production Butler
feels that the overall economic
NtIoOkror toll; riv-OrIge:He
predicts a "moderate increase
in production over 1974, but net
income from grain crops will
continue at or above the 1974
level."
Based on intentions expressed
at the first of the year. Ken-
tucky farmers plan to plant
1,340,000 acres of corn, four per
cent more than in 1974 and
1,280.000 acres of soybeans in
1974, seven per cent more than
last year.
-
He predicted, however, that
wheat production probably
would decline
The outlook for the livestock
industry, although "not too
encouraging,- according to
Butler, should improve, sod he
Statistics Show Possible
Savings By Driving Less
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A 10 per
cent cutback in the amount of driving by
American motorists could save half of the one
million barrels of oil per day President Ford
wants to stop importing, statistics show. A 20
per cent cutback could save it all.
A 10 per cent cutback would mean driving
18.3 miles less a week to save about 1.4 gallons
of gasoline; a 20 per cent cutback means 36.6
miles less to save 2.8 gallons.
The figures come from interviews with of-
ficials at Ashland Oil Inc. and the American
Automobile Club. You'll have to follow the
statistics closely, remembering that gasoline
consumption varies widely from person to
person and these are all averages.
Here's how it works:
—A barrel of oil contains 42 gallons and, on
the average, produces 21 gallons of gasoline.
It can produce up to 29.4 gallons, but only by
sacrificing the yield of other products such as
heating and industrial oils.
—There are more than 100 million
passenger cars registered in the United
States, averaging 13.1 miles to the gallon in
the most recent statistics available.
—Each car covers 9,500 to 10,000 miles a
year and, last year, American automobiles,
including taxicabs, and motorcycles burned
74.7 billion gallons of gasoline. Now, 9,500
miles a year works out to about 183 miles a
week. Ten per cent of 183 is 18.3 and if you
divide that number of miles by the average
mileage per gallon you get 1.4
—If each of the 100 million cars saved 1.4
gallons of gas each week, the saving would be
140 million gallons of gasoline a week — or a
little less than the equivalent of half a million
barrels of oil a day.
—If each car saved 2.8 gallons, the saving
would be 280 million a week or just about the
equivalent of one million barrels of oil a day.
One million barrels, aside from being Ford's
cutback goal, is just about the amount this
country imports from all Arab oil producing
countries, the ones who gave us last winter's
oil embargo.
How would you go about cutting back?
First, each individual would need to deter-
mine the mileage his car gets. To do this, fill
the tank, drive around for an hour or so and
fill the tank again.
Then divide the number of gallons it takes
on the second filling into the number of miles
you've driven. That gives you how many
miles to the gallon your car gets.
Keep a record of your normal driving trips.
Then, devise a way to subtract from your nor-
mal weekly total the number of miles that will
lessen your gasoline consumption by 1.4
gallons.
FDA Approves Emergency Use
Of 'Morning After' Contraceptive
WASHINGTON (AP) — Use
of the nation's first .̀ morning
after" contraceptive is ex-
pected to increase after federal
approval of the birth control
drug which also has been
linked to cancer.
The Food and Drug Adminis-
tration on Monday authorized
us P in emergencies of DES or
diethylstilbestrol, which has
been used successfully for
years by some college coeds,
The FDA said, "There is no
relevant evidence at the
present time that a short
course of DES in normal omen,
as would be used in postcoital
contraception, would expose a
woman to an increased risk of
cancer. At the same time, it
cannot be said that such a risk
definitely does not exist."
One company already has ap-
plied for approval to market
DES as a poecoital con-
traceptive, when the new regu-
lation becomes effective March
7. The drug will be available
only through prescriptions but
doctors now are expected to
prescribe it more often.
DES also has been used to
stimulate cattle growth, but the
FDA banned this use in 1973.
The ban was upset by a court
in January 1974 and since then
the FDA has allowed DES in
cattle feed, provided that no
trace appears in any food for
human consumption.
Because of concern that DES
may cause cancer when taken
over prolonged periods, the
FDA said it will require patient
brochures and new labeling em-
phasizing that it should be tak-
en only for emergencies such
This Is It
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- of Shoes
 —Court 'qnure-
' Paris, Tenn.
added that "judging from all
reports and experts in the field,
we should expect the crisis for
Livestock and beef cattle to
lessen in the fall."
Butler __e_ipects the
-111dastry- =Ora It; own,but a
reduction in the inventories for
both beef and dairy cattle is
expected, with a large number
of cattle producers in Kentucky
adopting a baby-beef or grass-
fed cattle merchandising route
for livestock marketing.
as rape. However, physicians
will be free to determine what-
constitutes an emergency in
each patient's case.
The FDA said that 25-milli-
gram tablets taken twice daily
for five days usually prevents
pregnancy, if the regimen be-
gins within 24 hours and not
less than 72 hours following
sexual relations.
Some campus clinics have
prescribed DES for several
years. Ralph Nader's Health
Research Group has protested
to the FDA that the then-un-
authorized prescribing for that
purpose put young women at
at risk because they were not
warned of possible serious con-
sequences.
Dr. Arthur L. Herbst of Har-
vard University has reported
that scores of young girls
whose mothers took DES dur-
ing pregnancy later developed
rare vaginal and cervical can-
cer. He found that 24 of the
first 154 such cancer victims
diagnosed had died. The drug
frequently was taken to prevent
miscarriages, but its effective-
ness for that purpose has since
been disproven.
Other experts have estimated
that between 3,000 and rsoo
women have or will experience
DES-linked cancer.
Public Hearing Set
On Trade Practices
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API—
An interim legislative subcom-
mittee will have a public hear-
ing here March 3 on fair trade
practices in Kentucky.
The subcorranittee of the
judiciary committee vrill take
up milk marketing beginning at
9:30 a.m, in the Senate cham-
ber that day and the sale of al-
coholic beverages that after-
noon. One Kentucky law prohib-
its the sale of milk or other
dairy products below cost and
another sets minimum mark-
ups on the sale of alcoholic bev-
erages other than beer
Invitations have been sent out
to organized groups_involved..
Other witnesses who want to
testify have been asked to con-
tact the legislative Research
Commission at the state Car.ii-
tol.
Trio To Appear Along With
Billy Joel At MSU Concert
The trio Bacon-Potter-
Galbraith will appear prior to
the Billy Joel concert scheduled
for Wed., Feb. 19, in the Murray
State Fieldhouse in the Student
Government Association's first
major presentation of the
spring semester.
All three of the performers
boast a wide musical
background, different
hometowns, similar success
with recording companies, and
a consistent desire to play
together on the college circuit.
Michael Bacon, a native of
Pennsylvania, is the leader of
the group and has released two
albums of his own, "Good
News," which he recorded
while travelling through the U.
S. Canada, and England, and
another cut he made three
years ago after moving to Nash-
ville and going with the other
two members.
Don Potter, originally from
New York, recorded with the
other member of the trio, Rob
Galbraith, on Epic Records
before also moving to Nashville
and writing the smash hit, "Just
Leave Me Alone" which
skyrocketed Capitol Recording
artist Helen Reddy to fame.
Galbraith, meanwhile,
earned his fame as a
saxophone-playing disc jockey
in the Knoxville, Tennessee
area before he too wrote for
Epic and released an album for
Columbia.
Tickets for the concert are on
sale at nine area locations:
Mama Nature's, Chuck's
Music, and the Student Union
Building (Murray), Sun Audio
or Gatlin's (Paducah),
Mayfield Music Center
Mayfield), The Clothesline
Fulton), Leach's Music ( Paris,
Tens.), and the University of
Tennessee-Martin information
desk.
Prices are the regular $4
advance fee for MSU students,
$5 for the public. and $5 at the
door.
Tommy Elkins, son of Carlos Elkins and Katie Elkins, and I ammy Hargrove, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Hargrove, were crowned as King and Queen of the East Calloway Elementary
School at the homecoming heir! Monday evening. Shown, left to right, are Monty Wilson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Wilson, and Brian Cook, son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cook,
seventh grade attendants, Mr. Elkins, Miss Hargrove, Mike Morris, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Morris, and Cindy Johnson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Johnson, sixth grade attendants.
(Stall Photo tvv Dave Celava)
This Valentine's
Week... Reach Out
and Much Her
with flowers. A
red satin heart. "
And a vial of
FTD's exclu-
sive joie
de FleurTM
Perfume. •
What could
please her
more?.We7I send
the LoveBundle
"almost anywhere
by wire. But
do hurry...
Valentine's
Day is al-
most here.
Call or visit
us today.
Shirley Florist
502 N. 4th
753-325 1 753-3252
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Funds Needed For Safe Drinking Water
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Some of
Kentucky's public water sup-
plies may not be safe to drink.
The problem stems from a lack
of money for both the state
enforcement agency and for
municipalities which need new
or updated public water supply
systems, according to Nick
Johnson, director of the division
of sanitary engineering in the
Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection.
Needed money for the state
Louisville
Editor To
Speak Here
Award-winning editor of the
Louisville Defender, Frank
Stanley, Jr., will speak Wed-
nesday at 7 p. m. in the Mason
Hall Nursing Building
auditorium on the Murray State
campus as part of the national
Black History Week events.
Stanley, a 38-year old native
of Louisville, will speak on "The
Black Agenda for 1975" at the
session which was planned by
the Minority Awareness
Committee of the MSU Student
Government Association.
After graduation from
Louisville Central High School
he received a bachelor's degree
in journalism from the
University of Illinois in 1958
after serving as editor of the
campus newspaper, the Daili
11lini, and as president of the
campus National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People INAACP.
He obtained his masters with
honors from Boston University
in 1962 with an area in com-
munication and spent the next
eight years working in various
urban leagues over the country,
including a term as executive
director of the greater Los
Angeles area project.
Stanley assumed control of
his father's newspaper in 1972
where he has since been active
in civic and community affairs
both editorially arid through
participation while not losing
contact with national interests.
Chosen for inclusion in the
"Who's Who in Kentucky"
publication, Stanley has long
been a fighter for the minority's
rights and was a strong in-
fluence on the Commonwealth's
broad Civil Rights Law which
surpasses federal standards in
outlawing employment
discrimination.
George King. a Louisville
senior serving as chairman of
the Minority Awareness
Committee, urged "all in-
terested persons to come to the
free event, regardless whether
they are university students as
Stanley has always appealed to
a wide age group."
Hospital Report
agency may be acquired soon if
the legislative subcommittee on
municipal pure water systems
has its way. But, even if the
agency obtains funds, easing
the municipalities' money
problems still isn't foreseen.
A governmept agency head
seldom voices a public in-
dictment of his own agency's
failure to do its job, but that's
what Johnson did recently
before a legislative sub-
committee meeting in ,'rank-
fort.
Speaking before the sub-
committee and a full room of
spectators, Johnson said he was
happy that someone was finally
listening to his agency's
problems.
Those problems arise out of
too much to do and not enough
money or people to do it.
"In 1947, there were 112 public
water supply systems in
Kentucky serving about one
million persons or about 35 per
cent of Kentucky's population.
Then, the division had five
engineers to inspect and review
public water supply systems.
Today, there are 850 public
water supply systems in
Kentucky, serving over 2.3
million persons or 71 per cent of
the state's population. We still
have only six engineers."
As a result, Johnson said, his
division inspects municipal
waterworks about once every
three years, compared with
four inspections a year in 1947.
"We have been lucky that
there has not been an epidemic
due to contaminated water
supplied in Kentucky," said
Johnson. "But, since we've
been lucky so far, we haven't
been able to get the people with
the funds to take us seriously.
Most of the funds and attention
has been concentrated on air,
waste water and solid waste
pollution. Public water supplies
have been pushed into the
background."
Johnson said that in
desperation in 1971, his agency
asked the federal En-
vironmental Protection Agency
(RPM to do a study of Ken-
tucky's public water supply
systems. The agency did--and
found many of them were
contaminated.
-Still," Johnson said, "we
couldn't get the necessary
people to pay attention to our
needs."
Also speaking before the
subcommittee, Gary Hut-
chinson, head of the Water
Supply Branch of the EPA's
Southeast U. S. Region, praised
the efforts Johnson and his staff
had made but added that the
EPA had found Johnson's
agency could not do an
adequate job with its present
resaurces. Kentucky, said
Hutchinson, is already lagging
behind in enforcement of the
1962 federal safe water law and
probably will be swamped when
even tougher federal laws go
into effect this year.
Hutchinson added that the
problem is not unique to Ken-
tucky. Inadequate resources to
do the job is fairly common
throughout the nation.
After hearing from Gordon
Robeck, head of the EPA
research lab, and Jackie
Swigart, chairperson of the
state Environmental Quality
Commission, the subcommittee
voted to ask Gov. Julian Carroll
for an emergency allocation of
$175,000 from contingency funds
for the division of sanitary
engineering. Johnson said the
additional 6175,000—double the
division's 1974-76 ap-
propriation—would allow the
division to fulfill its respon-
sibilities.
As if the state enforcement
agency's financial problems
weren't enough, in a separate
interview Johnson talked about
another financial problem.
"Many municipalities which
need to build or upgrade their
present public water supply
systems simply can't get
enough money to do the job,"
said Johnson.
"Throughout the nation," he
continued, "money which was
readily available for con-
struction and improvement of
public water supply systems a
few years ago has dried up.
Grants which used to come
from the federal Economic
Development Administration
tEDA) and the Farmers Home
Administration have been used
up and new money isn't
available to beef up the grant
program again. That left many
communities without enough
funds to construct a new public
water supply system at a time
when their populations have
outgrown the old one.
For many communities, said
Johnson, the cost of building a
water supply system without a
grant of at least 50 per cent is
prohibitive. The water bills
would have to be so high It
simply couldn't be done."
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Adults 128
Nursery 11
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Seaton (mother
Clara B.), Rt. I, Mayfield, Baby
Girl Belt ( mother Judith), 605
Meadow Lane, Murray, Baby
Boy Shelton ( mother Marie A. ),
Rt. 2, Benton, Baby Boy
Wallace mother Arlene), Rt. 2,
Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Donna Kay Jackson, Rt.
4-Box 166, Murray, Frank W.
Granger, 316 S. 13th., Murray,
Mrs. Marilyn J. Adkins and
Baby Boy, 1721 Keenland,
Murray, Mrs. 'Mersa J. Smith
and Baby Boy, Rt. 6-Box &M,
Murray, Mrs. Yvette B.
Youngblood, Rt, 8, Benton, Mrs.
Helen Louise Wright, Hwy. 69 P
0. Box 397, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Olivia W. Marshall, 1701
Audobon, Murray, Mrs. Karen
A. Beam, 306 Woodlawn,
Murray, Mrs. Teir L. Rikel, 104
N. 10th., Murray, Mrs. Shirley
J. Isbell, 305 S. Highland, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. !Rile F. Key, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Ethel Farris,
Waldrop Tr. Ct, No. 6 A,
Murray, Mrs. Winnie Kline, Rt.
4, Murray, Mrs. Mary E.
Rowlett, New Concord, Mrs.
Ruby Harris, 723 Nash Dr.,
Murray.
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Parole Board Regulations Are Examined By Defenders
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Two
defense attorneys said in a
public hearing Wednesday that
parts of a proposed revision of a
state Parole Board regulation
governing parole eligibility are
not fair enough to inmates.
David Murrell, of the state
Public Defender Office, and
Dean Hill Ftivkins, representing
The Appalachian Research and
Defense Fund of Kentucky and
the Kentucky chapter of the
American Civil Liberties Union,
testified that the legal rights of
inmates and other aspects of
due process are not sufficiently
guaranteed under the proposed
regulation.
But Murrell and Rivkin both
supported the overall revision
as an improvement over the
shorter and less specific
regulation which has stood
since . October, 1956. The
regulation relates to KRS
439.340, the statute which gives
the parole board its authority.
The section of the proposed
regulation drawing most
criticism establishes guidelines
for conducting a parole hearing
and a checklist of 15 factors
used to judge applicants.
Although the old regulation
contained no such guidelines or
checklist, both attorneys said
the newer version is still not
specific enough and permits
"arbitrary" decision-making.
Those factors include:
current offense, prior record,
prison conduct, attitude toward
authority, history of alcohol or
drug abuse, probation and
parole history, emotional and
mental conditions, community
attitudes toward applicant, job
and educational history,
development of a parole plan
and terminal illness.
Previously, the only set or
automatic criterion for parole
apparently was terminal
illness.
Murrell said that some
provision should be adopted
which would state "just how
these factors are to be con-
sidered, assigning some weight
or importance to each factor."
Murrell recommended
consideration to be given to the
federal policy of scoring each
factor as part of a standardized
test He admitted that such a
test would lack -subjective
considerations" of an inmate's
case, but would be "less ar-
bitrary- than the guidelines set
down under both the old and
new regulations.
He also called (or the board to
inform inmates of their
decisions in a written statement
instead of only verbally. Mrs.
Lucille Robuck, chairman of the
board, said results of each
hearing are written up and
included in the inmate's file and
can be read to him by his
caseworker. But the inmate can
neither read the statement nor
have a copy of it.
Rivkin, who has been in-
volved in appeals cases against
the parole board or one of its
members, said the regulation
contains "skeletal" provisions
which don't allow for "some of
the slightest notions of fun-
damental fairness."
+ Applicants should be given
an advanced written notice
listing the material which will
be considered at the parole
hearing,
+They should get more time
to prepare for the hearing and
more time to testify at the
hearing;
+-They should be allowed
some form of legal represen-
tation at the hearing, an at-
torney or even "jailhouse
lawyer." ( Mrs. Robuck said
this already is the case,
although neither the old nor
proposed regulation specifically
stipulates so.);
+They should receive at least
a copy of the results of the
• h
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hearing.
Rivkin said giving applicants
additional tune to prepare a
case and to testify, plus legal
assistance at the hearing, would
be especially fairer for those
inmates who are unable to
express their views and are
otherwise ill at ease before a
panel of judges.
Mrs. Robuck said the views
and suggestions of Rivkin and
Murrell would be included in a
report on the new regulation
which the board will submit to
the Legislative Research
Conunission.
Other than establishing more
specific guidelines and
language, she said that
significant changes in the
regulation include the
requirement that persons
sentenced to 9-15 years must
serve at least two years before
being eligible for parole.
Previously, they only had to
serve one year.
Mrs. Robuck said that
provision was, in part, a
compromise in response to a
number of prosecuting at-
torneys who have been calling
for a law requiring all inmates
to serve at least one-third of
their sentences. Murrell earlier
had said a study indicates that
an inmate in a state correc-
tional facility serves, on the
average, one-third of his or her
sentence anyway.
In addition, the proposed
regulation includes a new
section which requires that an
inmate who has won parole
must maintain "good in-
stitutional conduct" until the
actual release date and another
new section which sets down,
for the first time, specific rules
governing parole revocations.
Some of the same objections
raised by Murrell and Rivkin
concerning parole hearings,
they said, also should apply to
parole revocation hearings.
Mrs. Robuck pointed out that
all interested parties, include
defense and commonwealth's
attorneys, were welcome at the
hearing, which was publicized
in news releases and legal
notices. However, only Murrell
and Rivkin, both defense
lawyers, attended.
Generally, the legal groups
represented by Murrell and
Rivkin favor more lenient
treatment of inmates and
strong protection of their rights,
while prosecutors fall on the
other side of the corrections
issue, supporting stiffer
penalties and longer sentences
as deterrents to crime. .
Festival 75--
To Be On
KET March 7-17
March 7-17 means a lot to
Kentucky Educational
Television (KET). It means
equally as much to all Ken-
tuckians. During this period,
KET will be asking viewers to
support public television in
Kentucky by participating in
FESTIVAL '75.
KET plans to expand its
present five-day broadcast
week to full-time programming.
But to purchase more
programs, KET needs more
money and that is what
FESTIVAL '75 is about.
FESTIVAL '75 includes
programs for all ages-sports,
dramas, concerts, children's
shows, public affairs broad-
casts. KET staff members and
many prominent Kentuck!,
citizens and commercial
broadcasters will go on the air
to ask Kentuckians to support
their educational and public
television network.
KET now carries excellent
series, such as CONSUMER
SURVIVAL KIT, MASTER-
PIECE THEATER, THE
JAPANESE FILM FESTIVAL
and WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW. Many more series
are available, like
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION
THEATER. KET hopes to at-
tain the funds to purchase these
available programs through
FESTIVAL '75.
Viewers wishing to support
KET can send their tax-
deductible contribution to KET.
Box 333, Lexington, Kentucky
40501.
Is In
C entrutenter
'ftiMM1=0:0
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Federal Judge To Study
Suit On Unemployment
Benefits To Kentuckians
IAJUISVILLE, Ky. AP -- A
federal judge has taken under
study a suit to require faster
issuance of unemployment ben-
efits to jobless Kentuckians
U. S. District Court Judge
Charles M. Allen heard the suit
fired by the Legal Aid Society
of Louisville, which is seeking
io require payment within 14
days after a person first appli-
es for benefits.
Allen noted Monday that a
California case required bene-
fits to reach the unemployed as
soon as is -administratively
feasible."
No evidence was presented
on what might be adminis-
tratively feasible in Kentucky,
he added.
Mrs. Gail Huecker, Kentucky
commissioner of social insur- _cial Security Act and that, be-
ance, outlined the procedure'. Fatiie of the delay. Kentucky is
and timetable for receiving violating parts of the act.
benefits.
—The unemployed person re-
ports he is out of work and that
he expects to be for the next
two weeks.
—The state agency then con-
firms the jobless person' S
1114.141plOYS14#14( •
After the two „weeks, the
unemployed person can apply
for benefits for that period
—Usually three weeks later.
the unemployed person receives
his check. This is five weeks
after the intial claim, Mrs.
Huecker said.
She said 170 persons have
been hired to help administer
benefits since unemployment
began to soar last September.
Legal Aid contended that
unemployment checks must be
paid -when due" under the So-
.Jaycees To Clean
Historical Markers
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
. Motorists traveling through the
;c, Commonwealth soon may
:. notice that several Kentucky
historical markers are missing.
•▪ -• Thanks to the Jaycees, the older.."..:..-., signs will be temporarily
I
dismantled, cleaned and
painted during February, ac-
cording to Historical Society
Director Gen, William R.
Buster.
Buster explained that Delbert
Ousley of Richmond began the
project after a Madison County
newspaper noted that many
markers were nearly illegible
from grime accumulated over
the years. The Madison County
Jaycees promptly cleaned four
...: markers in two days before
contacting Dianne Wells,
.:: supervisor of the markers for
the society, about a statewide
project.
.- As a frugal budget prevented
markers were first put into
effect in the 1930s by a few local
societies, but the project did not
expand substantially until 1962
when W. A. Wentworth took
charge. His efforts contributed
directly to the establishment of
800 markers.
And, before Wentworth's
leadership, the markers were
limited mainly to the Bluegrass
area, Ms. Wells added. Today
the memorials can be found
throughout the state and are
financed either through the
society's annual allotment of 50
markers per year at a cost of
$265 each or funded by local
organizations.
Ms. Wells explained that the
normal procedure involved in
obtaining a marker calls for A
local county society chairman
to submit facts on proposed
sites—statistics that are
verified in Frank! ort. Six weeks
. the sociely from accepting the _are Asually allowed, for
-effitititiftinetask. the Jaycee; "Itocesent the appllcaticing. ale
decided to accept the challenge: added.
"We're looking at it as part of -We try to take them in the
our contribution to the Bicen- order in which they are
tennial," said Ousley, state received, but give first con-
project chairman for the' sideration to, those counties
Jaycees. which have only a few
He estimated that about 250- markers," Ms. Wells noted.
300 of Kentucky's more than A Kentucky Highway
1.200 historical markers would Markers Guide is sold to
be cleaned before the effort-was HistrirriCatSociety members foi-
completed. $1.50 and nonmembers may
McCracken. Crsmty 1.ycees---pueenese-it-fer-92, A sn..ppl=ii,at
will probably use more "elbow also is available at a slightly
grease" than fellow members, higher cost.-$2. for mprntsrs
as that county has 69 markers. and $2.25 for non-members--
They may thank Tom Wilson. a due to increased printing
past Paducah mayor and prices. Further information
present county society chair- may be obtained by writing Ms.
man, for their sore arms. Ms. Wells, c-o Old Capitol Annex,
Wells said Wilson was in- Frankfort. Ky. 40601.
strumental in promoting
sponsorship of 56 markers
there.
Ms. Wells noted highway
tv:
f.,
Phew/ 753.7695
Great potential seen
.•:- 04W4P*inira for solar energy
'tern -ore Caster, president
of EnergySystem, Inc , says
solar energy should be used in
all new homes and 20 
millionexisting homes a year hould
be converted to solar energy.
He said it casts an esti-
mated $3,500 to convert a
home to solar energy Multi-
ply this by 22 million homes
and the potential of the indus-
try is $77 billion annually.
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Children's Aspirin'
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49'
Value
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Bayer Aspirin
36 TWOS
Save 17' on this
Valentine Value
50 Tablets
24 Tablets
Value 89
366 54c
59' Value Save
Save 23' 35'
72 Tablets
Bayer
Timed-Release
Aspirin
$138
—
Say-Rite Saves You
91'
$2.29 Value
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CANDIES
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THIS VALENTINE
:YOU DON'T NEED A LOT
; OF MONEY TO SHOW
A LOT OF LOVE,
_
Ever Popular
I Diamond Priricesi
Or Donner Ring
d,V5i5oC1;"‘
Petite Diamond
Prerreci.Emerrncas 
I Diamond
Sweetheart
or Promise Me Ring
Your Choice
White or Yellow Gold
zA $2995
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NEW RIGHT GU/AHD,
Double Protection
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
1,101 tee 
RIGHT.
GUARD
CAS.
RIGHT
GUARD
oN.••,
'413M " UNSCEN•ED
8-oz. $
$1.99
Value
PROTECTS YOU AND
PROTECTS YOUR
CLOTHES FROM
ODOR, WETNESS
AND STAIN
$1.40
Value
5-oz
22
You Save 77'
Save 56
Save 15'
394 Value
Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday
Phone 753-8304
ack
VICKS.
Cough Drops
Cherry, Lemon or
Regular Flavor
12
10 Cough Drops
Value 15'
Save 3'
For The One You Love
MENNEN
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stroke.
SHAVE
CREAM
78C
You Save 5 / $1.29
Now/ At Say-Rite Value
Soft 8, Dri
Anti-Perspirant
8 oz Size
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NON ST,111(.1 ANTI DERSP,RONT
Can
Dri
SCENTED
_
UNSCENTED
Say-Rite
_149, ValueSaves You,
77'
race
DENTURE
ADHESIVE
CREAM
The lasting
denture adhesive that
freshens your mouth
'44.1": • •
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Revlon Flex
Shampoo
17-oz
$ 1 2 2
$2.00 Value
Save 78'
Or
For Any Day
6.25-oz
$1.00
- $ 1.35 Value\
HOLR Anti-Perspirant
Spray Deohruf
ie kstr-Perspesof
*Nam
4-oz
Deodorant
Value
Say-Rite..
Si:Wei You
43'
82.
Save
53'
Value $1.!
--Save 43'
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RAPID
SHAVE
Rich Regular, Cool Mint
Cologne Scent
Shave Cream62c
You Save 38'
At Say-Rite
5 Blades
6$1.10 Value
You Save 54'
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Truck Sales_Plunge
Into What May Be A
Prolonged Plummet
DETROIT ( AP) — Truck
sales, long considered a strong
indicator of the nation's eco-
nomic health, have plunged into
what industry analysts fear
may be a prolonged slump.
The truck market remained
strong throughout most of 1974,
while car sales plummeted.
Now trucks are into their own
slump and industry analysts
say the market will worsen by
spring .
Truck sales last month were
off 19 per cent from January
1974 and trailed the record pace
set in January 1973 by 35 per
cent. Sales in February and
March are expected to decline
further.
"It's like a double whammy,"
said one company spokesman.
"First car sales fall, and now
trucks."
"Retail business is off so
stores aren't carrying the in-
ventories they used to," said a
spokesman at General Motors
Truck and Coach Division.
That means tonnage is down
and trucks are hauling less. As
a result the big fleets aren't or-
dering."
Truck sales last year were
2.7 million, a 14.5 per cent de-
cline from the record 3.16 mil-
lion sold in 1973 but still the
second best year for trucks in
industry history.
Optimistic forecasts put truck
sales this year at 2.5 million.
During the first nine months
of 1974, truck deliveries were
running at a near-record pace
— establishing new sales marks
in June and August. But in the
fourth quarter sales fell 30 per
cent below year-earlier levels.
Some truck plants were closed.
Industry analysts say truck
sales traditionally have held up
longer than car sales when the
nation's economy falters be-
cause trucks aren't a dis-
cretionary purchase like autos.
"Truck buyers are business-
men. Their buying habits are
more consistent because they
may budget for them a year in
advance," said one analyst.
But industry spokesmen also
concede those rules don't apply
as much as they used to.
A STANDOUT — A black cat is conspicuous as it prowls
through the white snow near Enfeld, Conn.
(AP Wirephoto)
Hancock Opposes Title Law Unless
Proven To Be Of Benefit To Owners
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Atty. Gm. Ed Hancock says an
automobile title law for Ken-
tucky would benefit finance
companies rather than motor-
ists.
In a statement Monday he
questioned the need for such a
statute and said he would have
to be shown it truly helps the
vehicle owner.
Kentucky is the only state
Southeast Hit Harder
Than Rest Of U.S.
By The Associated Press
The Southeast has been hit
harder by recession than the
rest of the nation and prospects
for quick recovery are not
good, according to the Federal
Reserve Bank's Southeastern
District.
One indication of that is the
7.4 per cent unemployment rate
in the Southeast in December
compared with a national rate
of 7.2, according to William
Toal, a business economist at
the bank.
The national jobless rate in
January climbed to 8.2 per
cent; figures for the Southeast
were not available.
"Construction activity de-
clined more here, particularly
in Florida, and in an area
that's growing, construction as-
sumes a greater importance,"
Toal said Monday.
In other economic develop-
ments:
—The International Long-
shorernen's and Warehouse-
men's Union and Pacific Coast
dock employers reached agree-
ment on a new contract which
includes a no-layoff clause.
Spokesmen said the new pact
would guarantee peace on the
Pacific waterfront for 2%
years.
—Some 19,000 members of
the Machinists and Aerospace
Workers continued a walkout at
McDonnell Douglas facilities in
California, Missouri and Flori-
da in a dispute over provisions
of a new contract.
--The auto industry reports
that truck sales during the
month of January were off 19
per cent from January 1974.
They are expected to decline
further this month and next.
and industry analysts fear
truck sales may in for be a pro-
longed slump.
—Treasury Secretary William
E. Simon told a Senate com-
mittee recent declines in inter-
est rates may be short-lived be-
cause of heavy borrowing by
business and the federal gov-
ernment.
—Commerce Department
said retail sales rose about 1
per cent during January. An
agency economist said it was
too early to say whether the
rise presages a turnaround in
the long slump in consumer
spending.
—The New York Stock Ex-
change reported that 290 of its
425 member firms showed
strong increases in profits dur-
ing the last three months of
1974. Exchange Chairman
James J. Needham said mem-
ber firms showed pretax profits
of $45.8 million in 1974, com-
pared with total losses of $49
million in 1973. He attributed
the gain to two increases in
commission rates granted
stocldrokers since September
1973.
without a title law and two bills
in the 1974 legislature to estab-
lish one failed. A legislative
committee is holding hearings
on versions for 1976.
"This legislation would not be
of any significant help to car
owners, but would only add an
additional cost to the already
high cost of owning a motor ve-
hicle," Hancock said.
Hancock was motor vehicle
tax division director a decade
ago. He is a democratic candi-
date for lieutenant governor.
On the purported role of fi-
nance companies, he said:
"The purpose :lie. finance
companies is to be able to hold
the certificate of title as sev-
erity for a loan instead of hav-
ing the lien recorded by the
county clerk.
"In this manner they will be
able to retain recording fees
they have charged to borrowers
/tnd still have security for the
loan, as a motor vehicle could
not be transferred by the owner
as long as he does not possess
the certificate of title.
Hancock said the finance
firms are pushing for a title
law "with the support of some
of the newspaper editorial
writers."
He said he would oppose the
legislation "unless it can be
proven that it would be such an
improvement over the present
system that it would justify the
additional expense it would im-
pose on motor vehicle owners
The attorney general cited
FBI statistics to show that auto
thefts are worse in 28 states
with title laws than they are in
Kentucky.
He also said "the statement
often made in newspapers that
Kentucky is a dumping ground
for stolen vehicles is pure
propaganda as the facts clearly
show."
Hancock suggested all motor
vehicle owners ask their legis-
lators to explain to them how a
title law would benefit the
vehicle owners.
"If the General Assembly is
genuinely interested in helping
automobile owners it can best
do this by changing the basis of
collecting motor vehicle usage
taxes, he said," he said.
Hancock said motorists in this
state pay the 5 per cent levy' on
a "fictitious" manufacturer's
selling price rather than the ac-
tual sales price, and get no al-
lowance on the tax fog the val-
ue of their traded car.
SUPREME SAT-N-HUE FLAT INTERIOR LATEX
Spruce up your rooms with Sat-N-Hue . it's the
quick, easy wayl Rooms you paint in the morning can
be enjoyed the same day! Thick, creamy non-drip
formula spreads on smoothly without lap marks. Dries
in 30 minutes. One coat covers most surfaces. No
messy thinners_ No "{minty" odor. Easy soapy water
clean-up. White & 48 colors.
Your Choice
ALUMINUM JELLY
Cleans and brightens
aluminum by dissolving
oxidation. 8 oz. bottle. AJ - 1
14-0Z.
Spray Stain 179
& Sealer
Seals and colors wood,
quickly and easily. In 5
Woodtone colors. 2291-5
NAVAL JELLY
Dissolves rust from iron
and steel. Clings even to
vertical walls. 8 oz. NJ-1
GALLON
Reg. $9.49
Custom Colors
Slightly Higher
Texos Instruments
8-DIGIT
AD/DC
Calculator
Adds, subtracts, multiplies,
divides; chain or mixed
calculation. Percent key.
W/recharger TI - 1 500
20" Tru-Test Rotary Mower
3 H.P B & S Engine. Easy Lift-Starter, Full 360 Baffled
Deck, Side Ejection, Washout Port, Heavy Duty 7" Radial
Disc Wheels, Evelio! Roller Bearings, Radial Height
Adjusters, 'A" Chrome Folding Safety Handle. Remote
Throttle Control, Avsternpered Blade, Safety Package,
Lo-Tone Muffler, Completely Assembled. 60-7204
Murray Home & Auto
Cizawa4)Chestnut St. 753-2571
/WW1, 
We Reserve The Right To
limit Quantities
East Side of The Square
Vaseline
Intensive Care
Bath Beads
Softens dry, even flaky
skin
16-oz Box 88'
Clairol Herbal Essence
Shampoo
Choice of normal,
oily, delicate
8-oz. Bottle
leg $1.85 944
arm
ST.JOSEPH
ASPIRIN
11===1.11
St.
Joseph
Aspirin
100% Pure Pain Reliever
Bottle of 200
Reg. $1.29 76'
ClaIFoi
Nice 'Pt_
Easy
Shampoo-in
Hair Color
Co/ors and conditions hair
Reg. $2.65$1"
Chloraseptic !pone Plus 3 "/Al
Mouthwash Toothpaste
Contains Stannous Fluoride
Gargle
For rapid relief of
minor throat and
mouth soreness
8-oz. Bottle 84
Reg. $1.59
Kelps keep teeth naturally
dean & bright
Family Size 7-oz. Tube 49'
N
ITOO,. OAST, :IA 'III, 'If , . ."....--"
--=
Wernets
Dentu-Creme
Toothpaste for cleaning false teeth
3 9 oz Tube
Reg. $1.09
Sole64
Select Her
Valentine
from our large
selection of
valentine chocolate
hearts and boxed
candy
Discount Prices
Hooksett& Cool-
Vapor
Humidifier/
Vaporizer
Relieves dry-air
discomforts quickly,
Runs for hours 011a single filling, lull gallon capacity Has in-
take
Model 3972
Reg $14.98
$788
Di-Gel
Anti-gas antacid
auke of foggier or
lessurriorsupi flavor.
Mk* of 12-oz. liquid or
Box .1 100 heists
Reg. $2.10 
$ 1 09Sale Your Choice
Vick's
NyQuil
Night Time Cold
Medicine
$ 1 "Reg. $1.89 6 oz Bottle
Certified
Multiple
Vitamines
Daily formula with iron
Bottle
of 100 794
Sale
White Ruin
Hair Spray
Choice of Regular, Extra Hold
Unscented, Oily Hair
Sale
/3-oz. Can
rtg
Vaseline
Intensive Care Blistex
Lotion . Quick relief for coldsores,
For Clurir Dry Ws • Fever Blisters, chapped lips
Choice of Secular or Herbal
10-of Bottle
86' Reg. S9'Tube 'Sale 36 
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Pa
USDA Choice
Blade
Chuck
Roast
03 lb.
JIM
ADAMS
Your Assurance Of Quality In
MEATSAnciPRODUCE
IGA TableRite Beef has a double standard of quality. TableRite Beef is
graded once by Federal Meat Inspectors for U.S. Choice. Then our IGA
inspectors select only the best U.S. Choice for the IGA Stores.
At Jim Adams our trained Meat Cutters are professionals who are
under a constant training program. This training assures our customers
of Freshness and Quality.
Our Usual High
Quality Fresh Ground
Several Times Daily
Ground
16" BeefPure
3 ,b.moorre
One-Quarter
Tenderized
HAM
99°.
Fresh Sliced 
U.S. Choice Shoulder
Pork onoI SWISS STEAK
Liver Ulb. Freezer Special
Hind USDA ChoiceBeefCut & Wrapped
Quarter FREEFresh Pork
Neck wix I IGA Vacuum Pack
BOneSe)Vb I BACON
Juicy-Florida
ORANGES
Dozen 490
Firm-Crisp
Lettuce
Large
Head
each .35
88
Chunk
Whole or
Half Stick
Rag
Bologna
.5.50
Hilbiij Chickiiagon
Pattie
14 oz. pkg. 90
U.S. Choice
. 
Rib
1 lb 
slo9
Steak
Plump-Juicy
Red
GRAPES
38!
lb.
Fresh-Crisp
CARROTS
5Large
2Ib. Bag Ea.
EM■
1
IC
H
II
4
It's The Total On The Tape That Counts
fr
lb.
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Northside
Chestnut
Street
We Reserve
Right To Limit
Quantities
Jim Adams IGA
Low Price King
No Stamps-No Games-No Forced Purchases Just Low Pri
Southside
S. 12th
Street
Prices
Good Thru
Feb. 18, 1975
IGA
FLOUR
5 lb. 79c
Low Pnce Ki
Nature's Best
MARGARINE
1 lb.
quarters
Totino
PIZZA
79$
Hamburger
And
Sausage Twin Pak
32 oz.
Liquid
IVORY
Low Price Kin
IGA No 303
Applesauce
/ goo
4taft ,3 ol
Grape Jelly
on
IGA 46 oz.
Tomato Juice
IGA
Macaroni & Cheese
DINNERS
71/4 oz /
King
Size
We gladly accept USDA Dill PicklesFood Stamps_
If we run out of an ad Paramount
item we will issue a rata Polski Wyrob  C
check 32 oz.
Armourli with Beans
151/2 oz.
Pumx
Bleach
FAB
DETERGENT
79$
Vein Camp's
Pork 'n' Beans
re
Big
31 oz.
Johnnie Fair
Syrup 16 oz.
Gallon
Hesmer's-Soup
Chicken
Noodle
Kleenex Towels
Jumbo C
Roll
64 oz.
IGA
Biscuits
8 oz.
6
pack
Low Price Kin
IGA
Evaporated
Milk
Downy 33 oz.
Fabric
• Softner
Tall Can
79c
csPantyHose
39
Ladies
Special
Each
It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!
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rati9p044,i1044.
•
8(1 AIR SHOPPING GENDER
We Accept U. S. Govt. Food Stomps
Doz.
Hunt's
Hyde Park
Grade A large
Eggs
03
Catsup
5 lb
Bag
Kleenex
Gold Medal
Hour
We Reserve—The light
To Limit Quantities
Armour Testender
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products.
Chuck Roast
Armour Testender
Swiss Steak
Armour Testender - English Cut
Chuck Roast
This
Week
Win
CASH POT
$200"
Sally Glover, Hazel. Card not punched.
69?
99.
99?79. Armour Star
Hot Dogs
89
(with coupon below)
Casuals
Ivory
Liquid
$100
100 ct Boles
Frosty Acres
Orange
Juice
Ot Bet.
-.900916--
12-oz. pkg. 59c
1/4 Loin
Pork Chop 99.lb.
Friskies
Dinners 5 16-oz. Cans$100
Showboat
Pork & Beans 4
Kelly's
Chili  
Edon
Tissue
14-oz. Cans
-2-- 16-01. Cans 89
4 Roll
Pkg. 65c
Pride of Ill. Whole Kernel
Corn 3 16-oz. Cans $100
Kraft Macaroni & Cheese
99c Dinners
Big Quart
Cokes
5 32-oz. SBottles 9c 1 lbQtrs
Sun Gold
Pure Vegetable
Margarine
49
3 7-oz. Boxes
Prices Good Thru Feb. 18th
Cut Up Family Pack
Fryers
2 Giblets
3 Breast qt.
3 leg gt
Country Style Pork
lb
Sausage 69Cib
Pure lean
Gr. Beef
5 lbs
Or
Morn
$ 1 00
Center Slice Picnic
Ham
58c
lb.
79?
Einge's Whole
Smoked Picnic
Hams
58c,
Hyde Park Self Basting
 Hen
$1 00
Grade 
55!
3 lb
Bag
Yellow
Onions
29 VacuumPack
Armour's Star
Bacon
$109
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
•85480
Gold Medal
Flour
5 lb Bog
89'
Expires 2-18-75
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
'Pet
Instant Nonfat
NY Milk
8 qt. Box
S1 75
Expires 2-18-75
Gond Only At Storeys_
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Glad
Food Storage
Bags
25-ct Box
39'
Expires 2-16-7S
Good Only At Stores ,
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Dow
Oven —
Cleaner
8-oz. 79
Can,.
Expires 2-18-75
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
limit I Per Famik
Saran
Wrap
100 ft Rolf
Expires 2-18-
Good Only At %:tr,r,
COUPON
limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit I Per Family
Close-Up Cold Water
Toothpaste All
Expires 2-18-75
Good Only At Storeys
99'
Expires 2-18-75
Good Only Al Storeys
rOt•PON
Limit I Per I- armIN
lux
Bar Soap
—Reg. Size
Expires 2-18-75
Good Only At Storeys
4
COUPON
1.imit I per family
Final Touch
Fabric
Softener
Bat
Expires 2-18-75
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
limit 1 per family
WiSk
64-oz. Bot.
Expires 2-18-75
Good Only Ait,Storeys
•
IC
The Murray Ledger & Times
Business and Industry Salute 
Wednesday, February 12, 1975*******************************************************************************************************************************************
Throughout Our Nation's History
We've Been Inspired By...
progress
It's in our heritage! Our
development as a great
nation started with great
people. . . always experimenting,
questioning, moving ahead
with their ideas and ideals!
We're very proud of them,
for what they did for this
country. . . and we're proud
of OURSELVES, too,
for together, we've
continued what they
began...making further
PROGRESS.'
***************************
This special section comprises a
salute to the business firms and
industries of Murray and
Calloway Colin( V.
The firms included in the sec-
tion hare been operat.inp
amines:le- s and :;;e. iraig the general
public for as many as 138 years.
.44************************
Salute to Business and Industry
138 Years
Oldest Drug Store
Operating In The Same
Location In The U.S.
Sincr 1840
Wallis Drur :
412 Main
7534272
iii Year-.,
Oldest Men's
Clothing Store
39 Years as Corn-Austin
.t) Tears
The Morro..
JU 1 tatS
Rexall Since 1905
70 Years As
. 
. ., tears
Serving This Area
Since
1886Since
Four Generations of
Service
- t38 Years
"Since 1887"
,anofMurrc.
Jo tediS
Beale__
HardwareWalis
214 Main
Phone 753-1543
i 4' i eitITS
Serving Tbis Area
1N1
& Son
Grocer-,
3119 Mai 
753-1242
n
-—• Churthii--
,1ea  Horne
201 South 3rd
753-2411
Corn-Austiv
402 Main 753-2472
kj  . .ecer  : .:
103 No. 4th 7 43-1916
3re&sru
iblefieft'nrl
418 Main
. 7Ph 53-1231
Member -1-7"
F.D.I.C. liViI
65 -Years
Jeweler's for over 65 years
First year in Murray,
looking forward to many
more
Michelson
JPW,:OerS
" The Diamond Store
That Gives You More"
-64 tears
Western Kentucky's Leading
Women's Fasion Store Since
1911
Court Square
Phone 753-6258
5-' tears
"The Country Bank"
Dee Bank
Of Hazel
Hate!, Ky.
492 -81311
Member F.D.I.C.
5:i tears
"Quality Merchandise
For 58 Years"
-Graham &
Jackson
414 Main 753-3234
56 Years
Holton &
Melugin
Insurance
Agency
206 Main 753-3415
52 Years :-)i. tear-
"Quality
That Will Please"
Manufacturers of
Cultured Marble
!hornton Tile
p ---—
612 South 9th 753-5719
46 teats
South en ire.
.3e I I Telephor
Business Of f iee
604 ()Ike
753-9011
P 0 a 0 wit
- ,- ' •
._
I.ittletonr!',_
7534823
Court Square Murray
48 Years
Thurmond'
46 Years
UTSON The
riwinic.1 (... in,..
45 Years
"Good Egg" Place
Murray
44 Years
Owners
James C. Smothers
_ 
'ester Orr -
- ,o...,-414..., ,,4 ily
1Vicinumero
Woric,..
1707 West Main
Near College .
- --7.?.-.'''''.7$1-196 ' -
. . . ...
Adams
Shoe Store
Court Square --
Ph. 753-2414 •
44 Years
C0110yV,Oy
44 Years
Of Service to Murray
Complete Family Store
43 Years
Every Foot
A Square Deal
---
43 Years
Photographs
LiVe Forever -
Love ' s Studio
503 Poplar
7512342
COutg
Feed
Second & Elm
7512284
/imp-
Dan Hutson and Billy
Smith
`Ansi PrathaarA k../` "Tc.A.-Mer,-,.
--Hatchery--
-Dick George
Egg Cc 406 South itli.
_ . - --: ; • , s .,..,.;:i.g& - •
. _ _
outty Linnber
Co.
204 Nadi UR
. 7448112 - - '''
-,Murray
..s..t.a man s
100 South 5th 753-1247
tumbe'
• C'''I
104 Maple 753-3161
N
'ii Years
Serving Agriculture In
Calloway'
Since 1934
MO .-..el
"Ecluir'r""s"' CI-̀
503 Walnut
Phone 7534062
viimic.air...i.zaliintloilloOdfillnInknolominom.0.
41 Year
!Member
FDIC
753-3231
34-irears
1. okes Tractor
g
-iolement Co.
Industrial Road
753-1319
39 Years'
Thweatt's
Service Station
& Tire Center
Alma, Ky.
753-2720
'AR Years,
Wrecks
A Speciality
u Hoar Wrecker Service
Tobers Body
Shctr: Inr
1301 Chestnut
7534134
38 Years
--
- Hendon's
—Station
Servic,
.,
200 North 4th
753-1921
42 Year 
Serving Calloway, Graves,
Carlisle, anti Ballard Coun-
ties
-
Kentucky
take'.01l-Co-.
rams
33 Years
C •
. __ — . .
33 Years
Sale every Saturday at 1:00
Hogs bought daily
Horse sales each 3rd Friday
Night
Murray
South 2nci
753-5334
Eliipuaulitu. Quality-Service
& Availability
Feshiring, Radiators—Glass—
Mr Comprearnalk Shop
Equipment ..iiiiiiams
Radiator &
Gloss Co.
511 Vine 753-5754
31 Years- '
Signs id All Kinds
Truck Lettering
Church Baptistry
Murals—Gold Leaf
, Rains
Signs
1107 Chestnut 753.5324
38- Years
Western
Auto
, _
Wishing Well
Maple753.3354
.38 Years
Quality Work
Since 1937
, ..... -..,
Catbam Co.
802 Chestnut
Phone 7514832
33 Years
Live Better
Electrically
...- ..
tituf;my E.
-System -
401 Olive
7534312 .
IT'Years
If You match oar QualitY.
You Can't Beat Our Prices
earker s
Market- ---
2111 S. 5th 753-5825
.-14144.
\,..8L..t.i j
Johnson s
' Grocery
South 12th 753-5041
.30._Ye,ars.
Only Exeladve
Truck Dealers
In Murray
To
303 S. 4th 753-1372
ln years_ :311,Years .29 Years .
Since 1946
"Conveniences by
the kitchenful"
29 .Years
—Residential
—Commercial
'
.,.29 Years .-
"The Best
For.lase"
29 Years
As Khun 's Understanding 
29 Years
Courtesy
Max----C-hurchill
Funeral Home
311 North 4th
733-4612
Vinson
labeeee Audio
Wareham,
Gus Robertson, Mr.
7 Years
Tractor Co.
Hwy. 94 West
Phcine 753-4892
Plchliei.., ,..:.,...,,,...
Maple Street 
753-1953
Vreits -Erect rico
Contractors .
402N. 12th
753-4845
Hughes' POint
.T9PPR11
East Main
Phone 753-1250
Store
481 Maple 753-3642
rsw
l . -
29 Years
_ailidass elseka, Ready
Mimed Camels
Fitts Block &
Ready Mmy
Fail Mill
7534549
29 Years
Sam Calhoun
Plumbing &
Flprtrir Cn
205 N. 4th St.
Phone 753-5802
28-Years
"Stare 1947 "
-
' Scntt Druc
1205 Chestnut 753-2547
400 Main 753-7901
28 Y=.?cf.
Service Beyond The Sale
Tex-Gas
Corn.
Railroad Ave.
753-1823
28 Year-
Howard Brandon
President
iirt.iiii„ivr.
Br 
)istr;buto!<- Inc
701 South 12th
753-4383
27 Years
Kathern Lax, owner
M
urraothers 3eauty Shui.
—Chestnut Street
Phone 753-3142
For Appointment
27 Years
Service
For
I ndsmobiles—Cadillaes
Pontiacs
sanders•
Purdorri
l4011118ain . 753-3315
27 Years
Burton Young
Distributing Co. Inc.
Texaco
Bulk Plant
South 2nd
753-2321
27 Yearc-
Fred Gardner-Owner
Complete line of fishing
supplies
Murray Be'a
r ,
Hwy. 94 East
753-5493
-27 Years 27 Yearc 26 Year
Dedicated to Style, Quality
and Fit
Ryani Sho
Store
07 S. Rh 753-5924
Serving West Kentucky in
quality shoes at popular
prices
Family, Shoe Store
510Maln
25 Years
OPENING
March 1
The Dairy
r:tuf,pr,
1303 Main
7534125
25 Years
West KeittuttY.6 Leading
Jeweler for le Years
Lindsey't
Jewelers
114 S. 5th 753-1640
15 Years
When You See Me
Don't Think Of Insurance,
But When You Think Of
Insurance see me
Galloway
Real Estate
1161,2 South 5th— 753-5842
. Ellis
Popcorn
Co.
Vtis,Arll Road
753-5451
__
Lassite,
iastic Co. lin,..
401N 4th
753-5370
25 Years 25
,
. Years
Ntlyne -WiriC
Insi)rance,
'Real Estate &
,._.....!,...,,
Across from Post Offic e
753-3263
25 Year
Thurman's
Furniture C:
208 E. Main
753-4834
'25 Years 24 Years
Think of its for your Vales-
tine Flowers
ShirleyFlorist
& CoraPn rfr.'
:0..: > North 4th Street
753-3251
24 Years
Friendly, Honest Service
-  ------------ob- 
iviurray True.
%blue Home &
_ r .,.r`k, . , . ..
Sorthsiik Shopping i rutcr
753-2571
74 Yf?nrs
 Parls—Equipmeal
S,upplk-s
D&VV. Auto
Applv Co.. Inc.
107 North 7th
753-4563
23 Years
nLim Grove
Feed & Seed
.
Co.
Lynn Gnive. Ky.
435-1415
Crouse
Motor Sale
1311 Sycamore
753-4904
Bob's
TV Service
Dixieland
Shopping Center
753-5191
_
•
'22' Years '
_ American Motors
& jeeps" -
Cain & Ire
Mcectr- (f','--
806toldwa ter Rd
7516448
22 Years
Be.11'..s....._..
----'1- '  .
406 South 8th
753-2352
. .
-22 Years
Wholesale & Retail Seed
I 'rocessing of field seed ,
....war!en.
St!ed -cc.
107 Poplar
7s1-3712
72 VP'
All Work Guarantef,d
Going In The Hole
Is Oar Business
' Raj
`-..toritsp.--
.,voll Drill'
' 
Ky.
11-".
Aline, ; r,,. % 1
0 Maytag
,
 '
Ward-Elk7*1-
411 Maple
753-171:1
20 Years
4uality Knitters of In-
dustrial Tubing and
Stockinettes. Distributors
of Industrial Work Gloves.
Mt...7truy
• .
Fabrics loc.:
607 Mimic
753-4335
20 Years
Associ ated
. Lumbee
. -
ampany Inc
623 South 4111
7 58-57t2
20- Years
'westgent.twky..
Bargain Center
. Murry Supply
,
'08 E:ist Main
7...13-3361
, -
Salute To Busmes ndustry
.._
20 Year
Carpets& Vinyls
Paint-Wall Paper
Enarnels-Varnishes
_Tidwell-
Paint
1201 Main
753-3080
2) Years,
Hoyt Or Ray
Roberts
M.L.S.
T. C. Collie, Jean Bennett,
Lela Parker Anna Requarth
Co:---
and apeamare 753-1651
'20 Years
Union 71 Jobber
Gould Oil Co.
-fife—. - —
_
.4o Years
Authorized
Tappan Dealer
Steele &
. A ilL.,444.„... _-11-_v____,Trr.!--.:
Plumbing it
.__ Electric Co.
$75, 3rd 753-5341
. 
i 
,
4 tears
Studios In Murray,
Madisonville &
Paris Tenn.
-Tap-Acrobatics-
-Modern Jan-
, ,
..ynale Cochrar
.Dance Studio
732 Faniane Drive mar
l'y Years
Fire-Cmowilly-.
Auto & Beads
Purdom &
i9 'teat-5
"For
Dependable Used Cars"
J. T. Todd •
19 Years
Welding Supplies &
Structural Steel
Bar Joist-Roof Decking
Drain Pipe-Plastic
Metal and overhead door', .
J;Gnes.--iron
. Metal Co.
Railroad Ave.
7534441
Insurance &
Real Estate
407 Maple 753-4451
Ised-Cors,-Ine.
intersection of
, ,,-.1Grove&H,,i‘ 121
75141135
Midway-Hazel, Ky.
US 641 South 492-8885I 12th
18 Years.
The Best
Bar-B--Q
In Town"
The
.-Iih-Burger
413 South 4th
753-9151
18 Years
Boirrig This Area
SW* NV/
Green's
Sycamore
....'''''r'i°r -c? C+4;t"
811 Sycamore
753-3391 ,
17 Years
Gerrald Boyd, Owner
Complete Auto
Repair Service
Sholar's
Auto ,Repair _
209 S. 7th 753-1751
17 Years
See Joe Todd or
Larry Hale
Joe Todd
Motor Sales
UM & Pogue Ave. 753-21114
' / Years
‘TF1
....
4th & Elm
753-5081
17 Years
ATP
Cook'$
Jewelry
Central Shopping Center
753-1606
1/ Years
We Will Fill Your Sand
Needs
Murray Silicia
Snr14 IrIr
Industrial Rd
75331.101
17 Years
Waldrop
"pal Estate
206 So. 4th
753-5646
16 Years
The "Most" In
Dry Cleaning _
-MU f f tly .1'. One
Hour Dry
117 South 4th
Phone 753-1738
16 Years
.
-Corvette
16.-Years
Your
One Stop
. Sewing Center --
•:inger Sewinf-
lachine Shot
Belaire Shopping Center
753-5323
r
16 Year i6 Years
Fine Furniture At Discount
Prices
Whirlpool, Admiral,
Motorola
Dunn TV,
furniture &
Uncle Jeff Shopping Center
753-3037
15 Years
If It's
Owen's Best
It Has To Be Good ---•
OW en's Food
- Market
1407 Main Street
753-4.682
15 Years
Honesty & Fair
Dealings
— ......_
-..-Carrctway
Furniture
105 North 3rd
753-1502
15 Years
For Better Fabrics
SHOP
4esiiiit. -rcibric
Shop
4 Miles South of Murray
On Hwy. 641
4924211
Lanes, Int.
1415 Main
753-zies
erld --
ieauty Shop
AM West Main
753-4821
1S Years 
-Wheel Moment
-Tire Balance
--Mufflers _Brakes
-Shocks -Tires
:)se's Wheel_.._... _._ .
AficinMent
3rd &Olive 753-1351
15 Years
Good-Clean
Used Cars
White Bros
tVintc,rc. Inc.
Hwy. 641-Midway
753-2933
15 Years
-Ray T. Broach-
Wherever You Go,
There's Farm Bureau
- d rm 6w-eau •
-nsurance-Co--
309 South 5th 75347113
IF
'05 YecH -
"24 Hour Wrecker Service"
"You Call-We Tow"
. Ailt.4.1 ..,
Shell & Wrecke
Service 7
701 Main 7534133
15 Years
Experienced painting,
mercial & 
com-
residential,
tenor& exterior
Free 
Estimatesk Carlos Bl c, .1,:
Painter,
--CotifFatior
406 Sunbury Circle 753..0839
15 Years
Alex & Preston Barrett
Barrett's
Service Centel
,__._.
639 S. 4111
753-9868
14 -Years
"We Trudy Appreciate
Your Business"
Hope To Serve You In The
Future
A Working Man's
Best Friend
TV Service
.._.
Central Shopping Center
753-5865
4 Years
Murray's
Oldest & Largest
Children's Shop
. ad ii. Lassie
-'1ildren's Shop
Southslde Shopping Center
753-3451
.. ..
14 Years
Complete She And Por-
table Welding Service.
• - .
1-i-..-... F cli-c::, -
Welding .'
ce
Five Points
7534528
13 Years
Cunningham.
- -Atitoltepair- -•
. & Motor
Saies Inc
31 Years Experience
619S. 4th
7534831
13 Years .
"Eating At Jerry's Is A
l'amily Affair"
-Jerry
P??...e.,Urf.'”I't '
South 12th Street
753-3226
12 Years
The '
"Better"
Men's Store
tile Colic... '
- - Shop
Next To Wallace's
Book Store
70=42
12 Years
Cali Us Day Or Night When
In Need Of Our Services
dialoat-Colernci
Funeral Horn,
713 South 4th
753-6800
11 Years
• 110
- .1 Years
Satisfaction
Guaranteed
11 Years
The Businessman's Choice
For Printing
Since 1964
Winchester
.Printing
102 North 4th Street-
753-5397
1
...,_...
.r i.._. -....-
NTERloRs
Chestnut Street
753-1474
---, 
-Catalocb
---• .t.ri-t .--
Southside Shopping Center
753-2310
1 VelarS
"We Process
Top Quality Seed"
1
11 Years
Dean Tires
Wholesale di Retail
11 Yerfrc
Beauty
Is Our Business
11 Y ea
i
11 Years 10 Years
Contracting &
Building Supplies
tiatimi, “:“.•.. ....
10 Year 10 Years
Most Accomodating
People In The World
---n— yoti4o-L-
Inn
South 12th Street
753-5981
Waidroi, Tinsley
TL'
--- iiiiiiifii9RWifil+—
CncirrTir crony-)
111 North 4th
7I$1
Taylor Seed,
f"
4 Miles West on Hwy. 94
7534742
,
.Cain Gulf 76
Corner of 0th & Main
733.11112
....
OW1. ,_ .. ,
chrir.- - r-
307 South 7th
753433
---14.64-Ing—t---
Air Conditioro,'
Sunbury Circle
753-4857
Norsworthy
..
'...:0" ''.'J ruction Cc,
5.7=9411
(kr--
Salec
801 So. 4th
753-1822
10 Years
Over HMO Items On
Display ir
Sav-Rite
Bela ire Shopping Center
753-8304
10 Years...
Pizza Spaghetti
Our Specialty
Trenholm's
1206 Chestnut
753-2997
10 Years
Michael Colyott
Area Mgr.
Murray
South 12th Street
Phone 753-5005
l.'0 Yea-
New & Used
Yiholesale & Retail
rodd Brotl.,
Stadium View Subdivision
Center Street
7534711
10 Years
Tires
Are Our Only Business
CafIC,1 i i 1 1 ,l..
i
10 Years-
"Thanks
For Your Patronage"
Susie's Cafe
10 Ye.ar,
Appliances &
T.V. Sales & Service
tiodg.-...
& Son
205 South 5th
753-4649
10 Years
.
looks Wheel
Alignment,
Inc.
100 North 4th
7534779
Service mqIn miu !
1105 Pogue
lis Block off S. 12th
7134489
6th & Main
7534405
I
•
9 Years
Stark5.
Concrete,
Work.
Almo, Ky.
753-2243
9 Years
Service
Is Our Business
641 Super
Shell
Hwy. 641 South
753-9131
9 Years
The Shop for Smart Young
Women
Mademaiselli.
•
Shop
111 S. 4th 733-31142
9 -Years
The natural aspect of
Fashion Two-Twenty is the
quality men and women
love most. It allows
Natural beauty to shine
through. Comes in
Glamour Case. Free
Consultation 
04 4.4,41e-NoNo 753-8970/
:-/
/64•0. /4""''''' ,
i
9 Yearc
1° 6 €
p I a e-,
• Southside Shopping Manor
753-5678
We Try Harder
Owner: George Dowdy
Complete
..,..;,,.7, F,,,.pa;,-
10.3 North 7th
753-8868
9 Years
6 Operators
Leta Taylor, owner
Member Ky. Hair
Fashions Committee
Beatl+.' rata,.
MOO Dodson
7534282
9 Years .
The
Palace
Five Points
753-7992
1,
, Yea-f.'s s
Clay-ton- , -.
Bridges Used
Cars & Bad%
Shop
Almo, Ky.
753-7357
P Years
All Types of Used Cars
Wholesale & Retail
Jerry Stations
Used Cars
1410 Glendale Road
753-8317
.8 Yr?ars
At Phillips N,
"It's Performance
_ That Counts"
Roberts. Oil
-'Co.
4th & Chestnut
753-2752
8 Years
Hazel Brandon, owner
4 Professional Hair
dressers to serve you
i lie
..-1rilrrilre.c,
Ph. for Appoint. 753 :,.,
201 South 4th
753-3530
1
8 Yr.ars
Owners:
Lubie & Reba Parrish
Lubie & Reba's
Super Burger
1100 Chestnut
7534488
R Years
Mavis Moore
Owner
Mavis Moore
-A : •'-,aues
Mayrf Ield Highway
753-7762
' 8 YPars
Jane Lovett '
Owner
, The Shoe
Tree
Smailde Mopping Center
753413141
8 Year,
e7rirrol!
volkswagen
MO Chestnut
75348911
8 _Yeats
Highest Cash Prices for
corn, wheat &soybeans
. Murray
Warehousc•
--COT p17-4:11-c-;
Holmes Ellis, Mgr .
753-8220
E. W Outlet. Stmt.
i Yeats
Easy Credit
Terms
Otasco
- - ----3 --
;I -Years .7 Ve
We Sece
Air Conditioning 
rvi 
. Furnaces &
Commercial Refri g c r a t I, " '
andy L.
7 Years,
Books For Everyone 
Wallace-8pol,
. -Store
. _ — ...._—_,...__.
Across From
M.S.U. Library
7534334
Y-ears
Wholesale &
Retail
tVilt.„/“.2 lo•
t:iaggev Ilsed
Stadium Vkw Subdivision
753-7134
7 Year''
See the boating professionals
The McClures at
•Happy . Haticiav
Travel, Inc, ••
-----------------   
Grayson & Don
McClure
Pa norama Shores 436-5483
7 Year-s
"Service 
-Is Our Business
Standard Oil Prodvets
Richard 'Orr
j444.41,0444,s--
. - -
Pogue Ave.
753-4652
, Ir.r_4_)
DI \ Ifiallb C tutu
ltclaire Shopping Center
7534391
•Service k
802 Chestnut
Salute to Business and Industry
7 Years
Auto Repairing
& Service
Beals
Tune-Up Shop
North 4th Street
7534119
6 Years
See Us For Good
Used Trade Ins On
75 Chevrolets
-Dwain Taylor-
Chevrolet
Hwy. 641 South
753-2617
6 Years
Specializing In
Carry Out
Grecian Steak
House.
North 1.2111 Ext.
7534419
_
6 Years
The
"Friendly"
Store
Clothing For All
Special Occasions
Dor-Mae
Dixieland Shopping Center
753-7441
6 Years
Storey's
Food Giant- ---
Super Market
Belaire Shopping Center
7534322
6 Years
H & R Block
Tax Service
Behind Jtm Adams ICA
72-4204
6 Years
;
Federal Savings
& Loan
7th & Main 753-7921
6 Years
Member of
Multiple Listings
Guy Spann
Realty
901 Sy camor,
753-7724
6 Years
Owners: Mr. & Mrs. John
Cavanaugh
For True Root Beer
Stop Here
K-N
Root Beer
4th & Sycamore
753-7713
5 Years
MURRAY
Sfileet
& Automotive
Center
201S. 7th 753-9999
6 Years
Freda Steely, Owner
Kingswood
Beauty Salon
Kiagswood Subdivision
763-5587
5 Years
One Hour Service
Drive-In Window
Shirt Service
Central Shopping
Center
6 Years
Specializing In Bass, Deer
Heads & Water Fowl
Paul's Taxidermy
Irvin Cobb Rd.
753-8073
5 Years
Burger Chef
There's More to like at
Burger Chef
1304 Main
753-7199
1
6 Years
Why Pay Retail When
You Can Buy Wholesale
Wholesale Electric
206 E. Maui
753-8154
5 Years
We Intend
To Serve
Murray
Cash & Carry
206 N. 4th
753-5201
5 Years
Nation Wide
super Market of Sound
Radio
Shack
North 12th Extended
753-7100
5 Years
For All Your
Electric Needs
David Morris
Electric
202 E. Main
7517205
5 Years
Satisfaction
Guaranteed
Air conditioners and
freezer on Sale
Montgomery
Wards
1203 Chestnut
753-1966
5 Years
Jerry McCoy, Owner
Jerry's
Refinishing &
Custom Built
Furniture
Hwy. 641 South
492-8187
5 Years
For the finest in Steaks,
Seafoods.
Seven, Seas
Hwy. 641 North
753-4141
111h Years
—Name Brands
—Discount Prices
Jim's Shoe
Outlet
Southside Manor
753-8715
5 Years
Omelets-Breakfast
and Dinner
6:30 To 9:00
7 Days
Hungry Bear
1409 Main 753-7641
4 Years
"Your Zenith Dealer"
Tucker's TV
Sales &
Service
1914 Coldwater Rd.
763-2906
4 Years
Photography of
Distinctiou
Wilson
Woolley
Photography
Greenbrier Rand
753-7301
3 Years
Our Fabrics
Are Unique
Monique
Fabrics
Central Shopping Center
7534335
3 Years
1
4 Years
For A Land Lover's
Delight
Long John
Silvers
711 South 12th
753-5267
3 Years
John Randolph
Realty &
Auction
Co.
1111 Sycamore
75341321
4 Years
Satisfaction
Guatanteed
Central Shopping Center
753-7175
3 Years
Murray
Appliance
212 Main 753-1586
4 Years
Vanderbilt
Chemical
Corp.
Penny Rd.
753-4926
3 Years
RTIF212,3
4 El-
Sunbury Circle
753-7381
31/2 Years
Flowers
For
All Occasions
Juanita's
Flowers Inc.
917 Coldwater timid
753-3880
3 Years
Car Wash
it not wax
Astro Car
Wash
1112 Chestnut
753-1331
3 Years
Murray Datsun,
Inc.
DATSUN
From Nissan with Pride
South 12111 7I3-7114
3 Years
Murray's Only Complete
otac
Spoke & Pedal
Bicycles
Winter Sale In Progress
511 So. 12th
753-0388
3 Years
19 Years Experience
Morris
Refrigeration &
Electrical
Service
202 Main 753-7205
3 Years
Twin Lakes
Office Products
314 Main
753-0123
3 Years
3 Years
Murray's Favorite
Closet
Closet
Clothes
Southside Shopping
Center
753-9882
Sailor Citizens Home
Fern Terrace
Lodge
1011 Stadium View Dr.
753-7181
21/2 Years
Vernon's inc.
Western Store Boot
& Shoe Store
& Shoe Repair
Olympic Plaza
753-W135
21/2 Years
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Man's World
900 Coldwater Road
753-0511
2 Years
All Fall & Winter
Merchandise at
Close-out Prices
Pants & Shirts
1/2 Price
The Men's
Store
901 Coldwater Road
2 Years
307 N. 4th
753-6048
2 Years
Complete Tire &
Automotive Service
Ewing Tire
808 Coldwater Rd.
753-3154
2 Years
Complete line of U. S. &
Canada Coins & Supplies
Now open at Retail Shop
Jerry Stallons
Coins
1410 Glendale Rd
751.8317
2 Years
.Atkins
—Gutter
Service
1611 Ryan
753-4407
2 Years
Store Full Of
Spiritual Blessings
Christian
Book Store
808 Chestnut
753-0425
9-6 Moo -Fri
9-5 Sat
2 Years
Ready to help you with your
real estate needs whether
you're ready to buy or sell -
We have 8 qualified
salesmen anxious to serve
you
Boyd Majors
Real Estate
105 N 12th 753-9300
1 1/2 Years
Boarding & Grooming
Pick up & delivery service
available
Paradise
Kennels
753-4106
1 1/2 Years
Donuts Made
Fresh Daily
ODixieCream
Chestnut
753-6034
1 Year
Unique Gifts, Complete
Bridal Shop
Shon)case
SHIRLEY SMITH
WIFFICR
121 Bylaw
a 7534541
1 Year
Make Your Floors as shiny
as ours
Marimak
Industrial
1105 Arcadia
Olympic Plaza
753-7753
1 Year
Thanks for making our first
year a success
Ann Herbert
Bel-Air Center
753-6056
Ruth Gonzales, mgr.
Jenny Shropshire, asst mgr
8 Months
Get a Gift for the sport in
your life
Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods
1203 Chestnut
753-8844
4 Months
All Varieties of Antiques
Murray Antique
Mall
607 So. 4th
Phone 763-7499
1837 ,1975
— HA.
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Busmesses that, were _inadvertently ntt contacted_cuo-
cerning this special section, and would like their firm in-
cluded, should contact the advertising department of this
newspaper, 753-1919.
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